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Executive Summary  
 
Workpackage 3 creates and maintains common ground in the project and translates this in 
use cases and scenarios that steer the development work and the validation in the project. 
To that end, all partners who are engaged in the development in workpackages 4, 5 and 6 
are also part of and contributing to workpackage 3.  
 
Common ground needs to be maintained and this deliverable issues a first version of that 
common ground in the form of: 
(a) a scenario-based methodology for the design of the showcases and the services that 
LTfLL will produce; this deliverable presents the first version of the methodology along 
with design templates and examples. The methodology specifies how demonstrators 
(showcases) and services will be developed in the project.  
(b) the use cases and scenarios in which the design in LTfLL is cast, are developed in 
workpackage 3. This deliverable reports the first stage and starting design point of the 
services in the form of initial use cases. 
(c) The design and development of ‘early demonstrators’ (showcases) of the 
functionalities envisaged by the project was initiated by the showcase scenarios that are 
reported in this deliverable; 
(d) Finally, a first inventory is reported of the tools and resources that are needed for the 
development of the showcases and services offered by LTfLL. 
 
Workpackage 3 produces a methodology and design scenarios that will be elaborated 
during the lifecycle of the project. The evolving methodology and designs are presented, 
discussed and evaluated during all LTfLL project meetings. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Integration activities are an important element in the LTfLL project. Workpackage 3, 
together with workpackages 2 (Infrastructure) and 7 (Validation), performs these 
integration activities. According to the Description of Work the workpackage is 
responsible for two intertwined tasks that are critical for the overall project, i.e. to create 
 a detailed common understanding (or common ground) between the partners, and  
 to translate this common understanding into Use cases and pedagogically sound 
scenarios that can steer the design and development work in WP4, 5 and 6; the 
validation in WP7; and guide the further uptake of the results of LTfLL.  
Furthermore, the workpackage is responsible for an assessment and selection of existing 
language technology based tools and resources. This inventory will create a common 
ground for the first cycle of LTfLL, in which services (show cases) will be developed on 
the basis of existing tools and resources. During the project this ‘repository’ will be 
further developed. 
 
 
Figure 1: Structure of LTfLL workpackages 
 
 
The position of workpackage 3 in the structure of the project is represented in Figure 1, in 
which the development workpackages 4, 5 an 6 are shown to interact with workpackages 
2 (infrastructure), 3 (scenarios) and 7 (validation). These integration activities are critical 
for the outcomes of the project. They deal with the requirements and educational 
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perspective of each of the services resulting from the development workpackages WP4, 
WP5 and WP6, the integration in a learning environment of these services, their usage 
and their validation through which the further development and adaptation of the services 
can be directed. Therefore all partners are involved in at least part of the integration 
activities.  
 
In the process view presented in Figure 2 Workpackage 3 is seen to guide the 
development workpackages by common scenarios. This is a concise view of 
workpackage 3’ responsibility to create and maintain common ground for the project. 
Scenarios, and the associated scenario-based design methodology from which they result, 
are integral part of this common ground. The current deliverable is intended to provide 
the common ground or baseline for the project. It does so by: 
 Specifying a scenario-based design methodology that supports an interdisciplinary 
project such as LTfLL to maintain communication about design as long as 
possible by avoiding formal methods specific to IT-design. 
 Guiding the formulation of user requirements cast in Use cases that are situated in 
educational settings.  
 Making available to the project an inventory of existing language technology 
tools and resources on which the project can build. The showcases are build on 
top of these tools and resources. 
 Guiding the formulation of so-called showcases: demonstrators of educational 
applications of language technologies based on existing tools and technologies. 
 
 
Figure 2: Process view of LTfLL development and validation 
 
The structure of the deliverable more or less follows the contents of the baseline 
described above. It first elaborates the major guideline for the project: the scenario-based 
development methodology for LTfLL. As detailed in chapter 2 the selection of a 
scenario-based approach is motivated by the need to bring together and stimulate 
communication between project partners from different disciplines, who do not share the 
characteristic design methods and formalisms of information technology. The natural 
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language specification used in the methodology will allow maximum communication 
within teams as diverse as LTfLL. Another characteristic of the methodology is its 
embeddedness in educational contexts in which scenarios are developed and services, 
eventually, deployed. 
In this deliverable the methodology is formulated and supported by templates for Use 
cases and scenarios. An elaborated Use case with associated problem and solution 
scenarios along with guidelines for their formulation are included. The methodology 
itself is subject to continuous evaluation and improvement over the lifetime of the 
project. The description of the design methodology will be improved and gradually the 
examples will be amended with detailed scenarios closer to interface and interaction 
design. The methodology will be evaluated and developed further during the project. A 
first workshop on the methodology was held in the Manchester meeting of the 
consortium (June 2008) and other workshops to refine the methodology will follow. 
As part of development process partners have formulated Use cases for the six tasks in 
the workpackages 4, 5 and 6. They are reported alongside the example Use case and 
scenario. Finally, partners have produced a set of scenarios that can demonstrate the 
potential of the LTfLL services using existing tools and techniques. Together with the 
inventory and assessment of existing tools and resources they provide the baseline from 
which further development in LTfLL will build. 
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2. The Scenario-Based Design Methodology  
2.1 Introduction 
In any IT or R&D project it is important to use structured design methods, which enable 
management of the scoping problems (deciding the boundaries of the system), the writing 
of explicit specifications in advance of the development and the evaluation of interim and 
final results that are aligned with these specifications. The absence of, or an inadequate 
use of, such design methodologies, leads to a number of unwanted effects, such as delays 
in production and delivery, excess of the available budgets and insufficient acceptability 
by the intended end users.  
 
The complexity of the LTfLL project is even bigger than in regular IT projects, as it is an 
innovative multidisciplinary project that covers a wide range of topics and diverse 
technologies. Particularly: 
 It is an innovative project aiming to develop tools and services based on 
Language Technology and cognitive modelling for which the final outlines are 
not yet clear and/or are under development.  
 It is a multidisciplinary project with partners spread over Europe. The project 
brings together IT developers and educational oriented researchers in the field of 
life-long learning; two groups, that may be expected to lack sufficient common 
ground 
  The themes chosen cover a broad range of topics and potential tools, e.g. formal 
versus informal learning, individual versus collaborative building of competences 
and knowledge creation, educational versus organizational settings  
 The technologies to be used are quite diverse in their scope, their life cycles and 
stability.  
 
This complexity increases the importance of a methodology that is tailored to the needs 
of the project and meets its additional requirements.   
 
Dan Marks (2002) compares the development methodologies based on the waterfall 
sequence model and the iterative sequence model. He states that the comparison should 
not necessarily lead to the selection of one overall winner. He takes a pragmatic position 
by claiming that the “best methodology will change on the particular project. Depending 
on the situation and objectives, one methodology may be a better choice than the other” 
(Marks, 2002). To support a choice the weaknesses and strengths are listed for both 
approaches in Table 1. The global model used for the LTfLL project is the iterative 
sequence model, which correctly matches with this classification. In the elaboration of 
the supportive methodology used within the LTfLL project we will keep a close eye on 
the potential weaknesses of the iterative sequence model.  
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 Waterfall Sequence Model Iterative Sequence Model 
Ease in analyzing potential changes Rapid feedback from actual users 
Ability to coordinate larger distributed 
teams 
Flexibility to address evolving requirements 
Can enable precise budgets Design flaws discovered quickly 
Less time required from Subject Matter 
experts 
Easy to roll-out new functionality in stages 
 Higher motivation and great productivity 
Strength 
 Very little knowledge loss between phases 
 
Lack of flexibility Difficulty coordinating larger teams 
Hard to predict all needs in advance Can result in a never-ending project if not 
managed properly 
Intangible knowledge lost between hand-
offs 
Tendency to not document thoroughly 
Design flaws not discovered until the testing 
phase 
Difficult to predict the precise features to be 
accomplished in a fixed time/budget 
Weakness 
Lack of team cohesion  
Table 1: Strengths and weaknesses of the waterfall and iterative development models 
(Marks, 2002). 
 
Scenarios for development and communication 
Research projects quite often have problems in finding the real problem owners and 
involving their main stakeholders. The opportunities emerging by (extending) the new 
technologies and tools then become leading and the created solutions are also based on 
this context. However, creating solutions for (still) unknown problems can be a risky 
business. The LTfLL consortium is aware of this problem and states in the DOW (2007): 
“The uptake of tools for e-learning and personal competence development at a larger 
scale is not merely dependent on the quality and the accessibility of a tool. There is an 
important role for scenarios illustrating ways of making use of a tool in different settings 
showing the conditions of use and the potential benefits”. This gives the scenario an extra 
instrumental function to ensure that the LTfLL project not only maintains an external 
orientation, but also continues an active and two-sided communication with the intended 
stakeholders.  
 
In order to establish common ground (see above), the project’ communication needs are 
twofold, with an external orientation to stakeholders and an internal one to the LTfLL 
team: “Experience has shown that a detailed and concise common understanding of the 
outcomes of a project among the partnership is a critical success factor for any project 
and especially a European project with differing and sometimes unknown assumptions on 
the educational process” (DOW, 2007). This leads to an additional and important 
requirement for the LTfLL design methodology: it should support an open, balanced and 
equal communication between people coming from different disciplines and 
backgrounds. The usability of technical systems and/or software is determined by the 
support they offer to the users in achieving their tasks1, which implies that the main focus 
                                                  
1 The international standard ISO 9241-11 defines usability as: The extent to which a product can be used by specified 
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. 
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of such communication during the design phases of LTfLL will be on realistic tasks 
within educational settings.  
 
The communication demands of the methodology put constraints on the way in which 
design is expressed. The technical design representations normally used by programmers 
like data flow diagrams, or UML notations, are not commonly used for all intended 
participants and tend to exclude persons from the communication. On the other hand, by 
using natural language, scenarios secure that the specifications are accessible to 
everybody. In fact, Muller (2002) claims scenarios facilitate participatory design between 
developers and the future users of the system. The main communication is supposed to 
take place “neither in the workers’ domain, nor in the software professionals’ domain, but 
in an “in-between” region that shares attributes of both the workers’ space and the 
software professionals’ space (Muller, 2002). 
 
Scenario-Based Design adopted  
With the objectives of the project, the composition of the team and the explorative 
approach with its iterations in mind we adopted the Scenario-Based Design (SBD) 
method of Rosson and Carroll (2002) as a starting point for the LTfLL method. The 
claims of SBD (Carroll, 2002) are:  
 Scenarios evoke reflection in the content of design work, helping developers 
coordinate design action and reflection.  
 Scenarios are at once concrete and flexible, helping developers manage the fluidic 
nature of design situations. 
 Scenarios afford multiple views of an interaction, and diverse kinds and amounts 
of detailing, thus helping developers manage the many consequences entailed by 
any given design move.  
 Scenarios can also be abstracted and categorized, helping designers to recognize, 
capture, and reuse generalizations, and to address the challenge that technical 
knowledge often lags the needs of technical design.  
 Finally, scenarios by promoting work-oriented communication among 
stakeholders, helps to make design activities more accessible to the variety of 
expertise that may contribute to design, and to address the challenge that external 
constraints designers and clients often distract attention from the needs and 
concerns of the people who will use the technology. 
 
As will be explained in the next section, the SBD has been adapted at some points. This 
has been done for two reasons, basically:  
 to optimize the match with the projects’ objectives, life cycle and validation 
needs, and  
 to reduce some of the critique on scenarios such as paying insufficient attention to 
the agents or actors and having insufficient empirical grounding (Grudin & Pruitt, 
2002).  
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These adaptations concern parts of the process and the use of strict templates. To make 
the LTfLL method more usable, templates with instructions will be provided, 
accompanied by guidelines, checklists and pitfalls (see Appendix C). The LTfLL 
methodology will evolve during the project and to that end data will be collected by the 
validation team (WP7). Eventually this will help to establish a stable and well 
documented development method.  
The next section describes what is expected from the SBD approach, its position in the 
development process, its main entities and the LTfLL adaptations.  
 
2.2 The LTfLL Scenario-Based Design approach 
 
Expectations from SBD 
Within the LTfLL approach Use cases and Scenarios will be used to specify requirements 
and communicate about them. The plans for each of the three development themes in the 
DOW will first be translated into Use cases and then further elaborated in Scenarios. The 
writing process forces the subtask teams to be explicit about: 
 the respective educational contexts in which experiments are going to take place  
 an analysis of the different stakeholders in the proposed solution 
 implicit assumptions 
 (pre-)conditions 
 requirements for the technology used, and  
 the user tasks within educational settings.  
 
The effort required to perform the specification process is substantial, but it is at the same 
time considered to be essential for building common ground in the project team with its 
divergent team member backgrounds. However, even more important is our assumption 
that the Scenario-Based Design (SBD) meets the LTfLL objectives, by enabling or even 
enforcing: 
 embedding technology in an educational settings  
 early and continuous focus on real users tasks  
 formative and summative validation activities in the context of the project 
 adaptation of design and validation actions according to the needs of each 
specific project phase 
 improvement of the quality (product/process) by validation methods and 
organizing feedback. 
 
The specification and design process using SBD has potential surplus values for the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the process, because it: 
 enables inspection and reflection, even before programming/development is started 
 supports continuous adjustments by its flexibility and ease of changing 
 supports the investigation or testing (mock-ups) of several options if needed 
 prevents dead-ends and costly backtracking during development 
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 enables selection rules to be used as early as possible in the process 
 allows deferral of (design) decisions into the future until required information 
becomes available. 
 
SBD and the LTfLL lifecycle  
Within multidisciplinary and international projects it is important to reduce as much as 
possible the mutual dependencies between the activities of design, validation and R&D. 
In addition, LTfLL is an innovative project with uncertainties and missing information, 
which needs detailed and directed technical research and formative validation to reach 
sound decisions for development. The project has chosen for parallel work streams of 
design, validation and R&D with feedback loops and mutual interactions. The importance 
of each stream compared to the others will vary in time. However, the SBD is supposed 
to keep these complexities of the development process manageable. The project lifecycle 
contains three main cycles to enable iterative product and tool development. In the first 
cycle the SBD leads the research and in the other two the SBD leads the development. A 
schematic overview is provided in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. A schematic overview of the main activities, their temporary importance and 
mutual interactions. 
 
Entities in SBD 
Before describing the details of the different entities used in SBD, our working 
definitions for each entity will be given. Within this context it is important to realize that 
in the literature the definitions of Use cases and scenarios are not always used 
consistently and that there are some overlaps between the concepts. The term “Use case”, 
for instance, is applied at two different abstraction levels. According to Wikipedia2 within 
the software engineering domain: “Use cases describe the interaction between a primary 
                                                  
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case 
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actor (the initiator of the interaction) and the system itself, represented as a sequence of 
simple steps” and “within systems engineering, Use cases are used at a higher level …. 
often representing missions or stakeholder goals.” In practice both definitions of Use case 
are used, which also determines the relation between both entities: a Scenario can provide 
the global context for the Use cases (being low level interactions of an actor with the 
system), or the Use case is the framework for the Scenarios. The LTfLL project is in line 
with the second definition, starting from the notion of a business Use case. 
 
The Use case 
For our working definition of the Use case we have substituted business concepts in the 
definition given by Frankl (2007) by educational ones: “it describes an educational 
process, documented as a sequence of actions that provides observable value to an 
educational actor. An actor is any person, system or thing that interacts with the 
educational processes or organization. So a Use case should describe what the 
educational process does -namely, its interactions with its environment- to deliver value 
to stakeholders. To fully understand the purpose of the educational setting and its 
educational processes, you have to know who puts demands on it and who is interested in 
its output.”  
 
LTfLL Use cases are strongly related to the project subtasks, starting from the objectives 
of each subtask (DOW, p.7). Therefore, they set the scope for the research and 
development. Each subtask has its own Use case. This will be used as input for detailed 
scenarios, that act as base lines for the design and development of the services in WP4, 5 
and 6. The main fields of a typical Use case are shown in Figure 4 (an elaborated 
example will be shown in section 3). To illustrate the Use case approach, excerpts of the 
elaborated example are shown in Box 1. Within the Use case an analysis is made that 
identifies the stakeholders and the problems they encounter in the global educational 
context. The idea is that the Use case is developed in communication with these 
stakeholders. Whenever one of the stakeholders is missing in the team, this implies that 
communication with people from outside the project is necessary. This provides a useful 
first check on the ideas about the problems, their solution directions and the objectives of 
the project.  
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Figure 4. The main fields of the Use case Template. 
 
 
 
CONTEXT OF A USE CASE ON TRAINING ENGLISH WRITING 
SKILLS 
 
..... an intensive hands-on course is given for second year students (400 in 2008) 
to develop their writing skills. This course is given once a year in the second 
trimester. ... Students have to practice and proof their writing skills in English 
by writing several essays. In the past, instructions were given to small groups 
that were supported, on a one-to-one base, by the staff of the Language Institute 
in collaboration with staff from the faculty and student assistants. However, the 
number of students is growing year after year, putting the faculty into budgeting 
problems.  
 
Therefore, after some promising results from experiments with collaborative 
learning and technology enhanced learning the decision was made to redesign 
the curriculum. ……..  
 
… an integrated approach is followed that uses language technology, 
collaborative learning and standard knowledge management methods to provide 
support and feedback during the writing processes. ….  
Box 1. Some excerpts of the context description taken from the example Use case. 
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In the early stages of any (IT) project a requirements analysis has to be made. Within our 
SBD approach this analysis will be more integrated in the specification processes of the 
Use case and scenarios. Within the Use case it will be done as a stakeholder analysis in 
the context description. During this analysis all needs and wishes of each stakeholder 
with their preconditions (see Box 2 for an example) are listed and these will be combined 
in one matrix to search for the different trade-offs. If all possible trade-offs are known it 
makes sense to prioritize them, to decide upon their importance, to estimate their 
probability and effects and finally decide where the balance will be struck. This results in 
a detailed context for the research and development, which can have effects on the user 
acceptability of the final system, services or tools. 
 
 
WHAT THE DEAN AND FACULTY BOARD WANT 
 
Current situation    New Situation 
• Exploding costs    • Cost reduction 50% 
• High output quality   • Same output quality 
• Too much staff time   • More time into R&D 
• High external costs   • Less use of language experts 
• Overloading staff    • More satisfaction of their employees 
 
                                              PRECONDITIONS OF THE DEAN 
                                             • Limited budget for development 
                                             • Ready in time for the courses of 2010 
                                             • No interference with core learning processes 
                                             • Meet accreditation requirements 
                                             • No unwanted side effects 
                                             • Acceptable for students and teachers 
 
WHAT THE STUDENTS WANT  WHAT THE TEACHERS WANT 
• better guidance and high quality support  • not more teaching  reduced workload 
• the best possible (expert) feedback  • avoid repetition  more challenging tasks 
• more adaptation to their problems  • more collaboration 
• regular and frequent feedback any time any place • automatic quality check & support low level feedback 
 
Box 2. The problems, expectations and preconditions for the Dean and some of the 
requirements of students and teachers (stakeholders taken from the example Use case) 
 
The detailed context of the Use case defines the starting point and the degrees of freedom 
for the subsequent scenarios. Each Use case can have a number of scenarios that act as 
instantiations of the Use case. This implies that the abstraction of the scenarios will be at 
a lower level and that the scenarios become more specific by the introduction of real parts 
(courses, assessments, existing services, personal etc.) of the environment of existing 
institutions as well as the educational approaches they use. 
The scenarios 
A definition of a scenario is given by Rosson and Carroll (2002): “a narrative or story 
that describes the activities of one or more persons, including information about goals, 
expectation, actions and reactions”. The scenario is task-oriented and gives an impression 
of the possible workflows for each end user role. The added-value of a scenario is that it 
enables an open communication with all end users about the system even before 
programming has started. The information of needs and wishes of all end user types 
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(requirement analysis) will be integrated and made visible in the narratives of the 
different interactions. These resulting stories can be validated with end users to ensure 
that the gaps between their expectations and the final system are as small as possible. 
Whenever the final interaction is based on a balanced result between two conflicting 
requirements, each end user role can be inspected to understand the design choices. This 
makes the use of scenarios a powerful instrument to build co-ownership with end users 
over the design decisions and final systems. 
  
The scenarios will elaborate the Use cases; they define in a concise way the pedagogical 
design in which the service will be used; the conditions of its use; the requirements to be 
fulfilled by the users (learners, faculty or staff or other persons involved) including any 
changes required in activities or behaviour; and in close collaboration with WP7, 
hypotheses and criteria, to measure the added-value to be assessed at validation time. The 
validity of the Use cases and scenarios will be ‘verified’ by potential users before their 
final version will go into the development and validation process (DOW, 2007). 
 
The objectives of the scenarios, therefore, make them crucial to the project, yet also 
complex to design. That complexity will be made manageable by the iterative and 
evolutionary characteristics of the scenarios. A scenario grows in time both in the aspects 
it covers, as well as in the levels of detail elaborated. During development, information 
will be secured at the time it becomes available. During the design and specification 
process the scenario evolves through a number of stages until it is ready for testing. Each 
stage has its own scenario type and from each scenario several alternative scenarios may 
arise in the next stage (see Figure 7). As a result, a Use case can have various associated 
problem scenarios and each of these problem scenarios may be associated to several 
alternative solution scenarios. The global process and the different scenario types are 
shown in figure 5.  
 
  
Figure 5. The model of Rosson & Carroll (2002) adopted and adapted to maximise its 
usability for the LTfLL project (on the left).The right side figure shows the feedback 
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loops and the main design process in each of the three LTfLL project cycles as defined in 
the DOW. 
 
Our starting point has been the SBD model of Rosson & Carroll (2002), which is adapted 
at three points. The first adaptation is the renaming of the ‘activity scenario’ into 
“solution scenario” since that new label - in our opinion - covers its function more 
adequately. The second one is the merging of the Information Scenario and Interface 
Scenario into one scenario, because the Interface is - for our purposes - of limited value. 
For most of the actors the services and tools to be developed will act as black boxes in the 
background. However, the Interface is not removed completely, because the IT staff 
needs to be able to install and configure the services and tools in their educational 
environments. The third and last adaptation is the introduction of the Validation Scenario, 
aimed at preparing the testing with real users in the educational settings. The 
methodology and adaptations provides us with the means to centrally direct the 
development efforts and to enlarge the reusability of the design method itself.  
The suggested approach appears to be very supportive for complex validation like in 
LTfLL (using six languages and two knowledge domains). The validation scenario links 
directly to the specific pilot institution delivering the test groups. 
 
 
NARRATIVE OF THE PROBLEM SCENARIO 
 
… To conform to the guidelines I insert three missing paragraphs. Having the 
correct outline I took a hard copy to the workshop to consult our tutor Peter. …… I 
evaluate the summary with the formal guidelines and the available checklists in the 
syllabus. The “word count” of msWord informs me that I exceeded the maximum 
words. … 
 
… I am reading the summary of Robert and a strange feeling crops up. In the 
summary, different writing styles are used. Formal and informal paragraphs are 
used and there is a switch in perspective. I decide to consult the “guidelines on 
plagiarism” … I open the Google search engine, select an advanced search and I 
paste the paragraph to do a literal search. …. 
 
Box 3. Some excerpts from the narrative (in the first-person perspective of student Mary 
and tutor Peter) of the problem scenario taken from the example scenarios. 
 
In the crossing-over from one scenario type to another (e.g. from problem scenario to 
solution scenario) all information from the first will be input to the second. Where 
needed, the descriptions will be adapted (the narrative of the problem should be different 
from the solution, see boxes 3 and 4), while other specifications are introduced by filling 
in the fields of the template that are still empty. Before we provide a walkthrough through 
the process, the main fields of a typical scenario are shown in Figure 6. Please note the 
field “Test Opportunities and Requirements”: this field provides the specific context for 
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the validation efforts and should be updated with any progress made within the scenario 
model (see the paragraph on scenarios and validation).  
 
 
NARRATIVE OF THE SOLUTION SCENARIO 
 
… I write my complete outline of the summary with the support of the online 
summary advisor. There is no limit to the number of consultations of that advisor 
and its results instantaneously show my scoring on the relevant indicators. This 
facility gives me more freedom to use an explorative approach. … 
 
… I am very pleased that I can use the online summary advisor to check on 
plagiarism. After feeding the summaries to the system, it shows me a nice overview 
of each summary along with the papers and summaries that are most congruent. It 
points me directly to the most suspicious summaries and the texts I need to read to 
decide whether it is plagiarism or not…. I know that in the meantime an automatic 
grading will be performed, which can be consulted after my grading, to be used as a 
second opinion … 
 
Box 4. Some excerpts from the narrative (in the first-person perspective of student Mary 
and tutor Peter) of the solution scenario taken from the example scenarios. 
 
The different types of scenarios 
In theory, each new type of scenario should be started right after finalising its ancestor 
scenario. Practice will often emerge to be more subtle, showing designers to work in 
parallel and to return to ‘finalised’ sections to rewrite parts for which new information 
became available. However, for the sake of a readable description of each scenario type, 
we assume a sequential process.  
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Figure 6. An overview of the main fields of the scenario template. 
 
The Problem Scenario describes the current situation for a specific institution. The main 
focus is on the real educational problems and their associated tasks. In this phase the 
pedagogical orientation of the institute is introduced. Although this may limit the generic 
use of the scenario it is required to generate usable solutions. For instance, solutions that 
are most valuable for Problem-based learning contexts, often conflict with the demands 
for more Instructor-controlled approaches. To handle these kind of conflicts, different 
scenarios can be designed based on one common Use case.  
 
To give an impression of the content of the Problem scenario a summary of the main 
fields is given below:  
 the Narrative gives the global perspective on the problem written in normal 
language. Within that story the main actors are listed.  
 In the Interactions the action sequences from the first perspective of each actor are 
described. These interactions can be very specific. The combination of both fields 
(Narrative and Interactions) enable the team to be as specific as needed, without 
the urge to strive for completeness at that detailed level. Within the described 
interactions the main features of the actors will emerge.  
 These will be listed with their pros and contras in the Features/Claims Analysis 
field.  
 Finally a first orientation at the testing should be covered in the field: Test 
opportunities and requirements and its results should be described. 
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The Solution Scenarios describe the possible target situations based on their associated 
problem scenario and each one will act as a ‘Business Case’. It is used to elicit feedback 
from the main stakeholders on the narratives (and interactions) of these scenarios. In a 
business acquisition process the quality and ease of understanding of the presented 
solution is often decisive for getting the contract. A side effect of such open discussions 
of the target situation(s) with the stakeholders may produce a feeling of co-ownership of 
the project objectives.  
 
At this phase, the global language technology functions are added with their first 
conditions and requirements. The testing requirements are made more specific and placed 
in the life cycle of the project. Whoever plans tests in a specific course that is offered 
yearly in the first trimester, while the system versions are supposed to be delivered in the 
second trimester, has to face an interesting challenge, or even a complete mismatch. In 
this phase a lot of details are still pushed forward to the future, when the required 
information will become available. This implies that the content of this problem scenario 
is based on a number of assumptions and  hypotheses. Feedback and/or information that 
requires updates of this problem scenario (and less for the solution scenario) are expected 
to become available in a next phase. 
 
The Information & Interaction Scenario fills in the more technical details for the 
solution scenario. Based on the input from that solution scenario, most fields will be 
updated and data exchange and data storage are introduced as well as the user interface 
design. Parts of the user interface will be covered by more generic environments calling 
the LTfLL modules as service or component. Therefore the focus will be more on the 
information than on the interface aspects. The only exception is the user interface design 
needed to configure the tools and services.  
 
At this phase the descriptions of the interactions of the main actors should be very 
specific and include an easy simulation of the calling and accepting environments. This 
opens new opportunities to do formative validation with small groups using smart mock-
ups (digital, paper-based etc.). Besides the testing opportunities the level of granularity 
now reached produces a kind of early demonstrators. 
 
The Validation Scenario puts the focus on the pilots, which are planned at the end of 
each development cycle. They match the context of the intended pilot institutions and 
specify the test groups, the infrastructure needed, as well as the validation type and 
methods. To organise and manage the testing a Plan of Action is written. Important for 
the validation scenario is that it is specific to the project phase and that it is designed in 
close collaboration with the Validation workpackage (WP7).  
 
Scenarios and validation 
Several research and development projects in Europe have shown that too much focus on 
technology development can introduce risks for the usability of a project’ outcomes. With 
such a focus, the usability of the system or component developed often appeared to be 
low, and the impact of the technology remained unclear. Another risk is that the research 
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drifts away from the original ideas, leaving insufficient time to finalise the products, 
which in turn endangers the robustness of the final results. Difficulties for testing realistic 
tasks in a less controlled environment arise and as a last resort tests in a ‘laboratory’ 
setting are run. The gap between the lab-based micro-testing and the potential educational 
market is difficult to pass. 
 
To prevent this type of problems the scenario approach has been chosen. During the 
scenario writing process permanent attention will be given to validation needs and 
chances. The approach will be implemented by creating a line of scenarios in cooperation 
with stakeholders, culminating in the validation scenario. This scenario will encapsulate, 
within the context of each phase concerned, the key decisions about validation, including 
the actors, the criteria for validation and the selection of appropriate methodologies. 
Concluding: the validation of the software services will be scenario-driven and the 
criteria used are expressed by stakeholders during the design of the scenarios and are 
subsequently enhanced by formative feedback through the evaluation process. 
 
How all this will be done, is illustrated in the following example: The Use case covers the 
initial analysis of stakeholders under the heading “problem situation”. The problem 
situation describes the “Who has what problem?” “What makes this problem a problem?” 
and “Why is it important to solve the problem?” The attainable goals and the first 
outlines of solutions are also part of the Use case. These specifications are used for 
writing the “problem scenario”, in which the main actors and their perspectives 
concerning the (problematic) task execution are introduced. In addition, an analysis is 
performed to collect the current features and claims with their pros and cons in one table.  
 
In the phase of the specification of the “solution scenario” an elaboration of the proposed 
solution is created that includes the new or adapted task execution with the interactions of 
the main actors. The features and claims table, with its pros and cons, is updated and the 
benefits of the solution are made visible by comparing both tables. Using this overview 
of claims and benefits stakeholders can be interviewed in a formative validation (e.g. to 
proof the concepts) or hypotheses can be postulated and tested for summative evaluation.  
2.3 Working process  
The outcomes of the writing of Use cases and scenarios is the responsibility of the work 
packages and their subtasks. However, the actual writing will be carried out within WP3 
to build common ground and to ensure a user driven, transparent and educationally sound 
design. During the LTfLL meeting in Manchester (25 June 2008) a workshop was 
organised to instruct all partners on the use of the methodology. The content and 
experiences of that workshop were used in the description of the methodology we are 
reporting on here.  
To support the LTfLL team in their writing tasks an Editorial Board with project team 
members from the OUNL and AURUS KTS was established. The editorial board can be 
consulted and it sends feedback on all (intermediate) results uploaded to our project 
support environment. To manage the mutual expectations and to specify each task, the 
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partners have been informed about what to expect from the editorial board. The following 
text was used in the communication:  
 
The editorial board: 
 will provide guidance and feedback during the writing process of Use cases and 
scenarios.  
 will answer questions and solve occurring problems (which can be posted by 
partners in the WP3 forum), together with the corresponding WP leader. Within 
the editorial board, each WP has its own contact person. The contact person will 
be enrolled as a member of his/her specific ‘contact-workpackage’, so s/he is up 
to date on the progress of writing Use cases and scenarios. 
 will clarify the methodology; answer questions, provide templates, rising urgent 
matters and provide feedback to the people in their ‘contact-workpackage’.  
 will provide templates, guidelines, presentations and examples, which facilitate 
the writing process.  
 will keep a list of all feedback given and will restructure the advice, so that they 
will become general guidelines for Use case and scenario writing. This will be an 
evolving document available in the project support site. 
 will propose selection criteria for the scenarios, although the agreement and 
decision on the final selection criteria will be done together with each WP leader.  
 will meet regularly (in the first phase every week) in order to exchange occurring 
problems and synchronize feedback between the contact persons and the other 
WP3 members. 
 will check the WP3 area of project support site regularly to see if there are new 
Use cases/scenarios which need to be reviewed. Feedback will be given by means 
of the WP3 forum, so that other registered members of WP3 will also be 
informed. If new documents are available, they will not only be posted to the 
document section of the WP3 area of the project support site, but participants will 
also be notified by means of a message in the forum. Feedback will be provided 
within a week after posting a Use case or scenario within the WP3 area of project 
support site. Although contact persons will also keep an eye on the writing 
process in each WP, only the posting in the WP3 area is considered as the signal 
that feedback should be provided. 
 
The WP leader: 
 has the responsibility for (the timely) writing of Use cases and scenarios  
 organises that Use cases and scenarios are posted within the document section of 
WP3 area of the project support site and that a message with a link to this Use 
case/scenario is posted in the forum. This will function as a sign to the editorial 
board, so that they can provide feedback. 
 at least all workpackage leaders of each WP (4/5/6) will register as participant of 
the project support site area for WP3 to be kept informed.  
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Feedback to improve the methodology 
WP3 is supportive for the development workpackages. To do this efficiently we are 
actively searching for lessons learned to enable adjustments to the methodology. These 
lessons partly are derived from the experiences of the editorial board in the support 
activities. Other lessons can be drawn based on the feedback on the methodology we ask 
of partners. This process has started with the discussion on the templates. In the first 
project months, preceding the workshop in Manchester, all partners were asked to use the 
initial templates to design very early drafts and to comment on the usefulness of the 
process and its tools. This discussion and feedback is positioned at the WP3 forums in the 
project support site. For the future we plan to proceed with such feedback loops, which 
will also be fed with the data from formative validation activities accomplished by WP7. 
 
To store these lessons and use them for improving the writing processes, the editorial 
board creates and updates a document with guidelines, checklists and pitfalls. This 
document (see appendix C) will grow and evolve with the progress of the project.  
2.4 Selection criteria for scenarios  
During the writing process each subsequent step may lead to new branching of scenarios. 
This creates a hierarchical data structure, which is called a tree. The Use case acts as the 
top node or root of that structure. The resulting tree of scenarios will have dead ends in 
which further development stops. A schematic hierarchy of scenarios with its dead ends 
is shown in Figure 7. During the progressive and iterative specification of each 
subsequent scenario, additional information will be collected. This information can fail to 
meet the specific criteria laid down in the scenario. In such a case the development in that 
branch will be stopped.  
 
 
Figure 7: Schematic tree with the final hierarchy of scenarios and possible dead ends. 
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The selection criteria for scenarios and pilot projects we intend to use are to be found in 
appendix D. For illustrative reasons some are listed in Table 2, together with the 
methodological phase they belong to. The criteria can help us decide whether to stop the 
development process for that particular scenario. 
 
Scenario Selection or Stopping Criteria  
Problem Scenario • no problem holder found 
• not an educational problem 
• impossible validation indicators 
Solution Scenario (Activity Scenario in 
earlier versions) 
• stakeholders not convinced 
• optimal solution without LT 
• missing an useful corpus 
Information & Interaction Scenario • data exchange too complex 
• performance exceeds limits 
• too much preparation needed 
• solution worse than problem 
Validation Scenario • no test groups available 
• insufficient time to gather data 
• technology needs huge user groups 
• side-effects with the testing 
Actual Pilots • too much preparation 
• instable system 
• conflicts in the infrastructure 
• performance unacceptable 
• timing between test/test group 
Table 2: Possible selection criteria leading to a stop in the SBD process or cancellation of 
running a pilot. 
 
A development process with too much branching appears to be costly, time-consuming 
and impractical. In addition, stopping development too late in the process implies that 
resources may be wasted unnecessarily. So to ensure efficiency guidelines can be 
followed:  
 try to use the explicit selection criteria as early as possible and search for the 
requested information (e.g. start to discuss with pilot institutions and to organize 
potential test groups with the specification of the solution scenarios) 
 try to limit the amount of branching to 1 or 2 alternatives for each subsequent 
scenario  
 branch as late as possible to maximize the reuse of the design specification 
processes 
 
3. Use cases and scenarios 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to facilitate the development process, templates for: 
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 The Use case 
 The different scenarios 
have been made available by WP 3. They are shown below. 
3.2 Templates 
The Use case template 
Use case: [specific, short unique name for the Use case, ideally written 
in verb-noun format (e.g. ‘borrow books’, ‘withdraw cash’] 
Author(s): [Name author(s)], [organisation], [e-mail author(s)] 
Progress: [version: [no.]] 
ID:  [reference code of a Use case with its related Work Package 
Task to, e.g. `UC4.2’] 
Category: [reference to overall objective to which this Use case relates, 
preferably derived from the Description of Work (DoW page 
7)] 
Summary: [short description of the essence of this Use case, including at 
least the problem and proposed solution to this problem] 
Problem situation: [In ‘problem situation’ the different stakeholders with their 
respective problems should be described: Who have this 
problem? (stakeholders) What makes this problem a problem? 
Why is it important to solve the problem? In many cases, the 
following stakeholders can be distinguished:  
a. Students  
b. Teachers/tutors/moderators 
c. The dean (as a representative of the faculty)  
d. ICT-staff ] 
Context: [description of the context in which the problem occurs. 
Includes information about: stakeholders (those who can 
decide about implementation of the system), target group(s) 
(those for whom the system is meant), actors (those who 
directly interact with the system once it is implemented), 
organisational, available material and resources etc.] 
Reachable goal 
situation: 
[description of the goal state: the wished for final situation, 
which may be reached through the solution(s). A goal state 
must be realistic: something which can be acquired within 
reasonable conditions, so not the ideal situation. You could 
use the listing of the different stakeholders, as they are 
described within ‘problem situation’, as an initial structure for 
this field] 
Solution(s): [functional, not technical, solution of the foreseen solutions to 
the problem situation, to reach the desired goal situation. You 
could use the listing of the different stakeholders, as they are 
described within ‘problem situation’, as an initial structure for 
this field] 
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Conditions and 
requirements: 
[description of critical success factors that influence use or 
implementation of the solution (e.g. needed roles, resources) 
and need to be available of be implemented to solve the 
problem] 
Validation indicators:  [performance indicators to test if the aimed for objectives are 
reached once it is implemented in a context. These indicators 
are formulated as specific and measurable as possible at this 
level. You could use the listing of the different stakeholders, 
as they are described within ‘problem situation’, as an initial 
structure for this field] 
Related Use cases: [names of related Use cases] 
Notes: [any additional remarks useful to interpret the Use case, e.g. 
assumptions, exceptions, recommendations] 
Acknowledgements: [people or organizations which have been helpful while 
specifying this Use case] 
Used terms:  [list with definitions of important terms used within this Use 
case] 
References: Articles/URL’s/documentation related to this Use case 
Table 3: The Use case template 
The scenario template 
Scenario:  [specific, short unique name for the scenario, which indicates 
the relation with the underlying Use case] 
Author: [Name author(s)], [organisation]  
[e-mail author(s)] 
Type and Progress: [the type describes the position in the live cycle. The scenario 
types are: problem, solution, information & interaction or 
validation] [version: [no.]] 
ID:  
 
[reference code referring to the Work Package (and thus, also 
the Use case) to which the scenario is related and a serial 
number of the scenario, e.g. `WP4_S1’] 
Actor(s):  
 
[someone of something, with a specific role or function, that 
acts on the system or is acted upon by the system. An actor 
maybe a person, a device, another system or time] 
Objectives: [scenario objectives, per actor in a functional and practical 
manner] 
Pedagogical 
orientation: 
[details the main pedagogical concept (e.g. problem-based, drill 
& practice, action learning) and the pedagogical characteristics 
of the context (e.g. if it’s meant for individuals or groups, 
aimed at acquiring knowledge, skills or competences)] 
Narrative: [a narrative story of the user tasks and possible sequences of 
actions of the user(s) and the system] 
Features and Claims 
Analysis 
[the type of features are intertwined with the phase (Type) of 
the concerning scenario. For the problems scenario these 
describe the current practice with the pros {+} and cons {-}. 
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For the other scenarios these describe the new and adapted 
features including its usability claims with the pros {+} and 
cons {-}] 
Interaction(s): [the interaction(s) described from several (first person) 
perspectives. What are the actions that each actor can perform 
in the system? Specifies the exchange of data and information 
between users and systems. The functional name of the actor is 
mentioned, e.g. teacher, and than it is described what the 
teacher can do, likewise for e.g. the student, the administrator 
etc. These descriptions should be so specific and practical, that 
some persons can ‘play or act’ all in practice]  
[TBD]  
ID Data and actors with 
direction 
Interface 
(Schematic) 
Data Exchange & 
User Interface: 
   
[Specify the different validation events and how they will take 
place. Specify several analytical and empirical validation 
events during the project in order to continuously improve the 
design and, if feasible, one summative validation event towards 
the end of the project to test if the project goals are achieved.] 
Method type: [Specifies the purpose of the validation and in 
general terms how it will be performed. There 
are three possibilities: 1) Analytical, in which 
scenarios are critically reviewed by experts or 
stake-holders on the basis of a checklist of 
general design guidelines 2) Empirical, in 
which mock-ups, prototypes and development 
versions of the system are tested with real 
users to check if the actual use of the system is 
the same as the intended use, and 3) 
summative, an experimental design in which 
the new system is tested with actual users and 
compared to a control group of users that use 
the old system (as described in the problem 
scenario)] 
Participants: [Concretely specify the people that will 
participate in the validation event. Experts and 
stake holders for an Analytical validation and 
groups of users for the Empirical and 
Summative validations] 
Validation design(s): 
Materials: [Describe the materials (e.g. tasks to be 
performed by the users, questionnaires, 
observation lists, log files, etc.) that are needed 
to perform the validation] 
Satisfaction aspects [the user satisfaction aspects that are relevant for validating the 
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critical subtasks of the scenarios] 
ID Aspect 
  
[the critical subtasks to be tested in empirical validations of 
prototypes and system versions. First, use the outcomes of the 
features and claims analysis to identify the critical subtasks (the 
key features of the system that influence people's experience 
with the system). Next, for each critical subtask, specify: 1) the 
satisfaction aspects for which you want information from a 
user, 2) if relevant, a standard for the quality of the users output 
after performing the subtask, 3) the maximum allowed time 
within which the user should have performed the task, and 4) 
the maximum allowed number of errors users can make while 
performing the task. 
ID Subtask Satisfaction 
aspect #s 
quality Min 
speed 
Max 
errors 
Critical Subtasks: 
      
Visualization: [A flow diagram representing an overview of the user roles and 
accompanying interactions positioned in time] 
Used technology and 
services:  
[Technologies and services which are used to realize the 
functional requirements of this scenario in an implementation]  
Conditions and 
requirements:  
[description of practical and specific critical success factors that 
influence use or implementation of the scenario and need to be 
available of be implemented in order to make it work]  
Testing opportunities 
and requirements:  
[lists possible pilot contexts in which an implemented version 
of the scenario could be tested, including requirements of the 
pilot context, e.g. minimum number of participants. Also 
specifies: 
 Which performance indicators will be measured (partly 
derived from the Use case, when necessary specified in 
more detail? 
 When the performance indicators should be measured 
(before/during/after the interactions with the system)?  
 How the performance indicators can be measured 
(quantitative/qualitative, logging/quality of 
results/questionnaires/...)]  
Related scenarios: [names of related scenarios] 
Notes: [any additional remarks useful to interpret the scenario, e.g. 
assumptions, exceptions, recommendations] 
Acknowledgements: [people or organizations which have been helpful while 
specifying this scenario. Terms which are already specified in 
the Use case are inherited for the scenario] 
Explanation of used 
terms: 
[list with definition of important terms used within this 
scenario] 
References: Articles/URL’s/documentation related to this scenario 
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Table 4: The Scenario template 
 
For each of the scenarios to be developed (problem, solution, interaction and interface 
and validation scenarios) we will use a template with a specific subset of items from the 
general template provide above. 
3.4 Use case descriptions 
All development partners have used the Use case template to describe their future work in 
the LTfLL project. The filled out templates can be found in Appendix A. 
To provide an easy overview of the project’ development areas, we present the texts 
entered in the summary field of the Use cases. For improved readability, we provide 
slightly edited versions. 
Use case WP 4.1 UTU, Tübingen 
When tutors provide feedback to students, part of that feedback can be a suggestion to 
read the best suitable material in order to achieve a learning goal (e.g. successfully 
complete a course, just undertaking a particular concept, etc.). 
When tutors can suggest an optimal sequence in reading materials that means that tutors 
can save time by not having to answer questions that would have originated from a lack 
of coherence between learning materials or by the wrong order in which the material 
would have been read.  
Materials with introductory content should be red first, then contents directed to 
audiences with intermediate level of expertise and then contents directed to expert 
audiences. The availability of an optimal sequence of reading materials also saves 
students time in organizing the materials and supports their efforts in understanding the 
concepts. 
As educational institutions are starting to widen their education offer to larger numbers of 
long life learners, (semi)-automatic tools are needed to assess student position and to 
recommend optimal sequence of reading materials in order to sustain the growth in the 
number of student registrations without simultaneously increasing the tutor’ workload to 
unmanageable levels. 
Use case WP 4.2 UNIMAN, Manchester 
Providing a personalised learning experience for large numbers of students is a key 
challenge for contemporary lifelong learning.  
The aim of this work package is to deliver services that can assess students understanding 
of a given domain area, exploring their ability to identify and relate concepts and 
providing feedback that identifies opportunities for students to address gaps in their 
conceptual understanding. The overarching requirement is to determine the most 
appropriate method of diagnosing conceptual development in lifelong learners. The key 
objectives of this service are to enhance the timeliness and effectiveness of formative 
feedback provided to learners. 
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Use case WP 5.1 PUB-NCIT, Bucharest 
Existing web technologies, like instant messaging (chat) and discussion fora, provide 
very popular methods of communication, especially among our younger generations. 
Both of them are text based dialoguing means over the Internet. Therefore, they can be 
used as a way of improving learning in collaborative settings, supporting group 
construction of shared meaning. However, computer support tools that give feedback 
both to students and teaching staff should be developed for enhancing collaborative 
learning. 
 
There are some differences between chat and fora, like in the dimension and complexity 
of the exchanged text. Discussion fora are suited better for tasks that extent over longer 
periods of time (more than 1-2 weeks) and which involve more members (e.g. the forum 
of a course, the forum of a semester project), while chat is suitable for short 
brainstorming sessions in a small group (e.g. collaborative problem solving of simpler 
exercises, competitive discussions on a specific topic). Even if these communication 
means are very popular among younger people, the analysis of their usage in learning 
situations is cumbersome as harvesting data regarding the participants and their overall 
collaboration behaviour from chat and forum discussions is a difficult and time-
consuming task for a human evaluator. So students have to wait longer to receive 
feedback from the teacher. And due to the lack of time, the quantity and quality of the 
feedback may be poor. In order to improve learning, feedback should refer to both the 
content (the topics) of the conversations and to the degree of collaboration and 
involvement of the participants. Therefore, we propose the development of a service that 
(semi-) automatically analyses chat and forum conversations in order to provide relevant 
feedback and recommendations to both students and teachers.  
Use case WP 5.2 UPMF, Grenoble 
Every student engaged in a course has to understand it and in so doing can produce free 
texts (e.g., essays, summaries) that have to be assessed by a third-part stakeholder. This 
assessment (i.e., comprising a grade and related comments and pieces of advice) is 
important for the students to understand the way they learn and progress, but is very 
cognitively demanding for the teacher to be devised. Current computer-based 
assessments are focused on shallow aspects of the text (e.g., spelling), or are MCQs that 
only involve a recognition process from learners. Moreover, in both cases they seldom 
induce students’ self-direction processes, which are crucial for lifelong learning. So we 
aim at developing a service that could deliver feedback as often as required by the 
student, and could foster self-assessment processes by allowing the comparison between 
the student’s judgments with those of the service. This service is aimed at mimicking as 
closely as possible human feedback on students’ essays. 
Use case WP 6.1 IPP-BAS, Sofia 
Each eLearning environment – be it a formal or informal one – faces the need for a 
common semantic framework as an underlying structure of meaningful relations between 
users and materials, within which the users can communicate efficiently and with the 
investment of minimal effort. However, the reality is far from such an elaborated 
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framework. Also, there are no good connections established between the formal 
(institutional) and informal (self-directed or accidental) ways of teaching/learning. In 
practice, nevertheless, they interleave very often. Thus, on the one hand, our task is to 
build a framework, which relates users to users and web materials to users in a better 
way. On the other hand, we aim at integrating the formal education modules with the 
informal ones. In achieving these goals, we rely on knowledge repositories (e.g. 
ontologies) and the appropriate chains of NLP tools and resources to create an 
architecture for knowledge acquisition purposes. 
Use case WP 6.2 UU, Utrecht 
The objective of task 6.2 is to create a link between the formal representation of a given 
domain in the form of ontologies (which allow for easy retrieval and reuse of the learning 
material) and the informal descriptions produced by social tagging (which allows for the 
inclusion of the appreciation people express for different kinds of material and thus 
identify their needs and interests). In order to reach this objective, we are going to design 
and implement a set of services that connect learners to resources and learners to other 
learners by means of user profiles, ontologies and social tagging. The ultimate goal is to 
complement the formal knowledge represented by ontologies with the informal 
knowledge emerging from social tagging (about content and users), improving thus the 
possibility of retrieving appropriate material and allowing learners to connect to other 
people who might have the function of learning mates and/or tutors. In this way, it will be 
possible to carry out a more personalized learning experience able to fulfil the needs of 
different types of learners. 
 
4. The Show Case, a special form of scenario  
4.1 Introduction 
The LTfLL project introduces the concept of the Showcase in order to quickly get going 
with SDM, to show the possibilities of existing technology (also to project partners) and 
to steer development in the first project year alongside the earlier mentioned Use cases 
and scenarios. Showcases: 
 demonstrate how the currently available language tools can be used in an 
educational setting  
 illustrate the use of already available parts of the tools to be developed within the 
next LTfLL project cycles 
 for testing, rely on already available conditions, infrastructure and pilot groups, 
including a chosen knowledge domain and language  
 use existing and stable language technology (to keep the R&D efforts to a 
minimum for the first project round) 
4.2 Relation between Showcases and the LTfLL development methodology 
Within the LTfLL-project the technical, pedagogical, organisational and educational 
knowledge acquired is integrated and accumulated into a set of services, which are 
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developed, delivered and upgraded during one of the three cycles within the project. The 
development of these services is steered by the collaborative development of Use cases 
and scenarios, according to the SBD methodology. The aim of the pilots projects within 
the project is to test and validate the main concepts developed, which are implemented 
into these services, on their functionality and usability within an educational environment 
(‘Proof of concept’). The validation criteria of a service are specified within the 
corresponding scenario leading to the development of that service. In total three pilot 
rounds are planned: 
 The first pilot, as a result of the first cycle of 12 months, integrates the current 
state-of-the-art and the technologies the partners contribute to the project within 
the framework of an educational Use case and scenario. This so called Showcase 
scenario will be piloted with a limited number of stakeholders (up to a maximum 
of 5) 
 The second pilot, after 24 months, takes into consideration the evaluation and 
piloting results with the showcases, which have led to new and updated scenarios 
and integration activities, accumulating in a new version of the services. Again, 
these services will be tested with a limited number of stakeholders 
 The third pilot, after 36 months, integrates all previous evaluation results into a 
last version of the services, which are tested with a minimum of 25 users. The 
validation results of this pilot will lead to a roadmap, describing how the results 
achieved can be sustained and propose new directions.  
4.3 How the Showcase concept is used 
We ask of project partners to fill out a template to describe their showcases and their 
setup, derived from their Use case and scenario descriptions. The template used here is no 
replacement for the actual Use case and scenario templates described above, but rather 
aims at enabling partners to plan/conduct/evaluate limited first year pilots and 
communicate about them to the other partners.  
 
Pre-pilot/ 
showcase scenario 
[Name] 
The objectives [A short description: write down what you want to demonstrate 
(and if relevant/possible how this illustrates the future 
development) and the main actor(s). Limit yourself only to those 
actors who are supposed to be active during the pre-pilot testing] 
The Narrative [A short narrative story of the user tasks and the possible 
sequences of actions of the user and the system. In this showcase 
phase the narrative points briefly to the educational problems and 
to the direction of one possible solution. We are using a kind of 
mock-up, so describe which parts of the sequence and/or data 
exchanges are covered by the tool and which will be simulated] 
Interactions(s) [Describe the interaction only from the first perspective(s) of the 
actor(s) involved in the testing] 
Used technology 
and services 
[Describe the tool(s) and their configuration to be used in the pre-
pilot testing. Remember this can be a mix with even paper-based 
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parts] 
Testing 
opportunities and 
requirements 
[Describe what is needed for the testing (in terms of 
infrastructure, the test environment, resources, domain, language 
and as far as possible: the test group, the type of data you want to 
collect and the test methods), when (start and end date) and where 
the testing will be done. Define a small ‘Plan of Action’ to ensure 
that the testing process goes as planned] 
Table 5: Showcase template 
 
The full partner provided Showcases are available in Appendix B. They include the 
planning of the pilots to be run in the first project cycle. 
 
5. Inventory and assessment of existing tools and 
resources  
5.1 Introduction 
This overview aims at providing a summary of tools and resources, which are required 
for the analysis and subsequent processing of the textual data used in the learning 
situations on which the LTfLL project focuses. The LTfLL project aims at facilitating 
learning through providing support for learning situations like finding a learning object, 
finding appropriate information, finding an appropriate person, etc. (see the Use cases 
and scenarios in appendix A and B)  
The support for these learning situations will be delivered by language processing tools 
providing functionality like semantic annotation, information extraction or document 
similarities measurement. We will report only on those language processing type of tools 
for which we know that at least one learning situation requires them. 
 
The language processing tools require appropriate resources that provide data for the 
processing and a software architecture in which they run (developing a software 
architecture is the main goal for the LTfLL Workpackage 2 efforts) for training and 
testing of the tools. For example, we might find several Part-of-Speech (POS) taggers for 
English, but in order to apply them to portfolios containing terms from e.g., the medical 
domain most probably we will need a corpus of portfolios, annotated additionally with a 
POS-tagger, which we will have to select from the available POS taggers in order to suit 
the data best. In the overview of these tools provided here we also will mention the 
resources on which they work. 
 
Please note that we put a special emphasis on tools aimed at the English language 
(without disregarding the role of the other languages, of course), since this language will 
be the starting point for most of the use cases in their initial phases, and respectively – of 
the subsequent scenarios. 
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5.2. Methods and criteria for selection 
The tools and resources have been chosen by means of the following methods:  
 an availability survey within partner groups,  
 an analysis of the task requirements in use cases and scenarios related to work 
packages 4, 5 and 6, and  
 an availability check on the Internet.  
The first two methods are considered leading, while the third method only has a 
supporting role. Also, a preference is given to tools and resources, which are developed 
and/or maintained by some project partner. Thus the selection criteria were closely 
connected to the ways of gathering the relevant information. This means that if the 
technology is owned and/or known by the partner, the required technology within the use 
cases and scenarios had to be checked on various resources on Internet. Apart from that, 
the most important criteria are: the possibility for public usage, the quality of the 
resource/tool and its adequacy to the task.  
The availability survey among partners (see Appendix E for the template) addressed the 
NLP aspects of the technology, which are involved in text processing. The template was 
divided into two parts: resources and tools. The first one investigated the availability of 
corpora and lexicons. The applicable criteria here were: the type of the resource; 
generality or specificity; mono- or multilinguality; the degree of annotation; its 
availability for public research. The tool part took into consideration the same parameters 
plus the performance of the tool. 
The requirements within use cases and scenarios added the framework of the more global 
technologies to the pure text processing toolkits. For example, here we have in mind 
services, such as visualization, integrating and analyzing the communication on the web. 
5.3. Existing NLP-related tools per language 
In this section we present existing tools for the languages of the project. They were 
gathered basically by the survey among partners, but also by use cases and Internet 
resources. 
Bulgarian 
 
BulTreeBank Tokenizer 
The tokenizer covers all languages that use the following Unicode tables: Latin1, Latin2, 
Latin3 and Cyrillic. If necessary, it can be extended to cover other tables in Unicode. The 
implementation is as a cascaded regular grammar in CLaRK (see below). It recognizes 
over 60 token categories. It is easy to be adapted to new token categories. 
 
BulTreeBank Morphological Analyzer 
This is the morphological lexicon of Bulgarian (100 000 lemmas) compiled as a finite-
state automaton in the CLaRK System. It requires a tokenized text and then it is applied 
to each token. It includes also guessers for unknown words and Named Entities 
gazetteers. If the corresponding resources are available for a different language, then it 
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can be tuned to it. The performance depends on the size of the documents, because the 
system uses the DOM representation of the XML documents. 
 
BulTreeBank Morphosyntactic Disambiguator 
This is a hybrid system, which incorporates the following general architecture: rules, 
neural network, rules. First, rules for the sure cases are applied, then a neural network 
disambiguator is run, then rules for repairing the most frequent errors of the neural 
network are executed. 
The rules are implemented as constraints in the CLaRK System. The neural network is an 
additional module in Java. It requires a morphologically annotated input. 
 
BulTreeBank Chunk Grammar 
It is based on the ideas of the cascaded regular grammars of Steven Abney (Abney 1989). 
The grammar recognizes non-recursive NPs, analytical verb forms, clitic attachments, 
some sure PP attachments and some sure clause boundaries, complex named entities. The 
coverage is 40% of constituents in full tree analyses. The measurement is done with 
respect to the trees in the Bulgarian Treebank (BulTreeBank), where the grammar was 
used as a pre-processor. The grammar is also used in a grammar checker for Bulgarian. 
 
Dependency Parser For Bulgarian 
The Malt Parser (http://w3.msi.vxu.se/~nivre/research/MaltParser.html) was trained over 
the dependency part of BulTreeBank. The performance is about 85% f-measure for 
unlabelled case and about 80% for the labelled one. The system is under development in 
direction of improving the language model and of constructing a hybrid parser with 
constituent and dependency modules. 
 
Keyword extractor 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: 0.60, Precision: 0.30, F-
measure: 0.40 (http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
 
Definition finder 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: 0.643, Precision: 0.182 and 
F-measure: 0.34 (http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
Dutch 
 
Lemmatizer and tagger 
 WOTAN (Berghmans 1994), 
 TiMBL (Daelemans et. al 2003 (a)), 
 MBT (Daelemans et. al 2003 (b)), 
 Tadpole (http://ilk.uvt.nl/tadpole/) 
 
Dependency Parser 
Alpino (Groningen University) (http://www.let.rug.nl/~vannoord/alp/Alpino/) 
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Alpino is a dependency parser for Dutch, developed in the context of the PIONIER 
Project Algorithms for Linguistic Processing. 
 
Keyword extractor 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: 0.36, Precision: 0.25 and F-
measure: 0.29. (http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
 
Definition finder 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: between 40 and 90 % 
depending on the type, Precision: between 2 and 25 % depending on the type. 
(http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable) 
 
Co reference resolution module 
Corea 
(http://www.tc37sc4.org/new_doc/ISO_TC37_SC4_N343_TDG3_COREA_Hendrickx.p
df) 
In COREA project, a two-year project which started in July 2005, they aim to develop a 
robust system for assigning such relations automatically, and they will investigate the 
effect of making co reference relations explicit on the accuracy of systems for for IE and 
QA. They will annotate a limited amount of application-specific corpus material, which is 
required for the evaluation of the co reference resolution system in the context of IE and 
QA.  
English 
The information for English is gathered from Internet sources and partly by partners. 
 
Part-of-Speech taggers 
This is a short overview of 4 POS taggers for English, all of which are distributed freely, 
and are available online for free download and use. They are all executable on Windows.  
These 4 taggers are based on different principles (both rule-based and statistical). The 
common feature of all is that they use the tagset of the PennTreebank and their work is 
trained on two of the famous corpora of English (the Brown corpus and the Wall Street 
Journal Corpus). The TreeTagger is the only tagger here which gives lemma information.  
 
Brill Tagger  
Creators: Eric Brill, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and University of 
Pennsylvania 
Principle: It is a rule-based tagger which works by first assigning each word its most 
likely tag, and then changing word taggings based on contextual cues.  
The Brill Tagger works with three lexicons: a lexicon derived from the Penn Treebank 
tagging of the Brown corpus only; a lexicon derived from the WSJ corpus, and one that 
was the derived from the Penn Treebank tagging of both corpora. For the purposes of 
comparison, we have tested the work of the Brill Tagger with 2 of the three lexicons, first 
only with Lexicon on the Brown corpus and then the Lexicon on the Brown and WSJ 
corpora because they show interesting differences in the accuracy of output.  
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Tagset: the Penn Treebank tag set 
URL: http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~brill/ 
 
Stanford University Tagger 
Creators: Stanford NLP Group (Kristina Toutanova), University of Stanford 
Principle: a Java implementation of a log-linear part-of-speech (POS) tagger. This is a 
maximum-entropy-based part of speech tagger, which achieves superior performance 
principally by enriching the information sources used for tagging. Improved results are 
achieved by incorporating the following features: (i) more extensive treatment of 
capitalization for unknown words; (ii) features for the disambiguation of the tense forms 
of verbs; (iii) features for disambiguating particles from prepositions and adverbs. The 
best resulting accuracy for the tagger on the Penn Treebank is 96.86% overall, and 
86.91% on previously unseen words. 
Corpus: the Penn Treebank Corpus 
Tagset: the Penn Treebank tag set 
URL: http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml 
 
Tokyo University Tagger 
Creators: University of Tokyo, Department of Computer Science, Tsujii laboratory 
Principle: The tagger uses an extension of Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMM), 
in which tags are determined in the easiest-first manner. It offers fast tagging (2400 
tokens/sec) with a state-of-the-art accuracy (97.10% on the WSJ corpus).  
Corpus: WSJ corpus 
Tagset: the Penn Treebank tag set 
URL: http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~tsuruoka/postagger/ 
 
TreeTagger  
Creators: the Institute for Computational Linguistics of the University of Stuttgart 
Principle: The TreeTagger is a tool for annotating text with part-of-speech and lemma 
information. This tagger uses probabilistic part-of-speech tagging using decision trees, a 
probablibistic tagging method in which transition probabilities are estimated using a 
decision tree. The TreeTagger achieves 96.36% accuracy on the Penn Treebank.  
Corpus: Penn Treebank Corpus 
Tagset: the Penn Treebank tag set 
The tagset used by the TreeTagger is a refinement of this tagset: The second letter of the 
verb part-of-speech tags is used to distinguish between forms of the verb "to be" (B), the 
verb "to have" (H), and all the other verbs (V). So, "VHD" is the POS tag for the past 
tense form of the verb "to have", i.e. for the word "had". 
URL: http://www.ims.uni-
stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/DecisionTreeTagger.html 
TreeTagger is trained for all the languages on the project. 
 
Parsers 
 
Base NP Chunker: 
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This Base NP Chunker takes English text that has been part-of-speech tagged by Eric 
Brill's transformational tagger and tries to insert brackets marking the contained base NP 
structures, using heuristic transformational rules trained on Wall Street Journal text from 
the UPenn Treebank.  
This version applies a fixed set of 500 base NP rules trained on WSJ text.  
 
Tokio Parser: 
A Fast CFG Parser with Chunk Parsing  
This CFG parser offers a reasonable performance (an f-score of 85%) with high-speed 
parsing (71 sentences/sec). If you need to parse a huge collection of documents such as a 
Web corpus, or to build an interactive (real-time) information extraction system, this 
parser could be useful. 
 
Stanford Parser: 
StanfordLexicalizedParser -- a probabilistic lexicalized NL CFG parser 
Stanford Lexicalized Parser v1.5.1  
http://nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/lex-parser.shtml 
The lexicalized probabilistic parser implements a factored product model, with separate 
PCFG phrase structure and lexical dependency experts, whose preferences are combined 
by efficient exact inference, using an A* algorithm. Or the software can be used simply 
as an accurate unlexicalized stochastic context-free grammar parser. Either of these yields 
a good performance statistical parsing system. A new - outputFormat 
typedDependenciesCollapsed option gives a grammatical dependencies view of sentence 
structure. 
 
Minipar 
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/~lindek/minipar.htm 
MINIPAR is a broad-coverage parser for the English language. An evaluation with the 
SUSANNE corpus shows that MINIPAR achieves about 88% precision and 80% recall 
with respect to dependency relationships. MINIPAR is very efficient, on a Pentium II 300 
with 128MB memory, it parses about 300 words per second. 
 
Other tools 
EZCalc - This tool does cluster analysis and produces a tree display (dendogram) of data 
from files produced by WebSort. Both USort and EZCalc must be installed on a 
researcher's or participant's computer. 
uzCardSort - An open source tool from Andy Edmonds. It currently supports creation, 
editing, and running of projects, and exploratory analysis and a rudimentary clustering 
algorithm are in place. 
French 
 
Tree tagger and chunker 
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http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/ 
The TreeTagger is a tool for annotating text with part-of-speech and lemma information 
which has been developed within the TC project at the Institute for Computational 
Linguistics of the University of Stuttgart. The TreeTagger has been successfully used to 
tag German, English, French, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Bulgarian, Russian, Greek, 
Portuguese, Chinese and old French texts and is easily adaptable to other languages if a 
lexicon and a manually tagged training corpus are available. 
The TreeTagger can also be used as a chunker for English, German, and French. The 
parameter file for the French chunker was kindly provided by Michel Généreux. 
 
Apex 2  
A web-based LSA based tool, which supports the assessment of essay writing (Lemaire 
and Dessus 2001). 
 
German 
 
NLP toolkit (tokenizer, POS tagger, lemmatizer, partial parsing) 
 
Keyword extractor 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: 0.16-0.18, Precision: 0.12-
0.15, F-measure: 0.13-0.16 
(http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
 
Definition finder 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: 0.17-0.55 depending on the 
type, Precision: 0.017-0.37 and F-measure: 0.004-047 
(http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
 
Romanian 
 
Keyword extractor 
Available within LT4eL project. The performance is: Recall: between 0.24 and 0.26, 
Precision: 0.11-0.12 and F-measure: 0.15. 
(http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
 
Definition finder 
Available within LT4eL project. It covers only some types of definitions. The 
performance is: Recall: between 1.00, Precision: between 0.50 and 0.70 depending on the 
type. The F-measure is between 0.77 and 0.90 depending on the type. 
(http://www.let.uu.nl/lt4el/wiki/index.php/Evaluation_Deliverable). 
 
Tool for the analysis and the visualization of the interactions in conference chat logs.  
Tool for the evaluation of the contribution of students in a CSCL chat. 
see Trausan-Matu et. al 2007 and Rebedea et. al 2008 
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Multicomponential architecture tools 
Here some language independent tools will be provided. They could be used for 
implementation of tools that are missing for some of the languages of the project, but at 
the same time are necessary for some task. 
 
GATE - A General Architecture for Text Engineering 
www.gate.ac.uk/ 
University of Sheffield 
(Cunningham et. al 2002) 
GATE is made up of three elements:  
 An architecture describing how language processing systems are made up of 
components.  
 A framework (or class library, or SDK), written in Java and tested on Linux, 
Windows and Solaris.  
 A graphical development environment built on the framework. 
Key features of GATE are: 
 Component-based development reduces the systems integration overhead in 
collaborative research. 
 Automatic performance measurement of Language Engineering (LE) components 
promotes quantitative comparative evaluation. 
 Distinction between low-level tasks, such as data storage, data visualization, 
discovery and loading of components and the high-level language processing 
tasks. 
 Clean separation between data structures and algorithms that process human 
language. 
 Consistent use of standard mechanisms for components to communicate data 
about language, and use of open standards such as Unicode and XML. 
 Insulation from idiosyncratic data formats (GATE performs automatic format 
conversion and enables uniform access to linguistic data). 
 Provisioning of a base line of LE components that can be extended and/or 
replaced by users as required. 
  
CLaRK - an XML-based system for Corpora Development 
http://www.bultreebank.org/clark/index.html 
(Simov et. al 2001) 
The CLaRK System incorporates several technologies: 
 XML technology 
 Unicode 
 Cascaded Regular Grammars; 
 Constraints over XML Documents 
On the basis of these technologies the following tools are implemented: XML Editor, 
Unicode Tokeniser, Sorting tool, Removing and Extracting tool, Concordancer, XSLT 
tool, Cascaded Regular Grammar tool, etc. 
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Unicode tokenization 
In order to provide possibility for imposing constraints over the textual node and to 
segment them in meaningful way, the CLaRK System supports a user-defined hierarchy 
of tokenisers. At the very basic level the user can define a tokeniser in terms of a set of 
token types. In this basic tokeniser each token type is defined by a set of UNICODE 
symbols. Above these basic level tokenisers, the user can define other tokenisers, for 
which the token types are defined as regular expressions over the tokens of some other 
tokeniser, the so called parent tokeniser. 
 
Regular Grammars 
The regular grammars are the basic mechanism for linguistic processing of the content of 
an XML document within the system. The regular grammar processor applies a set of 
rules over the content of some elements in the document and incorporates the categories 
of the rules back in the document as XML mark-up. The content is processed before the 
application of the grammar rules in the following way: textual nodes are tokenized with 
respect to some appropriate tokeniser, the element nodes are textualized on the basis of 
XPath expressions that determine the important information about the element. The 
recognized word is substituted by a new XML mark-up, which can or can not contain the 
word.  
 
Constraints 
The constraints that we implemented in the CLaRK System are generally based on the 
XPath language. We use XPath expressions to determine some data within one or several 
XML documents and thus we evaluate some predicates over the data. There are two 
modes of using a constraint. In the first mode the constraint is used for validity check, 
similar to the validity check, which is based on DTD or XML schema. In the second 
mode, the constraint is used to support the change of the document in order it to satisfy 
the constraint. There are three types of constraints, implemented in the system: regular 
expression constraints, number restriction constraints, value restriction constraints. 
 
Macro Language 
In the CLaRK System the tools support a mechanism for describing their settings. On the 
basis of these descriptions (called queries) a tool can be applied only by pointing to a 
certain description record. Each query contains the states of all settings and options which 
the corresponding tool has. Once having this kind of queries there is a special tool for 
combining and applying them in groups (macros). During application the queries are 
executed successively and the result from an application is an input for the next one. 
 
For a better control on the process of applying several queries in one we introduce several 
conditional operators. These operators can determine the next query for application 
depending on certain conditions. When a condition for such an operator is satisfied, the 
execution continues from a location defined in the operator. The mechanism for 
addressing queries is based on user defined labels. When a condition is not satisfied the 
operator is ignored and the process continues from the position following the operator. In 
this way constructions like IF-THEN-ELSE and WHILE-DO easily can be expressed. 
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InfoMap  
An LSA like tool – recently installed, being tested. The Infomap NLP Software package 
uses a variant of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) on free-text corpora to learn vectors 
representing the meanings of words in a vector-space known as WordSpace. It indexes 
the documents in the corpora it processes, and can perform information retrieval and 
word-word semantic similarity computations using the resulting model. 
The Infomap software is implemented in C and can efficiently process large corpora. It 
has already been used on the British National Corpus; New York Times, AP, and Wall 
Street Journal newswire corpora; a collection of medical abstracts; the OHSUMED 
corpus; and other corpora. The software has successfully been compiled and run under 
Solaris 7 (SunOS 5.7), Red Hat Linux 9, Debian Linux 3.0 ("woody"), and Cygwin. It 
should work under other Unix variants with minimal adaptation. Future releases may 
include a version of the software that can process parallel bilingual corpora and a web 
interface for convenient information retrieval and query tuning.  
 
CRAN Task View 
(http://cran.at.r-project.org/web/views/NaturalLanguageProcessing.html) 
It contains a list of packages useful for Natural Language Processing. 
It provides R interfaces to various language resources (WordNet) and for various tasks 
(tokenization, stemming, parsing, keyword extraction, text mining, etc.). 
5.4. Existing resources per language 
For more details see the survey templates, filled in by partners! 
 
Bulgarian 
 reference corpus with different detailness of annotation in different size layers 
(100 mln. tokens) 
 morphological dictionary (100 000 lemmas) 
 semantic dictionary (6 000 lemmas) 
 named-entity gazetteers (over 16 000 names and acronyms) 
 formal Learning Objects in the domain of Computer Science for non-specialists 
(from LT4eL project) 
 lexicon, mapped to an IT domain ontology (from LT4eL project) 
 
Dutch 
 formal LOs in the domain of CS for non-specialists (UU, from LT4eL project) 
 lexicon, mapped to an IT domain ontology (UU, from LT4eL project) 
 general corpora – CGN – spoken Dutch corpus, D-Coi – written Dutch corpus 
(available) 
 domain IT corpus (UU, from LT4eL project) 
 CORNETTO - lexical semantic database with wordnet 
(http://www.let.vu.nl/onderzoek/projectsites/cornetto/), free for research 
 domain IT lexicon (UU, from LT4eL project) 
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German 
 
 reference annotated corpus (Tuebingen University) 
 specific IT corpus (from LT4eL project and) (Tuebingen University) 
 German Wikipedia, parsed version 
 German Wordnet (Tuebingen University) 
 German Forum Messages (WUW) 
 ~ 15.000 learning objects of course material size (English + German) (WUW) 
 
English 
 
 formal LOs in the domain of CS for non-specialists (from LT4eL project) 
 portfolios and discussions in medical domain (MAN partner) 
 lexicon, mapped to an IT domain ontology (from LT4eL project) 
 Geoffrey Sampson’s reference corpora 
(http://www.grsampson.net/Resources.html) 
 corpora (on "apes and monkeys", "psychology") 
 courses with open content (usage rights to be determined) 
 
French 
 Reference Corpus 
 Adult French Corpus -13 million words, composed of 
o children tales: 3.3 million words 
o newspaper articles: 5 million words 
o novels: 5 million words 
 
Romanian 
 corpus of chat transcripts in Romanian annotated with utterances and explicit 
links this information is from the UPB-NCIT partner) 
 corpus of blogs 
 corpus of chat transcripts in non-native English annotated with utterances and 
explicit links (this information is from the UPB-NCIT partner) 
 lexicon, mapped to an IT domain ontology (from LT4eL project) 
 corpus of LOs in IT domain (from LT4eL project) 
 
5.5. Required tools and resources per task 
In this section the technology overview is further extended. The tools and resources are 
categorized with respect to more concrete usage that is foreseen by the Use cases and 
scenarios developed within the various Workpackages. The listed available components 
have to be further tested, developed and integrated. 
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Tools:  
Workpackage 4: Positioning the learner 
 LSA tool, which presumes an NLP pipe (available) 
 EZCalc - This tool does cluster analysis and produces a tree display (dendogram) 
of data from files produced by WebSort. Both USort and EZCalc must be 
installed on a researcher's or participant's computer. 
 uzCardSort - An open source tool from Andy Edmonds. It currently supports 
creation, editing, and running of projects, and exploratory analysis and a 
rudimentary clustering algorithm are in place. 
 
Workpackage 5: Support and feedback during learning 
 
Task 5.1.: Recommendations based on interaction analysis 
 chat tool (ConcertChat) (available) 
 .NET framework (available) 
 NLP tools for English (stemmers, POS, etc.) (available) 
 
Task 5.2.: Recommendations based on assessing textual products 
 Apex 2 (LSA based tool) (available) 
 
Workpackage 6: Supporting social and informal learning 
 
Task 6.1.: Creation of a knowledge sharing network 
 ontological annotator (available for Bulgarian, English and Dutch via regular 
grammar tool from LT4eL project) 
 visualization tools (available via mind maps technology) 
 ontology navigator (available via mapping to specific language lexicons) 
 extractor of domain knowledge (available after the semantic annotation step or via 
LSA) 
 
Task 6.2.: Adding a social component to the public knowledge 
 social tagging tool (available) 
 bookmarking manager (available – “delicious” (del.icio.us)) 
 mapping tool from ontology to social tags (under development within LTfLL) 
 rating tool (under development within LTfLL) 
 ontology improver (under development within LTfLL) 
 
Resources: 
Workpackage 4: Positioning the learner 
 online discussions with tutor feedback on individual students entries that 
recommends the reading of a learning material (available via Manchester 
partners) 
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Workpackage 5: Support and feedback during learning 
 
Task 5.1.: Recommendations based on interaction analysis 
 corpora of annotated chat logs for English (available) 
 linguistic ontology – wordnet (available in English; needed in Romanian) 
 corpora of annotated chat logs for Romanian (available) 
 domain ontology in IT (available from LT4eL project and some small ones from 
the net) 
 
Task 5.2.: Recommendations based on assessing textual products 
 a specialized IT corpus of French texts (currently not available) 
 a general corpus of French texts (available) 
 
Workpackage 6: Supporting social and informal learning 
 
Task 6.1.: Creation of a knowledge sharing network 
 formal LOs in IT domain (available for BG, NL, DE, RO and EN) 
 domain IT ontology (available from LT4eL project) 
 keyword extractor in IT (available for BG, NL, RO, DE and EN from LT4eL 
project) 
 language specific IT lexicon, mapped to the ontology (available for BG, NL, EN, 
DE and RO from LT4eL project) 
 
Task 6.2.: Adding a social component to the public knowledge 
 formal LOs in some domain (available for BG, NL and EN from LT4eL project) 
 bookmarks (partly available for BG, NL and EN from the collected LOs in 
LT4eL) 
 blogs, chat logs (some available from Romanian partners) 
 domain IT ontology (available from LT4eL project) 
 keyword extractor in IT (available for BG, NL, RO, DE and EN from LT4eL 
project) 
 
5.6. Conclusion: tools and resources for the first cycle of LTfLL 
This survey demonstrates that there exists a reliable set of language tools and resources as 
a basis for the implementation of the new functionalities within the LTfLL project. Many 
of the tools and resources will be directly used within the project. Some resources and 
tools will have to be further developed within the project. They will be project dependent, 
as for example the portfolio analyzer(s), or completely missing for a language, for 
example the discourse analyzer for Bulgarian. The selection of the tools and resources per 
task is done in cooperation with the corresponding partner. Other sources of NLP tools 
and resources are available at: http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/ 
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6. Conclusion 
 
The main goal of this deliverable is to establish common ground for the LTfLL project, in 
particular for its first phase of development. It is no sinecure to bring together researchers 
from a wide variety of academic backgrounds who have to cooperate in the design, 
development, validation and testing of services that apply various language technologies 
in different educational contexts.  
The common ground established with this deliverable entails the following elements: 
 
a) an initial framework for the design methodology to be used in the development of the 
LTfLL services. The scenario-based development approach described in chapter 2 was 
adopted for the project in order to support a design process in which all participants can 
contribute through most of the design process as opposed to early adoptation of formal 
methods or methods that require extensive training. Furthermore, this scenario-based 
nature of the design methodology was adopted to ensure that all services would be 
developed with a clear vision towards implementation and testing in educational settings. 
This is not only achieved by an approach that allows various stakeholders to participate, 
it is also stimulated by templates for Use cases and scenarios that help to maintain a focus 
on the educational contexts in which services eventually will operate. Example elaborated 
Use case and scenarios are included to illustrate the application of the methodology. 
 
b) initial Use cases that capture user requirements. The LTfLL partners collaborated in 
Work package 3 (assisted by the WP3 editorial board) in formulating the Use cases for 
the six tasks defined in the Description of Work for the workpackages 4, 5 and 6. These 
Use cases were reported in this deliverable as they are.  
 
c) showcases 
Work package 3 assisted the work packages 4, 5 and 6 in the definition of so-called 
‘Showcases’, basically demonstration scenarios that present early-stage services using 
existing resources and tools. The showcases are used to gain a clearer understanding of 
the limitations of the baseline and the identification of directions for further development 
that are most promising. 
 
d) an initial inventory and assessment of existing tools and resources that form a baseline 
– together with the so-called Showcases (see below) - from which the project can 
commence its first development cycle. The first versions of LTfLL-services are built 
using these existing tools and resources. Their evaluation will result in a roadmap for the 
development of the next cycles of LTfLL services. The inventory is dynamic and the 
project will keep adding tools and resources to it. 
 
The development methodology documented in this deliverable is a first version, based on 
our initial concepts that were tried out and subsequently rephrased on the basis of 
feedback from the project partners. At the Manchester workshop (June 2008) the 
methodology was presented to partners. During the process of formulating the 
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methodology a record was kept of the decisions and best practices in the definition and 
usage of the templates for Use cases, scenarios and Showcases. This all led to the current 
version, which will be evaluated in a forthcoming project workshop. In subsequent cycles 
for the project’s lifetime the design methodology will be evaluated within workpackage 7 
and refined. 
 
Although we feel that this deliverable has achieved sufficient common ground for the 
first phase of the project, we realize that grounding is an on-going process. In order to 
maintain the grounding process for the project, WP3 will iterate the development 
methodology over the three project development cycles. 
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Appendix A: Use cases 
 
The Use cases listed here are provided as a snapshot from the LTfLL development process. As the LTfLL development methodology provides for 
several development cycles, their contents will change during the project’ lifetime.  
Use case WP 4.1 UTU, Tübingen 
Use case: Positioning the learner 
Author(s): Gaston Burek , UTU, gaston.burek@googlemail.com 
Progress: version: 2 
ID:  UC4.1 
Category: Establishing for the learner a starting position and a recommendation on what to learn (or read): Analysing semi-
automatically the learner portfolio and his/her domain of study in order to determine previous knowledge. 
Summary: As part of their feedback, tutors suggest to students to read the best suitable material to help them achieving their learning 
goals (e.g. successfully complete a course, just undertaking a particular concept, etc.). 
Providing and optimal sequence of reading materials means that tutors can save time in answering questions originated by 
the lack of coherence between contents or by the wrong order in which material is red. Materials with introductory 
content should be red first, then contents directed to audiences with intermediate level of expertise and then contents 
directed to expert audiences. The availability of an optimal sequence of reading materials save also students time in 
organizing the materials and so that their effort can be directed to understanding the concepts. 
Moreover, educational institutions are starting to widen their education offer to a large number of long life learners. To 
sustain the growth in the number of registration without increase the workload on tutors to unmanageable levels, semi-
automatic tools are needed to assess student position and to recommend the optimal sequence of reading materials. 
Problem situation: Tutors need to assess the student position with respect to the specific learning goal. Based on that assessment the tutors 
are able to suggest to the student an optimal sequence of learning materials. Learning materials available for a subject 
may overlap in content, may have content directed to audiences with different levels of expertise on that subject (layman 
vs. expert) and maybe written in different languages. 
Traditionally assessments consist in essay writing, questions answering, multiple choice tests, or simple oral examination. 
Each of those assessment methods is applied equally to each student assuming certain degree of homogeneity in the 
educational background of a group of students registered in a particular course. Lately, due to tutors workload and added 
diversity in students’ educational backgrounds education providers started to use on line student interactions as part of a 
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wider portfolio analysis to assess the student position. 
As educational institutions want to widen their education offer to long life learners with a various formal and informal 
education backgrounds, stakeholders will be affected by the increase of registered individuals and by the heterogeneous 
educational backgrounds of the learners. 
TUTORS: will face an unmanageable increase of workload. They will need to assess the position of a larger number of 
students. In addition, the assessment of each student position will require more time. Standard assessment methods no 
longer apply because the assumption of an homogeneous educational background for all students registered in the same 
program is not longer valid. 
 
STUDENTS: Due to staff time constraint, students will receive poor quality supervision and feedback. 
 
THE DEAN: May see his/her reputation deteriorated as students will be unhappy with the quality of education delivered. 
The faculty may face problems in recruiting new qualified members and some of them may decide to leave due to the 
rising duties demands. The Faculty may see decreasing the number of individuals enrolling in their courses. 
Recommendations on individual bases. They also need automatic tools to support them in those tasks. 
Context:  
Reachable goal situation: Automatic positioning the learner with respect to his/her learning goals and learning materials. 
Recommendation of a learning path (sequences of materials to read) to achieve learning goals 
Solution(s): Education providers need to shift from a tutor centered education towards a learner centered education. Semi- automatic 
tools will assess and recommend to the the learner a set of starting position in relation to specific learning goals. Based on 
the analysis of the learner portfolio, tools also will recommend to the learner given a starting position what is the optimal 
materials to read to achieve the learning goals. In addition the tool will recommend the order in which the learner should 
read those materials. The starting position for the learner can be reassessed at any point in time during the life span of the 
learner portfolio. 
LSA can be used to assess student position by generalising independents tutors reading material recommendations. 
Recommend sequence of study program learning materials (that still need to be covered by the learner) according to the 
degree of coherence between texts. Those texts are comparable to the ones recommended by the tutor for comparable 
portfolio entries.   
Conditions and 
requirements: 
The main resource needed is the availability of on line discussion with tutor feedback on individual student’ entries that 
recommends the reading of a learning material. The learning material can be a previous entry in the discussion, an journal 
article, a book chapter, etc.  
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Validation indicators:  Reducing the number of questions each student post to his/ her tutor  
Related Use cases: UC4.2 
Notes: [any additional remarks useful to interpret the Use case, e.g. assumptions, exceptions, recommendations] 
Acknowledgements: [people or organizations which have been helpful while specifying this Use case] 
Used terms:  [list with definitions of important terms used within this Use case] 
References: Authors: Jan van Bruggen and Ellen Rusman and Bas Giesbers and Rob Koper 
Title : Content-Based Positioning in Learning Networks 
Source : ICALT '06: Proceedings of the Sixth IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies   2006 
 
Authors : Jan van Bruggen, Peter Sloep, Peter van Rosmalen, Francis Brouns, Hubert Vogten, Rob Koper and Colin 
Tattersall 
Title: Latent semantic analysis as a tool for learner positioning in  learning networks for lifelong learning 
 
Authors: Kalz, Marco; van Bruggen, Jan; Rusman, Ellen; Giesbers, Bas; Koper, Rob 
Title: Positioning of Learners in Learning Networks with Content, Metadata and Ontologies 
Source: Interactive Learning Environments, v15 n2 p191-200 Aug 2007 
 
Use case WP 4.2 UNIMAN, Manchester 
Use case: Conceptual Development Diagnosis and Feedback 
Author(s): Isobel Braidman, Alisdair Smithies , UNIMAN, Isobel.braidman@manchester.ac.uk, Alisdair.smithies@manchester.ac.uk  
Progress: version: 3 
ID:  UC4.2 
Category: Determine and diagnose status of learner’s conceptual development in order potentially to identify gaps in knowledge and 
recommend remedial action.  
Summary: Providing a personalised learning experience for large numbers of students is a key challenge for contemporary lifelong 
learning.  
 
The aim of this work package is to deliver services that can assess students understanding of a given domain area, 
exploring their ability to identify and relate concepts and providing feedback that identifies opportunities for students to 
address gaps in their conceptual understanding.  
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The overarching requirement is to determine the most appropriate method of diagnosing conceptual development in 
lifelong learners. The key objectives of this service are to enhance the timeliness and effectiveness of formative feedback 
provided to learners. 
Problem situation: The objective assessment of a student’s conceptual development within a domain and provision of appropriate feedback 
and guidance throughout the learning lifecycle is essential to address the learning needs of an individual effectively.  
 
Tutors require a reliable means of analysing the progress of students, in order to provide appropriate guidance and 
feedback to each student as an individual. In order to do so effectively, the conceptual development of the student must be 
understood in the modern learning context, where portfolios, online discussions, along with student selected study 
components are the means by which learners demonstrate their understanding and critical thinking.  
 
At present, the issues of a large student population present a huge challenge to the assessment of individual student 
development, primarily on the level of personal engagement with tutors as required to assess thoroughly and identify gaps 
in conceptual understanding. Poor diagnosis of a student’s conceptual development may result from limited or ineffective 
supervision by tutors, This has the potential to result in knowledge gaps remaining undiagnosed as students fail to engage 
in tasks too difficult for their level of conceptual understanding, or, at the opposite end of the scale, become bored with 
insufficient challenge and diversity in their learning experience. Students with gaps in their conceptual knowledge may 
not identify these gaps if they do not receive the necessary formative feedback, resulting in poor performance in 
summative assessments, e.g. end of module exams. Formative feedback given is often in a social context rather than on an 
individual basis.  
 
It is essential that tutors know that individual students are developing their conceptual knowledge in line with the 
expectations laid out in the curriculum. 
 
Students need to be presented with a clear route through the curriculum, which caters for their individual learning needs 
and quickly identifies areas where their understanding requires further development, or professional intervention to 
correct. 
 
Tutors need to be alerted to the immediate needs of students that are in need of guidance and should be provided with 
sufficient information to be able to provide guidance that effectively addresses any knowledge gaps in a students’ 
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understanding of a topic.  
 
Tutors additionally face the task of balancing a demanding schedule and prioritising their professional commitments with 
personal interactions with students. This highlights the need to diagnose promptly the root cause of any issues concerning 
individual student development needs and propose routes to students that connect alternative learning activities with their 
supporting resources.  
Context: The context in which these studies will be conducted is that of the undergraduate medical curriculum, where the students 
move from  an environment which emphasises individual and group study to one which focuses on work place learning, 
where the application of knowledge and understanding to real problems is of prime importance. It is therefore essential to 
apply methodological approaches which are appropriate throughout the curriculum. 
Reachable goal situation: To provide a more structured means on which to base formative feedback to the student and to assist tutors in the 
diagnosis of conceptual development.  
Solution(s): WP4.2 will result in development of services that support gap analysis between current standing and the learner’s goals. 
These will provide an accurate assessment of a student’s conceptual understanding, framed within the context of the 
curriculum they follow: 
 
Tutors will receive an overview of the current progress of their students within defined areas of the curriculum. 
 
Students are provided with formative feedback on their stages of conceptual development. It will enable the student to 
select resources and activities that can help them to develop their conceptual knowledge in areas identified as not yet 
being fully competent, therefore empowering them to develop their own learning plans. 
Conditions and 
requirements: 
The overarching requirement is to determine the most appropriate method of diagnosing conceptual development in 
lifelong learners. 
 
Part of the elicitation process will be to assess methods of observation techniques and data collection, This will help us to 
understand the function of evaluation methods we apply (LSA, concept mapping). 
 
Other requirements: 
 Literature about conceptual development measurement methodologies and their contextual effectiveness 
 Validation data for established methodologies 
 Access to data that can be analysed against conceptual measurement methodologies and also assessed using 
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Natural Language Processing tools 
 Appropriate texts which have been investigated to demonstrate different expressions of lifelong learning 
constructs 
Validation indicators:  This service needs to be valid to work with both individuals and groups of learners. A key objective of this service is to 
enhance the effectiveness of formative feedback provided to learners of different abilities and at different levels within the 
context of a lifelong learning environment. 
 Students are provided with feedback that they perceive as appropriate and relevant to their own learning context. 
 The feedback is sufficiently relevant to enable learners to incorporate feedback provided by the service into their own 
learning plans. 
 Tutors are able to provide formative feedback to students in a timely manner. 
 Tutors are provided with sufficient diagnostic information to enable them to prioritise their time spent with individuals 
and groups of learners. 
 Both tutors and students deem the outputs of the service reliable and helpful. 
 The clarity of feedback provided by the service must be acceptable to both tutors and students. 
 Diagnostic assessment and feedback is specifically related to the curriculum 
Related Use cases: UC4.1 
Notes: [any additional remarks useful to interpret the Use case, e.g. assumptions, exceptions, recommendations] 
Acknowledgements: [people or organizations which have been helpful while specifying this Use case] 
Used terms:  [list with definitions of important terms used within this Use case] 
References:  
Boshuizen, H.P.A., & Schmidt, H.G. (2000). The development of clinical reasoning expertise. In J. Higgs and M. Jones 
(Eds.) Clinical reasoning in the health professions, (second edition, pp.15-22). Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann. 
 
Authors : Jan van Bruggen, Peter Sloep, Peter van Rosmalen, Francis Brouns, Hubert Vogten, Rob Koper and Colin 
Tattersall 
Title: Latent semantic analysis as a tool for learner positioning in learning networks for lifelong learning 
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Use case WP 5.1 PUB-NCIT, Bucharest 
Use case: UC5.1 – Recommendations Based on Interaction Analysis 
Author(s): Stefan Trausan-Matu, Traian Rebedea, PUB-NCIT 
stefan.trausan@cs.pub.ro, traian.rebedea@cs.pub.ro 
Progress: Version: [0.11] 
ID: UC5.1 
Category: Provide support and feedback during learning in a collaborative environment 
Summary: Existing web technologies, like instant messaging (chat) and discussion forums, provide very popular methods of 
communication especially among youth, both of them being textual dialoguing means over internet. Therefore, they can 
be a way of improving learning in a collaborative setting, sustaining group construction of shared meaning. However, 
computer support tools that give feedback both to students and teaching staff should be developed for enhancing 
collaborative learning. 
 
Traditional learning is based on a knowledge transfer paradigm and encourages individual study and understanding of the 
learning materials. Consequently, the assignments and the tasks are usually intended to be solved by each student on his 
own. Most of the time, students are even not allowed to discuss about the assignment and to jointly develop strategies to 
solve it, as this is considered a fraud. Although it is important to encourage individual knowledge building, in the context 
of the success of the social web, collaboration should not be overlooked as a means of shared building of meaning that can 
be advantageous to all the students that participate in this process. Sometimes, even if they follow the knowledge transfer 
paradigm, teachers assign different kinds of tasks (e.g. projects) to groups of students, but most of them are not mainly 
indented for collaboration, but rather for cooperation on solving tasks too complex to be solved individually. Plus, these 
assignments are many times evaluated based on the final result and without taking into consideration the individual 
achievements of each member in the team and, more importantly, without analysing the degree of interaction in the team.  
 
However, there are some differences between them, for example, the dimension and complexity of the exchanged text. 
Moreover, discussion forums are suited better for tasks that extent over a longer period of time (more than 1-2 weeks) and 
involve more members (e.g. the forum of a course, the forum of a semester project), while chat is suitable for short 
brainstorming in a small group (e.g. collaborative problem solving of simpler exercises, competitive discussions on a 
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specific topic). Even if they are very popular among youth, their usage in learning is difficult because harvesting data 
regarding the participants and the overall collaboration from chat and forum discussions is a difficult and time-consuming 
task for a human evaluator. To this extent, students have to wait longer to receive feedback from the teacher. Moreover, 
due to the lack of time, the quantity and quality of the feedback may be poor. The feedback is referring both to the content 
(the topics) of the conversations and to the process (for example, the degree of collaboration and involvement of the 
participants). Therefore, we propose the development of a service that (semi-) automatically analyses chat and forum 
conversations in order to provide relevant feedback and recommendations to both students and teachers. From another 
perspective, the usage of online collaboration is beneficial also because the students are taking greater advantage of the 
computer infrastructure of the education institution. 
Problem situation: Two distinct problems are covered: The first one concerns the improvement of the learning process by using popular web 
technologies for group knowledge construction and the enhancement of the involvement of students in collaborative 
activities. The second problem is how to support with information technology tools students that learn collaboratively in 
small groups using instant messenger systems (chat) or in larger communities using discussion forums. 
 
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) has become very popular during the last few years and is now used 
in different contexts throughout the entire educational process, from elementary school to academic classes. Its main 
advantage is that the process of collaboratively, social meaning building facilitates the process of knowledge construction 
for all the members of the group involved in this process. Instant messaging systems and discussion forums (or email lists) 
are two of the most popular web technologies that are used for collaboration. Students discuss their problems and 
solutions using chat and debate various topics of interest in forums. Although many of them are informal, some 
educational organisations have started using them in a formal context: the use of chat and/or forum discussions that are 
related to the topics of a class. To this extent, teachers and tutors can use the information offered by these discussions 
between the students, but the process is very laborious due to the high volume of information that has to be read and 
evaluated. Therefore, the following problems arise: 
1. Teachers: 
- It is not clear how to use group knowledge construction and how to improve the involvement and the inter-
animation of the students in the learning activities by using the very popular new technologies like instant 
messengers and discussion forums. 
- Assessment of the understanding of the concepts by the students and identification of the topics of interest are 
difficult problems; 
- It is very important to identify topics that are hard to understand by the majority of the students, in order to 
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improve the course materials; 
- The grading of the students that are involved in the collaborative activities may be subjective, as this process 
depends on different tutors, that may have different expectancies and grading techniques; 
2. Tutors: 
- The process of grading the students that are involved in the collaborative activities is difficult and time-consuming; 
- In order to ensure a homogenous grading process, the tutors have to agree on a common set of rules and apply 
them thoroughly; 
- Providing feedback to the participants is extremely time-consuming, especially the one regarding the collaboration 
process, because it is very difficult to analyse and identify shortcomings of the collaborative knowledge 
construction in chat or forum logs. 
- Providing feedback regarding the content may be also very time-consuming for large amounts of forum and chat 
logs. 
- Usually, the feedback contains only general information and it is a difficult task to communicate to each student 
what concepts and / or topics where not understood very well; 
3. Students: 
- Receive feedback after a long period of time. Therefore, they are not aware of their mistakes in time, in order to try 
and correct them; 
- The feedback may depend upon the tutor that evaluated one’s activity and can sometimes be too shallow in order 
to be relevant to the student; 
- The feedback does not offer comparative information about peers / colleagues (which are the best of them for each 
topic) 
4. Dean: 
- Expects better results from the students and a better communication between teachers/tutors and students 
Context: Educational institutions (schools, high-schools, academic and post-academic) have started using different internet and web 
technologies as well as collaborative environments in order to supplement standard learning practices. As two of the most 
popular internet and web-based technologies used for communication, chat conferences and discussion forums can easily 
be used for collaborative learning by groups of students studying or solving specific tasks or problems related to a class. 
Considering this learning paradigm, it is important to determine and analyze the interactions that arise inside the group of 
students that collaborate. Specific (semi-)automatic support tools should be developed in order to improve the experience 
and efficiency of the learners and to provide relevant feedback to teachers / tutors, as well as students. 
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The stakeholders of this problem are: 
1. Teachers: plan the teaching process for a course, propose assignments / tasks that should be solved / debated by the 
students using chat and/or discussion forums and assess the understanding of the concepts and topics of the course by the 
students. They are also involved in grading and communication with the students, but less than the tutors. 
2. Tutors: monitor / moderate and evaluate the results of the students that are involved in collaborative activities using 
chat and/or forums. They are also responsible for communication with the students and provide feedback. 
3. Students: solve the assignments / tasks proposed by the teachers and expect relevant feedback in order to improve their 
skills. 
4. ICT staff: install, configure and maintain the software needed for collaboration among students, as well as the system 
that provides feedback. They assign accounts to teachers, tutors and students to access all these applications. 
5. Domain experts: may have a role in developing domain ontologies that are needed by the developed service. 
6. Dean: monitors the overall teaching process and results of the faculty / department.  
Reachable goals: The main objective to be achieved in the LTfLL project for task T5.1 is to design and develop a system that will 
automatically analyze chat logs and discussion forums in order to assist the teachers and tutors in evaluating the 
collaboration activities and to provide feedback to students, teachers and tutors (that can sometimes act as moderators). 
The achievement of this strategic objective needs the reaching of several goals, which are primarily intended to improve 
the communication between students and tutors / teachers, to decrease the time needed to provide feedback and to evaluate 
the students and to improve the collaboration using chat and forums among students. 
Depending on the collaboration technology, the goals are differentiated as below: 
General goals (for both chats and forums): 
- To provide feedback to the students about their coverage of the domain and the quality of their collaboration; 
- To provide an assessment tool to the tutor and teacher; 
- To make the grading process more consistent and reduce the time required for grading by automatically assigning a 
grade to each participant; 
- To identify the students’ understanding of the topics / concepts that relate to the curriculum. 
Specific goals (related to forums): 
- To provide feedback to the tutors that act as moderators (if there are any); 
- To discover the most important student peers with regard to specific concepts from the domain of knowledge; 
- To discover the most important messages in a thread of discussion on a specific concept or topic. 
Specific goals (related to chats): 
- To improve the level of on-topic collaboration between the participants of CSCL chats, by studying the transfer of 
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knowledge in the group; 
- To provide a tool for visualisation of CSCL conversations and identify the most important parts (with respect to 
collaboration). 
We consider that is realistic to say that all the goals stated above are reachable within the three years of the LTfLL project. 
Solution(s): In order to solve the problems stated above, a solution is to introduce chats and discussion forums in the teaching activities 
and to support their users by a system that analyses the chat logs of the collaborative sessions and the exchange of 
messages in a forum. In this way, relevant feedback may be given to students, as well as to teachers / tutors. The system 
may also be used to guide the students during the discussion or to recommend peers in the group with regard to a certain 
topic (concept or situation) – especially in forums. It will also assist the tutors in grading the activity of the students, 
providing feedback and recommendations and assessing the overall collaboration level of the group. Overviews of the 
discussion will be given to teachers in order to detect the level of understanding of different concepts by the students. If 
the forum or chat systems use moderators, their task can be eased by identifying irrelevant content, like off-topic 
discussion. To this extent, the system aims at improving the activity of: 
1. Teachers: 
- by providing methods and tools for analysing and assuring the involvement and inter-animation of the students in 
collaborative learning; 
- by providing a method to assess the understanding of the concepts by the students; 
- by improving grading and feedback content between tutors. 
2. Tutors: 
- by offering an automatic grading tool for each student; 
- by delivering automatic feedback regarding the activity of each participant as well as the one of the group as a whole, 
thus reducing the time needed to offer feedback to the students; 
- by offering visualization tools for chat discussions and forums that are useful to evaluate the degree of collaboration; 
- by helping them moderate the discussions. 
3. Students: 
- by delivering automatic feedback regarding one’s understanding of the concepts and general recommendations; 
- by recommending peer-students that master a given topic. 
 
Because both chats and forums are based on textual interaction, the solution for the system that will be developed uses 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, especially for content feedback but also for the process one. Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA), used primarily in task T5.2, will be also investigated, but, especially for chats, we consider that 
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it might not have good performances, due to the short length of the utterances, typographical errors, and abbreviations. 
 
Social network analysis (SNA) techniques will be used for analysing the group collaboration processes and mainly for 
providing process feedback. However, the current NLP-based tools have been developed mainly for (individual) written 
text and not for interactions between groups of students organized in the form of chat conversations or discussion boards. 
Therefore, with the aim of offering feasible solutions to this problem, one must either combine current NLP techniques 
with social interaction ones, such as SNA, or use new theories and techniques. Therefore, we propose a solution that 
involves the analysis of discourse combining NLP and SNA. New, polyphonic analysis methods, based on Bakhtin’s 
dialogism will be developed. Consequently, the classical NLP techniques will be modified and extended to produce better 
results for the conversational situation: For chat discussions, the techniques are used to identify links between distinct 
utterances, thus discovering an interaction network between the participants. Moreover, in order to discover the areas of 
the conversation that are important to knowledge-building, classification of the interaction patterns is needed. 
Conditions and 
requirements: 
1. A corpus of chat conversations and forum messages that are needed for training the system (for each language the 
system should support).  
2. Domain ontologies are needed. 
3. NLP tools and a linguistic ontology (e.g. WordNet) for each language the system should support. 
4. Chat and forum software systems that are used by the students for collaboration. Chat sessions are intended for short 
discussions (up to a couple of hours) in small groups (4-12) of students, while discussion forums have a longer lifetime 
(weeks, months) and involve a larger group (tens to hundreds). These tools should provide access to the collaborative 
discussions by using log files, databases or other types of data representation. 
Validation indicators: 1. Reduce the time needed by a tutor / teacher to evaluate a chat session or to assess the information in a discussion forum 
in order to provide feedback with at least 30%. 
2. Provide an automatic feedback generator for each student, which will provide information that helps her to correct her 
mistakes. 
3. Automatic grading for each student involved in the process that should serve as a general criteria for teachers and tutors 
when assigning the final grades. The results generated automatically should be within a 30% margin from the grades of a 
human evaluator. 
4. The visualization tool should provide an improvement to the classical views of chat and forums, concerning the 
understanding of the collaboration process that teachers find useful.  
5. The service should be simple to install, use and maintain and it should support the most common discussion forum 
software. 
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Related Use cases: [names of related Use cases] 
Related scenarios: Problem_scenario_uc5-1_s1_chat, Problem_scenario_uc5-1_s2_forum  
Notes: [any additional remarks useful to interpret the Use case, e.g. assumptions, exceptions, recommendations] 
Acknowledgements: [people or organizations which have been helpful while specifying this Use case] 
Used terms: Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), Chat, Forum, Feedback, Natural Language Processing (NLP), 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
References: Stefan Trausan-Matu, Gerry Stahl and Johann Sarmiento (2007), Supporting Polyphonic Collaborative Learning, e-
Service Journal - Volume 6, Number 1, Fall 2007, pp. 59-75 
Traian Rebedea, Stefan Trausan-Matu and Costin-Gabriel Chiru (2008), Extraction of Socio-Semantic Data from Chat 
Conversations in Collaborative Learning Communities, accepted at EC-TEL 08 
Mahesh Joshi and Carolyn Penstein Rosé (2008), Using Transactivity in Conversation Summarization in Educational 
Dialog,  Proceedings of the SLaTE Workshop on Speech and Language Technology in Education 
 
Use case WP 5.2 UPMF, Grenoble 
Use case: Provide Students Feedback about their Textual Outputs 
Author(s): Philippe Dessus, Benoît Lemaire, Sonia Mandin, Emmanuelle Villiot-Leclercq, Virginie Zampa (UPMF) 
{Philippe.Dessus, Sonia.Mandin}@upmf-grenoble.fr; {Benoit.Lemaire, Emmanuelle.Villiot-Leclercq}@imag.fr; 
Virginie.Zampa@gmail.com 
Progress: 0.4 
ID:  UC 5.2 
Category: Deliver feedback on student free texts about a course. 
Summary: Every student engaged in a course has to understand it and in so doing can produce free texts (e.g., essays, summaries) 
that have to be assessed by a third-part stakeholder. This assessment (i.e., comprising a grade and related comments and 
pieces of advice) is important for the students to understand the way they learn and progress, but is very cognitively 
demanding for the teacher to be devised. Current computer-based assessments are focused on shallow aspects of the text 
(e.g., spelling), or are MCQs that only involve a recognition process from learners. Moreover, in both cases they seldom 
induce students’ self-regulative processes, which are crucial for lifelong learning. So we aim at developing a service that 
could deliver feedback as often as required by the student, and could foster self-assessment processes by allowing the 
comparison between the student’s judgements with those of the service. This service is aimed at mimicking as closely as 
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possible human feedback on students’ essays. 
Problem situation: Providing and getting feedback on both learning process and performance is an important step of the instructional 
process. For teachers it is a way to guide student’s learning to make them sure that the content is learned, as well as a way 
to improve their practice; for students it is a way to understand how well they have worked and progressed, performed the 
learning task, as well as to know what to do next. So it is to note that feedback has to be carefully devised and delivered to 
students, and parameters like frequency and quality have to be adjusted against their characteristics. Let us now detail 
more precisely possible sources of problems. 
A university student currently spends a large amount of time working on computers, and is involved in the following 
workflow. For each course the teacher prepares a set of documents containing: 1) a course text detailing the main notions; 
2) a sheet of questions that draw student’s attention on the main facts of the course and enable her to further elaborate 
knowledge in answering them and consulting additional web resources as well. The students (as a whole group) have to 
collaboratively answer these questions and to write out an essay (i.e., synthesis or summary) or jot down notes of what 
they have learned during the course session. They also can search documents in the library or on the web to enrich their 
production. Then the essay is sent or posted to the teacher for assessment purposes (it is worth noting that they were 
already given a first kind of—shallow—assessment by the way of usual word processor functions, e.g., word count, 
spelling, grammar). Then the teacher reads the work, writes down some annotations, and eventually sends back the 
assessed work to the group. At a higher level, tutors have the task to smooth the instructional process over (e.g., in 
proposing more efficient tools). The administrator’s main goal is that both students and teachers can have a full access 
and use as effectively as possible of the material (e.g., computers, software, wireless net). Eventually, the dean of the 
university, who is mainly responsible for the overall quality of the education, is aware on the students’ success rate and on 
the overall satisfaction of all the protagonists. 
 
The following problems are encountered. 1) teachers often complain that students perform the same kind of errors each 
year; 2) and in parallel, they complain that they have each year to rebuild from scratch all their annotation schemes; 3) 
they also complain spending too much time correcting particularly low-level students text features; 4) this whole 
workflow sequence can take a lot of time, depending on the number of students the teacher manages and the complexity 
of the task to be assessed. 5) as a consequence of all these previous points, in their assessment process teachers use 
strategies in order to reduce their cognitive load (e.g., scrutinize the essay in search for a fatal flaw, rely on their first 
impression; focus on shallow aspects of the text); 6) then from the students viewpoint, this workflow also is time-
consuming, and they would prefer to have means to be continuously assessed to avoid possible dead-ends; 7) they get lost 
in libraries or on the web, encountering difficulties to find out documents matching their needs; 8) in-between teacher-
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student interactions (ask questions to refine a notion or to negotiate such or such point for delivering a more adapted 
feedback) seldom exist; 9) as the teacher is the unique end-reader of the work, students are seldom engaged in self-
regulative cognitive processes in order to try assessing themselves; 10) the material-part of the system is underused, 
which is a problem for tutors, administrators and the dean. 
 
As consequences of all these points, students usually 1) benefit from computer-based feedback at a very low level; 2) 
spend a lot of time waiting a human assessment; 3) are given annotations that are often vague and/or rare, without 
reference to errors other students usually do; 4) don’t ask themselves to what extent they performed well; 5) use rational 
strategies to deliver essays within deadlines (e.g., plagiarism) that are counterproductive on the long range. Teachers 
usually 1) spend a lot of time assessing student’s essays both on form and content; 2) spend additional time waiting 
possible answers to follow-up questions; 3) are attracted to use MCQs, letting students to focus on low-level notions 
rather than higher-level ones. Tutors usually are involved in endeavours to let teachers and students use rather 
sophisticated but underused software and tools they bought. Administrators and deans usually spend a lot of money in 
strategic and technical support that is often unsolicited by end-users. They also are aware on complaints from both 
teachers and students about respectively plagiarism, and unfair or irrelevant assessment. 
Context: This situation above occurs in numerous university contexts. In most of them students have to regularly produce 
intermediate or final reports (e.g., essays) about the notions they have learnt, and are then given feedback about these 
reports. For that purpose, they use their own laptops connected to an intranet software that manages the versions (subjects, 
deadlines) of their productions and allows more or less sophisticated collaborative interaction (e.g., chat, fora, social 
bookmarking). More precisely, stakeholders are: 
 students, who are engaged in the university program. They attend courses, read course texts or handbooks and write 
out short notes, essays, or homework given by teachers; 
 teachers, who can monitor the students’ activity and have an overview of the progress of the latter, read their written 
production and add their own feedback or annotations; 
 tutors, who help teachers to design the students’ activity flow. They manage the different accounts at different levels 
(access rights, who assesses whom), allowing pedagogically-relevant activities; 
  administrators, who design and make possible the overall functioning of the service. They perform strategic and 
technical support, allowing end-user to have up-to-date and efficient tools. They also manage links between technical 
and pedagogical university services and decide (in line with tutors and teachers) what material and software are worth 
acquiring. 
Reachable goal situation: Our aim is to design and implement a system that will automatically assess students’ essays in order to let teachers focus 
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on higher-level features of their activity (e.g., course design, individual student guidance), given a large base of course 
texts. The students’ essays are analysed by the service and several qualitative hints are delivered (either on the course 
itself, on the essays or the next texts to read). From the teachers’ perspective, they be involved in the process either in 
tightly supervising the different learning phases or in letting students work completely on their own. 
General goals: 
 Give student texts to read that match her comprehension level of the previous ones (not too difficult, not too easy). 
 Allow students’ assessment of their written production (essay, summary, course notes) 1) at both low- and higher- 
levels; 2) just-in-time; 3) through an integrated view. 
 Allow self-regulated learning by comparing students’ own judgement on their texts with a computer-based one. 
 Give the student short questions or advice for her to further investigate important notions. 
 Give the teacher ways to monitor the student’s progress among learning activities. 
More specific goals: 
 provide an a priori analysis of the course texts (e.g., on readability, highlight the most important sentences); 
 provide several kinds of students’ texts assessment (e.g., coherence level, by analysing the semantic gap of 
contiguous sentences; possible followed outline); 
 cross the two previous kinds of assessments in order to provide more efficient advice (e.g., if a sentence assessed 
as important don’t appear in the learner text); 
 provide to teachers a database of usual student’s errors and their related teacher’s annotations. 
All these hints are aimed to enhance both students’ comprehension of the taught notions and their use of writing 
strategies. 
Solution(s): Our main concern is to provide text assessment at a semantic level. We claim that for all the goals detailed in the previous 
section a semantic-related analysis that would operate on the texts (both the course texts and the students’ texts) is to be 
implemented. Broadly speaking, one can note that most of the cognitive operations involved in composing and assessing a 
text involve semantic comparisons. 
To that end, we chose to use Latent Semantic Analysis and/or one of its sequels (e.g., InfoMap, LSA for R) because it has 
proved to be efficient in the following aspects, which are all related to our concerns: simulation of comprehension 
processes during reading (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Lemaire et al., 2006); coherence gap detection (Foltz et al., 1998; 
Miller, 2004), knowledge assessment (Wolfe et al., 1998); semantically-related text readability measures (Graesser et al., 
2004); self-regulated learning assessment (McNamara & Scott, 1999); analysis of macro-rule use in summarizing 
(Lemaire et al., 2005). 
It is surprising to notice the wide range of cognitive-related applications LSA allows. The power of LSA is to compute 
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word/sentence semantic similarities closely akin to those performed by humans, so enabling a good simulation of the 
human semantic memory. 
We claim this choice is better than the other possible ones like: 1) a better work division among teachers or tutors. Some 
of them could focus themselves on different aspects of the essays to be assessed (this choice entails a lack of overview of 
the students processes and results); 2) proposing MCQs (multiple choice questionnaires) in order to assess student 
knowledge (this choice entails a faster assessment process, but is too cognitively poor to be solely used, and teachers 
encounter difficulties to design them as well); 3) social assessment, i.e., letting students co-assess themselves, through 
fora, within a community of learners (this choice is very attractive and has to be investigated in WP 5.1 as well, but it 
mostly depends on the competences of the students). 
Conditions and 
requirements 
Several conditions/requirements have to be reached, as follows: 
 a way to compute semantic similarities between words/paragraphs (e.g., InfoMap, LSA, LSA for R); 
 a way to uncover the inferences made during reading a text (e.g., CI/LSA, Lemaire et al., 2006); 
 a taxonomy (or a corpus) of kinds of feedback, questions, and annotations schemes (see for instance those of 
Thibaudeau, 2000; Graesser et al., 1992); 
 a corpus of course texts from the domain studied; 
 a less specialised corpus for uncovering standard language usage (e.g., newspapers, essays, novels); 
 several students’ essays for calibrating the service.  
Validation indicators:   “Humanlikeliness”. The services offered could annotate the produced texts in a similar way that teachers would 
do. For each essay feature assessed by the service, correspondence with humans will be sought (e.g., are the main 
ideas selected by humans the same as those selected by the service?). 
 Effectiveness. The use of services allows to improve students’ learning outcomes (compared to previous solutions, 
like Content Management Systems): their essays will be more coherent, will contain more important ideas, these 
ideas will more reconstructed than merely restated, their learning will be improved, and so on. 
 Efficiency, ease of use. The offered services are easy to use and allow students to be assessed as many times as 
they want to. The frequency of use of the new service (either by students or by teachers) will be compared to 
previous solutions. 
 Effect of supervision on learning. The availability of an overview on the individual and collective learning 
processes enables better monitoring, timelier interventions, as well as more efficient learning. 
 Teachers’ availability. Since the teachers’ activity will be partly handed over the services, the latter will be more 
available for other important tasks (e.g., course planning, individualized guidance to students). 
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 Teacher/student acceptance. Since these new services entail an important change in teachers/students work 
practices, it is important to assess to what extent they will be accepted and used by them. We shall collect several 
indicators like how the services use spreads among colleagues, their perceived efficiency and ease of use, the 
perceived status of the service prescribers as well as more precise comments through questionnaires. 
Related Use cases: UC WP 5.1 
Notes:  
Acknowledgements:  
Used terms:  Feedback, Comprehension, Summarizing, Annotations 
References: Graesser, A. C., & Person, N. K. (1994). Question asking during tutoring. American Educational Research Journal, 31, 104
Graesser, A. C., McNamara, D. S., Louwerse, M., & Cai, Z. (2004). Coh-Metrix: Analysis of text on cohesion and language. 
Behavioural Research Methods, Instruments, and Computers, 36, 193-202. 
Landauer, T. K., & Dumais, S. T. (1997). A solution to Plato's problem: the Latent Semantic Analysis theory of acquisition, 
induction and representation of knowledge. Psychological Review, 104(2), 211-240. 
Lemaire, B., Denhière, G., Bellissens, C., & Jhean-Larose, S. (2006). A computational model for simulating text comprehension. 
Behaviour Research Methods, Instruments and Computers, 38(4), 628-637. 
Lemaire, B., Mandin, S., Dessus, P., & Denhière, G. (2005). Computational cognitive models of summarization assessment 
skills. In B. G. Bara, L. Barsalou & M. Bucciarelli (Eds.), Proceedings of the 27th Annual Conference of  the Cognitive 
Science Society (CogSci' 2005) (pp. 1266-1271). Mahwah: Erlbaum. 
McNamara, D., & Scott, J. L. (1999). Training reading strategies. In 21th Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society (pp. 
387-392). Hillsdale: Erlbaum. 
Thibaudeau, V. (2000). 88 clefs pour identifier dans un texte un problème de logique ou d'expression de la pensée [88 keys to 
identify logical and thought-related problems within a text]. Laval (Canada): Université of Laval. 
Wolfe, M. B. W., Schreiner, M. E., Rehder, B., Laham, D., Foltz, P., Kintsch, W., et al. (1998). Learning from text: Matching 
readers and texts by Latent Semantic Analysis. Discourse Processes, 25(2-3), 309-336. 
 
Use case WP 6.1 IPP-BAS, Sofia 
Use case: Create Common Semantic Framework (CSF) 
Author(s): Aneliya Tincheva, IPP-BAS, neli_tincheva@bultreebank.org 
Laska Laskova, IPP-BAS, laska@bultreebank.org  
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Petya Osenova, IPP-BAS, petya@bultreebank.org 
Kiril Simov, IPP-BAS, kivs@bultreebank.org 
Progress: 0.3 
ID:  UC6.1 (wp6,task1) 
Category: Support social and informal learning by implementing a common semantic framework (i.e. an ontology) which will allow 
communication among users 
Summary: Each eLearning environment – be it formal or informal one – faces the need for a common semantic framework, within 
which the stakeholders can communicate efficiently and with the investment of a minimal effort. However, the reality is 
far from such an elaborated framework. Also, there is no good connection established between the formal and informal 
way of teaching/learning. But practically they interleave very often. Thus, on the one hand, our task is to build a 
framework, which relates in a better way users to users, and web materials to users. On the other hand, we aim at 
integrating the formal education modules to the informal ones. In achieving these goals, we rely on knowledge 
repositories (e.g. ontologies) and the appropriate chains of NLP tools and resources to create an architecture for 
knowledge acquisition purposes. 
Problem situation: In eLearning systems, currently we see two main problems  
 
1) a lack of coordination and facilitation of the communication among users and  
The problems, which concern the appointed groups of stakeholders, show themselves in: 
-  loose relations between resources and users 
-  not efficient enough communication between users with common interests 
-  difficulties to find a suitable set of users with common interests 
 
2.) a lack of a common resource manipulation model, that supports users’ interactions. 
The problems, which concern the common manipulation model, are as follows: 
-  inefficient possibilities for search within resources and for extraction of relevant resource segments 
-  absence of predefined tutor: learner, tutor: peer-tutors, learner: peer-learners, tutor: peer-learners interaction 
processes leaded by the system  
- Inefficient automated grading and help(adviser) services. 
 
As stakeholders in our problematic situation, we would identify: 
- universities and educational organizations, that can’t profit from the structured formalized knowledge and its connection 
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to informal sources, because it is difficult to control the efficiency of  such an amount of information flow 
- private tutors, who find the idea of contributing to a scientific domain attractive, but can’t find formal authorization due 
to the lack of official organization membership. Thus they need their own granted space between the formal and informal 
communication. 
- peer-tutors who can’t exchange experience and materials with other tutors and learners due to insufficient information 
about the others’ capabilities and needs 
- learners and peer-learners who aren’t supported well in remote learning processes due to the lack of a trusted system for 
knowledge transfer  
Context: Using state of the art techniques, such as statistical analysis, patterns finding and shallow linguistic parsing, one can 
detect implicit grammatical information present in texts (i.e. morphological, syntactic and semantic information) with 
which knowledge can be extracted that will constitute the building blocks of the domain ontology, that is terms, 
synonyms, concepts and ultimately taxonomies and relations. Formal domain ontologies can be used to support multi-
language search and retrieval of learning material. Research is now on its way on how to represent scholarly debate using 
ontologies and WebOnto. 
The work in this respect will build on the results from the LT4eL project. There is already an ontology in the domain of 
IT, which will be further elaborated to suit also the informal learning requirements. Independent of this trend towards 
formal domain representation, learning material that is going beyond text books, exercises or presentations originally 
developed by educational institutions is becoming part of social and informal learning processes. Learners create and 
share the results of their learning activities through social software, such as YouTube, Flickr or Del.icio.us. These 
repositories allow users to share and reuse the uploaded material, as well as to index it and comment on its quality. At the 
moment formal ontologies and so called folksonomies are separated areas; the challenge is to combine these approaches 
in such a way that individual as well as community knowledge development can be modelled. 
Reachable goal situation: We define a CSF (Common Semantic Framework) as an integration of a user network, resources network and related 
tools. This semantic network should support both formal and informal teaching/learning processes in appropriate ways.  
-The formal processes are the ones that are lead by a tutor and where the learners involved are guided by tutors and 
advisers defined for the educational activities. In this kind of processes a basic role is reserved for the tutor who annotates 
and organizes materials via concept annotations, metadata attachment, and then verifies the results. 
-The informal process lacks the tutor as a leader. In that process the learner manipulates the system in attempt to find the 
best solution of a problem via searching within social tagging annotations, concept annotations and metadata. The learner 
can share his/her opinion and comments on a learning material by annotating it with folksonomies and making it 
accessible to the community. 
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It is necessary to have mapping between the domain ontology (ies) and the folksonomies. 
 
Taking into consideration the problems  listed above, as well as the overall project environment and the concrete Use case 
objective, our main reachable goal is as follows:  
- to facilitate the work of the stakeholders in both teaching and learning in both formal and informal educational processes 
by means of NLP techniques.  
 
For the formal teaching/learning several types of search and extraction will be provided within the repository. They will 
be based on raw text, keywords and on semantic tags. The metadata information will be duly enriched. The ontology will 
reflect mainly the domain of interest. In this case the teacher will monitor the process. 
For the informal teaching/learning, where the stakeholders would like to consult social networks or to use other text 
materials than LOs, we will provide the following facilities:  
- semantic annotation and search within user comments and notes 
- extension of the domain ontology to a network of interrelated ontologies, which to reflect user’s profile and 
metadata information as a whole. In this way the conceptual coverage will exceed the educational domain. Also, 
where the principles of ontology seem to be insufficient or too restrictive in its inheritance network, a looser 
relational framework will be pursued. It is meant in the sense of the MindMaps strategy, where the connections 
are shown among various pieces of information, without specifying what the type of the relation is. 
- interactive system adviser will be provided to manage the transition from formal to informal knowledge 
acquisition. 
We aim to fully support the formal communication in task 6.1., to facilitate the connection to social tagging in task 6.2 by 
means of giving some initial insights into the points, which should be better covered, such as the user profile, the 
metadata information and the user-to-user interaction,  
Solution(s): We aim at developing an internal framework whose main functionalities are:  
1) User-oriented: 
A network for interactive and easy to perform user communication should be created so that they can share opinions, 
comments and feedback with other users. It will include the following facilities: 
- support domain specific knowledge models aligned with lexicons (multilingual interactions) 
- support filtering of a specific knowledge domain (cultural and social adaptation of the knowledge domain to different 
users) 
- support of annotation, discourse analysis, disambiguation, indexing, metadata creation, LO similarity distance 
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calculation tools (core services that will supply qualified LO creation and manipulation) 
- support of unified resource model to which the different resources can be mapped (extensibility of the learning 
environment with new types and formats of resources) 
- support of efficient search engine that can be adapted to different kinds of search within different formats and types of 
resources 
- visualization of resources in an interactive and easy for perception form 
- knowledge model for the users network. This model will make possible extensions for universities and their users 
interaction policies. 
 
2.) Resource-oriented: 
The other main components of an eLearning System are the resources. These resources can be of different formats, types 
and they can cover different knowledge domains. An eLearning system should be integrated with: 
- a common manipulation resource model that can describe different  kinds of resources in a unified and consistent format 
- a number of tools that will process the resources content and make user’s access to resources possible 
- a number of tools for user’s communications and interactions 
- conceptual independent models that will define a common conceptualization for the different scientific domains (domain 
ontologies) 
- knowledge model for the resources network. This model will make possible and easy to adapt new resources formats 
and types and their manipulation by the tools available 
Conditions and 
requirements: 
- The users should be part of the learning community and also of other social networking communities. 
- The users should have a public profile using semantic formats like FOAF (Friend Of A Friend). 
- Learning materials that will be made available in the system should be in a digital format that can be converted to XML 
- Users communications and interaction models have to be specified and implemented.  
Validation indicators:  - for the educational organizations and universities it will be possible to measure the success rate at exams via the 
comparison between a standard remote course taught, and via the facilities of combining the structured formal knowledge 
with the informal one 
- the private tutors can become more active and influential on the educational process via the easier access to the learning 
community 
- tutors and peer-tutors can validate their preparation of a course with and without using the common knowledge system. 
They also can compare the grading in the standard way with the facilities of the automatic one and the usage of the 
system advisor 
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- learners and peer learners can measure the precision, coverage and time when searching some kind of learning material 
or person’s opinion within the database 
Related Use cases: UC6.2 
Notes: Our Use case goes in close cooperation with Use cases under Task 6.2 
Acknowledgements: Eelco |Mosel, Paola Monachesi, Vlad Posea, Stefan Trausan-Matu 
Used terms:  LO – Learning Object 
CSF – Common Semantic Framework 
References:  
 
Use case WP 6.2 UU, Utrecht 
Use case: Using the social dimension of the knowledge sharing system 
Author(s): Eelco Mossel, UU, eelco.mossel@let.uu.nl, Paola Monachesi, UU, Paola.Monachesi@let.uu.nl 
Progress: version: 0.5 
ID:  UC6.2 
Category: Support social and informal learning through linking the formal representation of a domain and the informal descriptions 
produced by social tagging. 
Summary: The objective of task 6.2 is to create a link between the formal representation of a given domain in the form of ontologies 
(which allow for easy retrieval and reuse of the learning material) and the informal descriptions produced by social 
tagging (which allows for the inclusion of the appreciation people express for different kinds of material and thus identify 
their needs and interests). In order to reach this objective, we are going to design and implement a set of services that 
connect learners to resources and learners to other learners by means of user profiles, ontologies and social tagging. The 
ultimate goal is to complement the formal knowledge represented by ontologies with the informal knowledge emerging 
from social tagging (about content and users), improving thus the possibility of retrieving appropriate material and 
allowing learners to connect to other people who might have the function of learning mates and/or tutors. In this way, it 
will be possible to carry out a more personalized learning experience able to fulfil the needs of different types of learners.  
Problem situation: In a Lifelong Learning context, learners access and process information in an autonomous way. They employ computers 
to store and organize information, they access various digital sources available on the internet and have at their disposal 
various communication technologies to interact with other people. Learners can access formal knowledge on the internet 
such as textbooks, courses, slides, articles which they can find by means of standard search engines. However, they can 
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also access informal knowledge, that is a growing body of information available via social media  These media add a 
social dimension to learning since they not only provide learning material but also a community that allows 
communication and information exchange about these resources.  
 
We can distinguish learners who access information for hobby/interest without any commitments and independent of an 
institution. However, informal and social learning have also become part of learning situations where an organization or 
institution is involved. In both cases, the stakeholders are the learners and the teacher/tutor. However, it can be the case 
that in certain learning contexts, learners can act as teacher/tutors and the other way around. We assume that experts in a 
social site can also act as tutors since they suggest resources and provide feedback. 
 
The stakeholders can have the following problems: 
 
Learner 
1. Is looking for a detailed answer to a specific question and cannot find it in the material that is currently available to 
him.  
2. Wants to find out which topics are related and which of them might be relevant to carry out his learning task. 
3. Wants to know which resources to access in order to be well-informed about a certain topic.  
4. Wants to find people who can help him (e.g. to give feedback on produced work or to recommend useful materials). 
Those people can be: 
- Persons in his current networks on social networking websites. 
- Unacquainted persons that take the same course or have the same learning objectives. 
5. Wants to monitor the activity in a domain in order to be always aware of the state of the art. 
 
Teacher/tutor 
6. Needs to monitor which knowledge and skills a learner has acquired (progress monitoring). 
7. Wants to know which resources learners are using. 
8. Wants to reuse information which emerged from the learning process, such as questions from earlier students, 
feedback given to them and information about which materials helped them to accomplish certain tasks.  
Context: Target group: 
Lifelong learners form a heterogeneous group: they have different backgrounds, different ages etc.. These learners are 
both specialists and non-specialists, who have to acquire certain skills and knowledge or to keep up their skills and 
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knowledge with the new developments that appear in their domain of expertise.  
Their learning topic is on a domain where there is a lot of information on the web, e.g. computing or medicine. The 
learners do not have a face-to-face course at their disposal. However, they want to or have to receive a grade or some kind 
of proof that they acquired the knowledge/skills. This confirmation is provided by the organization that has an interest in 
the learning process or by the community in which the learner interacts. The organization can be an educational institute, 
but also a company that wants their employees to acquire certain skills and knowledge. The learners and teachers/tutors 
are also part of the knowledge sharing community described in UC6.1. 
 
Resources: 
We envisage as resources formal learning material such as text books, exercises, articles or presentations originally 
developed by educational institutions. However, we will include also informal learning material that originates from 
social media such as forum threads, wikis, chats, blogs or applications such as delicious, Wikipedia, Yahoo QA, Flickr, 
YouTube. These media add a social dimension to learning since they not only provide learning material but also a 
community that allows communication, information exchange and comment on the quality of these resources. 
Reachable goal situation: We are going to design and implement a set of services that connect learners to resources and learners to other learners by 
means of user profiles, ontologies and social tagging. The services are intended to enrich an existing system, and 
accumulate knowledge about learning resources in a broad sense (not necessarily formal Learning Objects). Those 
resources can be available on the internet, or can be local on our system (uploaded by tutors and students). In particular, 
we want to support learners in finding relevant sources of knowledge. An ontology can support an appropriate learning 
path since it provides a formalization of the knowledge of a domain approved by an expert. However, this formalization 
might be too static, incomplete or might not correspond to the representation of the domain knowledge available to the 
learner which might be more easily expressed by the tagging emerging from communities of peers via available social 
media. Therefore, we will combine formal and informal knowledge sources in order to be able to fulfil the needs of 
different users. Furthermore, on the basis of the content being searched and/or selected by a learner, we will suggest to 
him other possible members of the community which might support him in his learning task either as mates or as tutors. 
Alternatively, a learner might monitor the activity of the various communities he belongs to, in order to discover new 
interesting material. 
 
More specifically, the services will provide support to solve the problems listed in the problem description.  
 
The learner will be able to: 
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1. Search for materials in several ways, as described in UC6.1.  
2. Get recommendations for learning material on the basis of user profile, social network and history. 
3. Access meta information about resources, given by other learners. 
4. Get recommendations about users with knowledge/skills relevant for the current task. 
 
On the other hand, tutors will be able to: 
5. To monitor to some extent what the learners are doing and have acquired. 
6. To see which resources are accessed through the system. However, it is not realistic to monitor whether and to what 
extent they are really used. 
7. To inspect accumulated knowledge available in the system, such as ratings and tags. This information can be used to 
help current learners.  
Solution(s): We are going to design and implement a set of services that connect learners to resources and learners to other learners by 
means of user profiles, ontologies and social tagging.  
 
1. In order to connect learners to resources, we integrate the tags that emerge from the social media to the (lexicalization 
of the) concepts of an existing domain ontology. To this end, we will extract the domain knowledge (Task 6.2.1) based on 
social tagging (Task 6.2.3). This domain knowledge, covering relations between topics will be compared with that 
attested in ontologies and can be eventually used to populate them (Task 6.2.2). In this way, we aim to complement the 
formal knowledge represented by ontologies with the informal knowledge emerging from social tagging improving thus 
the possibility of retrieving appropriate material for a more personalized learning experience.  
 
2. We also aim at connecting learners to other learners. To this end, the content that the learner is searching and selecting 
could be used as a trigger to get him in touch with other users who have tagged this content or used this content before 
him. This will be the case if the learner is a novice and needs to create his own community with people with similar 
interests. Alternatively, if the learner is part of an already established community based on common interests, he will need 
to be updated with the changes in his domain(s) of interest. To this end, the learner will focus on the learning objects that 
are produced by people who are important for the domain he studies and/or people the learner trusts. One of the services 
will monitor the changes that appear in his network with respect to content and to users and will recommend how the 
learner should update the network (by adding new peers or removing old ones) and answering the learner’s questions 
about relevant materials and peers on a given topic. In this way, we will add a trust dimension to the search since a learner 
will trust the objects produced, tagged or recommended by his own network. 
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The figure of the teacher/tutor might change dynamically and might not always be a unique figure but a series of users 
that might satisfy his different learning needs. From this perspective, a tutor can be any content generator in the network 
and the learner rates the tutors on the basis of his appreciation for what the tutor writes or recommends. 
 
Concretely, the required functionality will be provided by, among others, a social tagging support service, a mapping 
service for mapping tags to ontologies, a credit/debit system for motivating users to contribute, a rating service and a 
person and recommendation service.  
Conditions and 
requirements: 
- There must be users who use the system and contribute to shared knowledge. 
- There must be learning materials available to the system. 
- The learners must be registered to our system. Furthermore, results for person recommendation will be better if they 
are also part of other social networking communities.  
- For using existing social networks, the users should have a public profile using semantic formats like FOAF (Friend 
Of A Friend).  
Validation indicators:  - Learners are able to find useful resources and peer learners that they would not find without the services 
- Learners make use of meta information about resources that they would not have using various other websites. 
- The recommended materials and peer learners are appreciated more than the non-recommended ones. 
- Teachers gets more insight into the progress of learners than in the current situation. 
Related Use cases: UC6.1 
Acknowledgements: Vlad Posea, Stefan Trausan-Matu, Kiril Simov, Aneliya Tincheva, Laska Laskova, Petya Osenova 
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Appendix B: Showcases 
Show case WP 4.1  UTU, Tübingen 
Tool: LSA based functionality for positioning the learner in relation to his portfolio and a set of learning materials.  
Language: German 
Domain: Computer science/IT 
 
Pre-pilot scenario  Long life learners want to achieve certain learning goals when they consider enrolling in curricula offered by an education 
provider. They have different educational backgrounds that they want to be taken into consideration.  
 
The learner’s educational background can be of a formal nature (certified exams) in which case standard admission / 
exemption procedures may apply. In other cases such standard procedures are not available so assessors need to evaluate 
themselves the learner knowledge on specific topics. 
 
In procedures for Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) assessors decide whether evidence brought forward by the 
student may lead to exemptions from one or more courses. 
 
A portfolio is a collection of documents (in the broadest sense) that may serve as evidence that the learner has mastered 
certain skills / can operate on a certain level of competence. The concept is based on the portfolio of the photographer / 
the model / the designer. Here we can think of the portfolio holding items such as: courses completed; readings by the 
learner; products of the learners (here mostly written materials). 
 
This pre-pilot validates a specific Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) functionality (within wider framework of a portfolio 
analysis service) that automatically analyses a learner’s portfolio for (1) advising the learner about the relevancy of 
material in the portfolio for potential exemptions in the curriculum; (2) analyzing knowledge gaps of the learner to reports 
them to the learner’s tutor and (3) advising assessors on whether documents presented by the learner are sufficient 
evidence of previous knowledge on specific subjects covered by the curriculum. 
 
There is an important assumption underlying this pre-pilot related scenario: similarity in learning materials can be used as 
a proxy for similarity in learning outcomes.  
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To validate the service functionality we will compare the service automatic recommendations for each text presented as 
evidence with expert recommendations over the same text. 
The objectives The objective of this pre-pilot is to validate the LSA based service functionality for assessing the learner’s prior 
knowledge on specific computer science related subjects and to advise the learner if the evidence within his or her 
portfolio is sufficient to skip the study of a set of learning materials associated to a curriculum. 
 
The assessment is done by comparing a set of learning materials (gold standard) to a set of documents from the learner's 
portfolio that he or she provides as evidence of that prior knowledge. 
The Narrative The learner intends to enrol in a curriculum (here a series of learning objects) and then want to apply for exemptions 
based on APL.  
 
Before the learner decides to enrol he or she wants to know if documents within his or her portfolio are sufficient evidence 
as for assessor to grant him an exemption on the relevant learning object.  
 
Therefore the learner submits documents from his portfolio to the LSA based analysis service functionality to know if that 
document can be used as evidence for skipping a specific learning object. 
 
The learner input to the service a) a document from his/her own portfolio; b) learning materials associated to the learning 
object. 
 
Each evidence document and each learning material will consist in texts of about one paragraph long. 
 
The functionality outputs are automatic recommendations based on a comparison of similarity between each document 
presented as evidence by the learner and the learning materials.  Recommendation for “skipping” implies that the learner 
presented evidence was sufficient. Recommendation for “studying” implies that the learner presented evidence was 
insufficient.  
Interactions(s) An expert will configure the LSA related tools that will (a)generate a term to document matrix based on a domain specific 
text collection, (b) decompose that matrix using the Singular Value Decomposition algorithm (c) reduce the 
dimensionality of the decomposed matrices generating the LSA semantic space. 
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The same expert will train the LSA based functionality service by first folding in the semantic space a set of pairs that 
includes a learning material text and portfolio document text that has been pre-selected as good evidence of prior 
knowledge for the topic covered by the learning material; and second measure the calculating the average cosine 
similarity between the texts within the pairs. 
 
The aim of the training is to find an average similarity value between document and learning material pairs that can be 
used by the service as similarity threshold when the learner presents new pairs for evaluation. Therefore the service will 
recommend that the document is a good evidence for a set of learning materials when the similarity between the document 
and each of the materials are higher or equal to the value of the threshold.  
 
The learner will input to the service portfolio a pair of document and learning material. 
 
Then the service will automatically recommend that the document is sufficient or insufficient evidence for that learning 
material. 
 
An assessor will evaluate the document and will confirm if the automatic recommendation is correct. The assessor will 
annotate the evidence document within the pair based on his decision (i.e. relevant or not relevant for learning material x). 
The annotated document is archived. 
 
The next time a learner input a pair the service will measure the similarity between the evidence document and the 
learning material within the pair and, in addition, between the evidence document within the pair and the annotated and 
achieved documents relevant for the learning material within the pair. 
 
The service automatic recommendation for each pair will be calculated based on the observation that documents to be 
considered good evidence should be more similar to archived documents annotated as relevant for the learning material 
that to archived documents annotated as irrelevant for the same learning material. Moreover the evidence document within 
the pair need to have a similarity value high than the threshold obtained during the training period. 
Used technology and services SVDLIB C library and Java routines that includes classes and methods built for the showcase. Those routines include all 
necessary technologies needed to handle portfolios documents , build the semantic space,  measure similarity between 
documents and learning materials , etc.  
Testing opportunities and  
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requirements Context 
Domain: computer science 
Language: German  
 
Resources 
10 texts collections.  Each collection including an average of 30 texts (essays) written in German by students. The texts 
have been graded by tutors/experts using different scales (e.g. 0 to 30 , 0 to 4 , 0 to 8). The majority of those texts are 
approximately one paragraph in length. Some of them are shorter. In addition to the graded texts, each collection includes 
a set of 3 gold standard texts. 
 
-A corpus representative of the German language (DWAC German web pages 1.8 million documents using language in 
various domains; Baroni and Kilgarriff, 2006) 
-A domain German corpus (A text collection can be obtained by crawling www.heise.de. The site contains approximately 
3600 IT news in German; permission to use need to be requested). 
 
Participants 
1 expert  
 
Plan for testing 
 
From an available collection of student essays the expert selects two set of texts, a first set includes texts with low grades 
and a second set includes texts with high grades. The expert will not include in the sets texts with grades in the middle of 
the scale. Then each set is divided in a training set and a test set.  Those subsets include an equal number of randomly 
selected texts. 
 
The training subsets will be used to find an optimal set of parameters values (number of LSA dimensions, number of 
stems used to build the semantic space, similarity threshold value for the comparison between evidence document and 
learning material).  
 
German language and domain corpus are used to build a semantic space. Both training subsets of the low grades and high 
grades are folded in to the semantic space.  
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Then we  measure the similarity between: 
 
  a) each text (belonging to the first and the second subset of the test set) and its corresponding set of gold standards. 
 
  b) each text and an increasing number of  the rest of the texts. In each iteration we can compare the same texts with more 
texts and then obtain an average. This will tell us if the service can learn from the texts previously accepted and rejected 
by assessors (we use the high and low grades as a proxy for accepting or rejecting document as evidence) 
 
Then, the testing set will be used to cross validate the best performing parameters obtained with the training set. The 
evaluation consists in measuring accuracy and precision. 
 
Show case WP 4.2 UNIMAN, Manchester 
Monitoring learner’s conceptual development in the psychology/medical domain  
Language: Dutch/English 
Domain: Medicine 
Nr of students: 5 (max 10).  
Nr. of staff: 1 (or 2) 
 
Pre-pilot scenario  4.2. Monitoring learner’s conceptual development in the medical domain  
The objectives The main objective of this pre-pilot test is to demonstrate the application of language technologies to analyse a 
learner’s conceptual development. More precisely it will: 
 Show until what extent language technologies can be used to monitoring the conceptual development of the 
learners  
 Compare and set aside metrics derived from concept maps based tools with direct diagnosis of conceptual 
development of textual output 
 Evaluate what can already be used with the current stage of available language technology based tools and 
what should be developed 
 
By directly using language technologies to analyse the learner’s conceptual development, our purpose is to –either– 
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reduce the constraints imposed by concept-mapping based tools and therewith extend the number of situations in 
which learners can obtain feedback on their conceptual development –or– enrich the feedback  possible with 
concept-mapping based tools. 
The main actors are: 
- learners 
- tutors 
The Narrative 1. Medical students will be asked to describe a selected medical case (diagnosis, symptoms, treatments, etc.). 
(Note: existing texts may be used, in which case the students are only involved indirectly). One of the following 
inputs will be used: 
a. Think aloud protocols provided by UMAN-students and converted into written text 
b. Available think aloud protocols (English and Dutch) from van de Wiel (1997) 
2. A (UMAN-)tutor will provide a set of typical case descriptions for the selected case. It should represent the level 
of knowledge a student should have at this stage.  
3. The resulting text of students and tutor will be (manually) converted to fit into a concept map based analysis tool 
and subsequently analysed with this tool.  
4. The resulting text of students and tutor will be analysed and compared with the help of INFOMAP/LSA with an 
initial set of indicators, e.g. co-occurrence of concepts, relations between concepts, missing concepts etcetera 
(c.f. deliverable 4.1). 
5. The WP4-members will compare and analysis the results of step 3 and 4 and compile a report for the tutor.  
6. The tutor will give feedback on the usefulness and the quality of the report. 
Interactions(s) 1. Student receives a case and instructions on how to respond to this. 
2. Tutor receives a case descriptions and instructions on how to respond to this. 
3. WP4-members analyse the case descriptions using a) use concept map based analysis tools (i.e., HIMATT) and 
b) INFOMAP/LSA. After, they compare results from a) and b) and create a report for the tutor. 
4. Tutor receives a report and instructions on how to respond to this. 
Used technology and services  INFOMAP or LSA (or maybe in combination with keyword extraction of LT4eL) 
 Concept mapping tools: HIMATT (SMD, MITOCAR) [or Pathfinder Analysis & KNOT] 
 Corpora: general medical corpora (e.g., MedLine), materials of the topic (i.e., tutor notes, learning materials, 
keywords, text version of the Use case, etc.), model answers. 
Testing opportunities and 
requirements 
Test environment: 
- HIMATT (SMD, MITOCAR) [or Pathfinder Analysis & KNOT], INFOMAP/LSA 
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- domain: Medicine 
- language: English/Dutch 
 
Resources (see previous section) 
- two computers 
 
Where the testing will be done: UMAN-OUNL with UMAN; WUW  
IPP-BAS (depending of language and input)   
 
Plan of action (for testing the pre-pilot only): 
1. Elaboration of a structured interview to be used in the think aloud sessions. The objective of the interview is 
to obtain the data needed to evaluate the conceptual development of the learner 
2. Perform a pre-test of the tools that will be used in the pre-pilot concept map based analysis (i.e., HIMATT) 
and for the extraction of conceptual maps, INFOMAP/LSA   
3. Define how the pre-pilot will be run 
a. The way the tools will be used, or combined 
b. The different methods to calculate the similarity of concept maps (e.g. a concept-based approach, a 
link-based approach) 
c. The set of indicators that will be used to analyse and compare the results, e.g. co-occurrence of 
concepts, relations between concepts, missing concepts, etc. 
4. Find out the corresponding corpus of learners’ output texts and tutors’ texts; conducting the think aloud 
sessions and convert the output into text 
5. Convert the texts so they fit into the HIMATT tools and  analyse the results according to a set of indicators 
6. Analyse and compare the text using INFOMAP/LSA and analyse the results according to a set of indicators  
7. Compare the results of step 3 and 4 and generate a report 
8. Ask tutor to give feedback on the usefulness and the quality of the report 
  
References HIMATT tools (http://himatt.ezw.uni-freiburg.de/cgi-bin/hrun/himatt.pl) 
INFOMAP http://infomap-nlp.sourceforge.net/doc/contact.html 
KNOT http://interlinkinc.net/Confirm.html  
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Pilot schedule 
Institution Language* Subject Domain ** Pre-pilot (indicate service)**** Pilot v1 
(indicate 
service)*** 
Pilot v2 
(indicate 
service) 
Open Universiteit Nederland  Dutch Medicine Describing a case in a chosen topic (and 
pre-specified format) and getting a LSA-
based / concept mapping tool based 
feedback-report allowing self assessment 
of strengths and weaknesses in the 
concerning topic. 
4.2 4.2 
      
University of Manchester English Medicine  4.2 4.2 
 
Show case WP 5.1 PUB-NCIT, Bucharest 
Generate Feedback for Collaborative Chat Conversations 
Language: English 
Domain: IT 
Nr of students: 2 groups of 4 students  
Topic: Debate over the collaborative web technologies (at a Human-Computer Interaction - HCI) 
Period: 1-2 hours (the duration of a chat conversation) 
 
Pre-pilot scenario* 5.1. – Generate Feedback for Collaborative Chat Conversations 
The objectives The main objective of this pre-pilot is to demonstrate the application of Language Technologies for chat analysis 
and feedback in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning. The results of the analysis and the given feedback 
will be: 
- the visualisation of the participation of the students and of their discussion threads emphasizing the quality 
of their CSCL conversations 
- the identification of the topics discussed in the chat 
- the assessment of the contribution of the students in the conversation 
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- the grading of the students 
By using an automated analysis tool for chat conversations, our purpose is to reduce the time needed by the tutors / 
teachers to provide feedback to the students. Moreover, the tool offers other useful data that helps the assessment 
and grading of the students. 
The main actors are: 
- Students 
- Tutors or teachers  
The Narrative 1. Students at a course in Human-Computer Interaction formed groups of 4. Each student in a group was told 
to be a supporter of one of 4 collaborative technologies (chat, forum, wiki, and blogs). They have to debate 
upon the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies and to discuss about how they may be integrated. 
They had to use the ConcertChat instant messaging (chat) application for a session up to 2 hours in a week’s 
time. Chat logs were recorded and grouped in a corpus. 
2. After the end of the first phase, students used a special purpose editor to annotate their chats with the 
following data: 
- the topics covered in the chat session 
- the segments of good collaboration 
- implicit links in discussion threads 
- grades for each participant in the chat 
In addition, the same editor is used by two members of the LTfLL PUB-NCIT team (which are also teaching 
assistants at the considered course). 
The result is an annotated corpus (a gold standard) that is used in the last step (4).   
3. The chat analysis and feedback system (CAFS) is used for processing the chat logs of each group of 
students. The system provides:  
- the graphical visualisation of the discussion threads in the conversations, containing implicit links detected 
automatically 
- the identification of the topics discussed in the chat 
- the assessment of the contribution of the students in the conversation 
4. Using social networks analysis methods, participants in the chats are automatically graded. The results are 
assessed against the golden standard from step 2. 
5. Two members of the PUB-NCIT team will evaluate the results offered by the system in order to discover 
possible errors in the automatic generated feedback as well as in the original grading. Another member of the 
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team shall evaluate the chat conversation using the generated feedback, in order to compare the time required to 
provide feedback to the students with and without the help of the automated analysis system. 
Interactions(s) Each student interacted with the colleagues that are part of the same group. At least two members of the PUB-
NCIT team will evaluate each chat conversation and the automatic generated feedback in order to discover the 
possible errors of the automatic analysis system.  
Used technology and services Chat system with explicit referencing (e.g. ConcertChat) that generate logs in a XML (or HTML) format 
.NET framework needed to install the system as a stand-alone application 
NLP tools (stemmer, linguistic ontology - WordNet) used for the analysis of the chat 
Testing opportunities and 
requirements 
Test environment: 
- chat logs produced by ConcertChat are used 
- the service is run as a stand-alone application 
- domain: IT 
- language: English 
- . NET framework stand-alone application 
Resources: 
- corpora of annotated chat logs for the language used by the system 
- linguistic ontology and NLP tools (stemmers, POS, etc.) 
- ontology of the domain 
 
The testing will be done at a location of PUB-NCIT. 
 
Plan of action: 
1. Perform chat sessions and record logs 
2. Manual annotation of the chat logs 
3. Define the architecture of the system and the technologies that are used 
4. Implementation of the system 
5. Automatic analysis of the chat logs 
6. Assessment of the system by comparison of the automatic analysis vs. manual annotated chats 
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Pilot schedule 
Institution Language* Subject Domain 
** 
Pre-pilot (indicate 
service)**** 
Pilot v1 
(indicate 
service)*** 
Pilot v2 
(indicate 
service) 
Polytechnica University of Bucharest – National 
Center for Information Technology 
English IT analyzes and gives 
feedback about the 
interactions among 
students 
collaborating with 
instant messaging 
(chat) systems 
5.1 5.1 
 
Show case WP 5.2 UPMF, Grenoble 
Using students’ summaries of course texts to assess their learning 
Language: French 
Domain: IT (negotiation of more precise content in progress, depending on students’ availability: either NLP or ICT applications for teaching, or 
educational research on ICT). So the alternatives are indicated in the scenario. 
Nr of students: 5 students 
Topic: Text reading and summarization about a chosen topic and LSA-based assessments allowing self-regulation processes of comprehension. 
Period: 1 hour 
 
Pre-pilot scenario* 5.2. – Generate Feedback for students’ course summaries. 
The objectives The main objectives of this pre-pilot test are as follows : 
 to check the usefulness of a broader educational scenario, where learner’s self-assessment on the 
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comprehension of course texts is combined with automatic feedback on their textual summaries. 
 to collect in a controlled setting information on what kind of support and feedback is required by students 
during that task execution (finding some lines on how to generate human-like feedback). 
 to evaluate what can already be used with the current stage of the tools and what should be developed. 
The main actors are: 
- students 
- a teacher 
The Narrative 1. Students attending an IT course (see comment above on topic) have to find out more information about the 
topics of the course not very well understood.  
2. They could type queries in Google to retrieve course material on these domains and write out memos, they also 
could chat in order to help each other understanding the different topics of the course. They also could ask their 
teacher to propose such texts. These alternatives lead to several problems: students can be overwhelmed by the 
huge amount (and the diversity as well) of the retrieved texts; these texts could be off-the-subject; there is no 
tracking on the successive queries of the students; the teacher could be too busy in both proposing new texts 
and assessing student’s understanding of these texts; students couldn’t possibly be expert enough in domains 
not well understood by their peers to provide them adequate help. 
3. Our aim is to propose a system that addresses the latter problems by allowing students: 
a. perform queries within a preselected set of course texts; 
b. read the course texts and evaluate themselves their understanding; 
c. write out summaries of these texts; 
d. to be given an assessment about how well the written summaries are related to the source texts; 
e. to be given new texts whose difficulty matches their level of understanding; 
f. to be given questions that foster their level of understanding. 
4. Separately, each of these solutions has already been implemented. Our aim is to validate the whole process in 
which students could be immersed. 
5. This whole process allows students to be more aware on the notions they attempt to grasp (self-regulation 
processes) and lessens the teacher’s cognitive load during her assessment task. The latter can focus only on 
higher levels of student’s activity. 
Interactions(s) Overall interaction 
Student: I’m working alone with the system, but I also need help from my teacher to get hints and suggestions on 
queries to perform, ideas to type for summarizing, and so on. 
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Teacher: I’m working in looking over each student’s shoulder, for help on demand. I also manage the whole 
learning session (time, content, assessment supervision). 
A session in detail, from the student viewpoint: 
1. The teacher suggests me to use Apex 2, a software that assesses to what extent summaries are close to their 
source texts, and refers that assessment to my comprehension of these texts.  
2.  First of all, I ask myself what were the notions I didn’t grasped well: in that case, I found problems in 
understanding the way Latent Semantic Analysis functions. So I type a query in order to retrieve a set of texts 
(from a course texts database/from the proceedings of an educational research conference) to have a better 
understanding on that (e.g., the query “Latent Semantic Analysis”). If necessary, my teacher helps me in 
reformulating my query. I’m then engaged in a reading loop wherein I carefully read the texts retrieved by the 
query and try to grasp them. I can ask my teacher for help. If required (by myself or by my teacher) I can refine 
my query and be given more adequate texts, e.g., “Latent Semantic Analysis process”. Once each text is read, 
I’m prompted to judge whether I have understood it or not; again, my teacher can give some advice about that, 
in rereading my summary. As the first set of texts has been completely read, I either can read some more texts 
or be engaged in a second (writing) loop. In the latter one, I have to write out a summary for each of the texts 
that were judged as well understood: for instance, I found it difficult to understand the Singular Value 
Decomposition. Eventually, the summaries are compared with their source texts and comments about judgment 
discrepancies between myself and Apex are highlighted (e.g., the computer prompts “You said you could 
summarize the text about the cognitive implications of LSA but apparently you cannot”. I then review the 
summary about that notion to make it more adequately match with the source texts; I also ask the teacher for 
new terms to type in the query for refining that notion (as a result, well-understood texts will be no longer 
presented in the next reading loops whereas bad-understood texts could be). 
3. At each step of this session, my teacher provides guidance to the student (helps refine queries, answers 
additional questions, and provides comments). 
4. Once one reading-writing whole loops have been performed, I can stop working. 
It is noteworthy that, in our target system, steps 1) to 5) are likely to be processed as many times as required by the 
students. For the pre-pilot test, the whole duration of the session will be of 1 hour; so only one reading-writing loop 
is expected to be performed by the participants during the pre-pilot test.  Moreover, in our target system, the way 
the teacher gets or communicate information from/to the student will be partly computer-based. 
Used technology and services Apex 2 (LSA on top of C routines plus html/php interface). See Dessus and Lemaire (2002) for more information. 
Corpus of French course texts on IT (either NLP or ICT applications for teaching, or educational research 
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conference). 
Corpus of French texts (e.g., newspaper, novels) to get general knowledge of word usage. 
Testing opportunities and 
requirements 
Test environment: 
- Apex 2  
- domain: IT 
- language: French 
Resources (see also previous section) 
- two computers with Apex 2 installed; 
Where the testing will be done: (either at UPMF university or at the Teacher Training Institute of Grenoble or at 
Stendhal university).  
 
Plan of action (for testing the pre-pilot only): 
1. Decide more precisely the domain and the participants. 
2. Find out the corresponding corpus of course texts. 
3. Perform Apex 2 sessions with 5 students and record them. 
4. Define the architecture of the system and the technologies that are used 
5. Questionnaires assessing students’ satisfaction and cognitive load (adapted version of the NASA-TLX) 
6. Further analyses of the recorded sessions (e.g., number of: queries, texts read, judged as understood or not). 
 
Broader plan of action (for the target system).  
1. Definition of the architecture of the system 
2. Corpora selection 
3. Apex 2 update according to current technologies. 
4. Integrate a module simulating student’s understanding (CI-LSA) 
5. Integrate a module for helping teachers manage their annotations 
6. Integrate a module for detecting macro rule use and providing specific advice to students. 
7. Integrate a module for providing questions aimed at fostering student’s understanding of the course. 
References Dessus, P. & Lemaire, B. (2002). Using production to assess learning: an ILE that fosters Self-Regulated Learning. 
In S. A. Cerri, G. Gouardères, & F. Paraguaçu (Eds.), Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS 2002) (pp. 772-781). 
Berlin: Springer, LNCS 2363. 
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Pilot schedule 
Institution Language* Subject Domain 
** 
Pre-pilot (indicate 
service)**** 
Pilot v1 
(indicate 
service)*** 
Pilot v2 
(indicate 
service) 
Pierre-Mendès-France University French IT Text reading and 
summarization 
about a chosen 
topic and LSA-
based assessments 
allowing self-
regulation 
processes of 
comprehension. 
5.2 5.2 
 
 
Show case WP 6.1 IPP-BAS, Sofia 
Language: Bulgarian and English 
Domain: IT for Bulgarian and English, and (possibly) Medicine for English. 
Nr of students: unspecified number of tutors 
 
Pre-pilot scenario* 6.1_v4. Supporting the tutor in preparing his/her teaching course in IT domain 
The objectives The main objectives of this pre-pilot test are: 
 To show how tutors can create their teaching course materials using facilities, which are based on NLP and 
Semantic Web technologies. The integration of these technologies will form the Common Semantic 
Framework that will support both formal and informal learning, in this particular case – teaching as part of 
the formal learning process.  
 Saving tutor’s time and effort while increasing the quality of the designed courses.  
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 Facilitate the communication between the tutor and the learning material as well as between the tutor and 
other tutors. Through the use of a Common Semantic Framework 
 
The main actors are the tutors. 
The Narrative In preparing a teaching course in IT, the tutor has materials available like learning objects, notes, tests, curricula, 
supplementary papers etc., and also a domain ontology.  
 The tutor may have in mind a certain topic in the IT domain and then she/he can begin searching for 
relevant materials, which are locally stored or stored on the LTfLL Learner Server for joint use.  
 Alternatively (or additionally), the tutor may want to get some insights on a possible topic, and then she/he 
first browses over the domain ontology. The ontology will be accessible also in specific thematic parts for 
this purpose. 
In both cases, through the use of various searches - text, keyword, definition, semantic, and through the browsing 
of the domain ontology the tutor can choose materials to include in the course.  
 The text search would give the number of possibly relevant documents with different degree of relevance.  
 The keyword and semantic search would make the returned result more relevant, because the search gets 
more precise. 
 Definition search is ideal for preparing glossary to the topic. Browsing of the domain ontology helps the 
tutor to organize taxonomically his/her curriculum.  
 The materials might be already annotated by other users (tutors and/or peer-tutors) and then it is possible to 
modify the pre-existing metadata in a way that the tutor finds suitable for his/her purposes.  
 On the other hand, she/he can make notes over the chosen materials and annotate automatically the newly 
added by him/herself learning objects (by executing the grammar annotation module). 
As a result, the tutor should be able to compile a curriculum, a glossary and a test for the learners that will take into 
account also the learners profile (as a group and individually). 
Interactions(s) The tutor interacts mainly with the learning objects by means of the facilities within the system. However, he/she 
can also interact with other tutors via the common framework. 
Tutor-Learning material:  
 When I start preparing my teaching course, I log into my system, by using the user name and password that 
match my tutor’s profile. I have to prepare a short introductory course covering 'Information Exchange on 
the Internet' for first year humanities students.  First, I will use the suggested search methods to find out 
whether there are available materials on the subject of the course with an eye to finding, hopefully, an entire 
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course. If I find such a course, I will judge whether I can use it unchanged, or whether I have to modify it. 
 If I do not find any available information with regard to such a course, my next step will be using the 
semantic (ontology) search:  
 My first query includes “information exchange” and “Internet” because I want to have a broader 
understanding of the connection between these two notions. The result is a visualization of the parts of the 
ontology including the sub concepts related to the course.  
 My next step is marking up the relevant sub-concepts and searching for annotated materials in Bulgarian 
and English.   
 The system returns a list of learning materials.  
 After browsing through the metadata for each of the learning objects, I discover that the materials on 
‘Markup languages’ topic are sparse in Bulgarian but quite a number in English. The same holds for the 
web pages. I choose the most suitable ones for my purpose. I compile a glossary and present a list of 
keywords for the topic. However, I have also found a new article on XML, which is very relevant to my 
course. 
 Thus, I upload the article in the LTfLL Learner Server repository.  Then, using the incorporated NLP 
technologies, I annotate the text and create a glossary and a keyword list for it.  
 Finally, I do some work on the structure of the course with the help of ontology browsing. For every topic I 
try to “duplicate” the materials in Bulgarian with corresponding learning objects in English. When I’m 
satisfied with the final result, I make it available for revision by a small group of colleagues. 
 
Tutor-Tutor:  
 I search through the learning materials and comments of the tutors, who have used the Common Semantic 
Framework before me.  
 Every time I have the opportunity to choose among different materials on the same subject, I use the ones 
with the highest possible assessment.  
 I also look at tutor’s profile. In such a way I get a better orientation which course or learning material is the 
best for my students’ profile and for my pedagogical tasks. I use this technique like a filtering on my the 
selected materials. I have to quit some of my pre-chosen materials and/or add some others, because the most 
comments about them are that they are too difficult for humanity students, or just not written in a 
comprehensible way. 
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 Thus, I make my final selection more reliable using two perspectives: content-oriented one and user-
oriented.  
Used technology and services 1. Searching technology: XML-based contextual search. For different resources within CSF one or more searching 
schemas will be defined. 
2. Visualization: Mind Map based including contextual menus, several interacting maps, context shortcuts to 
resources 
3. Language technologies: tokenization, POS tagging, sentence splitter, shallow parsing, lexicons, concept 
annotation grammars. The annotation tool (most probably CLaRK) will be incorporated within CSF. 
4. Semantic technologies: ontology, reasoning, context definitions 
Testing opportunities and 
requirements 
The testing will be performed on two levels: technology level and user level. 
In our case the user will be the tutor. 
At the pre-pilot phase we will concentrate mainly, but not only, on the technology level. For each module and 
integration of modules formal tests will be defined with a clear outcome about its performance and reliability. 
 
Concerning the tutor level testing, we will define a simple task for the tutor, which to encourage him/her to use not 
only the search and extraction functionalities, but also the annotation and metadata ones. This means that he/she 
will have to annotate a new text with concepts from the ontology via an automatic module, and then to add 
comments to this text via a manual service. 
 
Here is the plan of testing with envisaged rough deadlines (pm = project month): 
 
1. Definition of the architecture of the system – 7 pm 
2. Document repository implementation – 9 pm (v1), 13 pm (v2) 
3. Search engine implementation – 9 pm (v1), 13 pm (v2) 
4. Mind map user interface implementation – 9 pm (demo version), 
12 pm (v1) 
5. Context management implementation – 12 pm 
6. Incorporation of LT4eL technologies – 12 pm 
7. Tests – 14-15 pm 
 
7 pm = September 2008,  
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9 pm = November 2008,  
12 pm = February.2009,  
13 pm = March.2009 
 
Test environment: 
- CSF 
- domain: IT 
- language: Bulgarian, English 
 
Where the testing will be done: the technology part will be done within IPP-BAS environment. The tutor part will 
involve colleagues who are tutors in Sofia. Also, the partners will be invited to participate, if they have such a 
possibility. 
References  
 
 
Pilot schedule 
Institution Language* Subject Domain ** Pre-pilot (indicate 
service)**** 
Pilot v1 
(indicate service)*** 
Pilot v2 
(indicate 
service) 
IPP-BAS Bulgarian 
English 
 
IT for WP6, 
Medicine 
for WP4 
(depending 
on the 
needs) 
 
Supporting the tutor 
in preparing his/her 
teaching course in IT 
domain 
6.1, 4.1 
Services: 
Linguistic 
annotation 
service; 
Semantic 
annotation 
service; 
XML search 
service; 
Storage 
service 
(resource 
repository); 
User 
6.1, 4.1 
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interface; 
Context 
service 
 
 
Show cases WP 6.2 UU, Utrecht and UPB, Bucharest  
Pre-Pilot Scenario:  Showcase 6.2a: Comparison and integration of social tagging with domain ontologies 
Author: Paola Monachesi, Eelco Mossel, Utrecht University 
Paola.Monachesi@let.uu.nl, Eelco.Mossel@let.uu.nl 
Objectives: [objectives for the scenario, specified per actor in a functional and practical manner] 
 
The objectives of showcase 6.2a are:  
 To investigate which tags and (co-occurrence) relations between them can be extracted from a social bookmarking 
website (del.icio.us) by means of comparing bookmarks with different numbers of people who saved them. This will 
provide us insight in how to exploit tags provided in our own future system, and will show how to use existing 
information from other sites. 
 To investigate how the relations correspond with those already present in an existing domain ontology (i.e. the 
LT4eL ontology on computing). 
 To investigate which is the best way to populate domain ontologies with the knowledge emerging from social 
tagging.  
Narrative: [a narrative story of the user tasks and possible sequences of actions of the user(s) and the system] 
 
In a LifeLong Learning situation, learners need support in finding relevant sources of knowledge. An ontology can support 
an appropriate learning path since it provides a formalization of the knowledge of a domain approved by an expert. 
However, this formalization might be too static, incomplete or might not correspond to the representation of the domain 
knowledge available to the learner which might be more easily expressed by the tagging emerging from communities of 
peers via available social media. It would be desirable for a learner to have a system that could combine formal and 
informal knowledge sources in order to be able to fulfil the needs of different users. To this end, we envisage a service that 
will allow for a semi-automatic update of the ontology on the basis of the social tagging provided by the relevant social 
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media communities which would be eventually validated by the ontology engineer.   
It is on the basis of this conceptualization that learners are guided in finding the relevant information they are looking for in 
order to carry out their learning task. The assumption is that learners might differ with respect to the way they look for 
information in a certain domain depending on whether they are beginners or more advanced learners. While beginners 
might profit from the informal way in which knowledge is expressed through tagging more advanced learners might profit 
from the way knowledge is structured in an ontology. An experiment will be carried out to assess to which extent beginners 
and advanced learners can benefit from searches based on: ontology, ontology enhanced with social tagging, social tagging 
lacking ontological structure. 
 
The learner will thus be able to: 
 access the classification of the knowledge (as provided by other peers) which might complement that of the 
ontology. 
Interaction(s): [the interaction(s) described from several (first person) perspectives. What are the actions that each actor can perform in the 
system? Specifies the exchange of data and information between users and systems. The functional name of the actor is 
mentioned, e.g. teacher, and than it is described what the teacher can do, likewise for e.g. the student, the administrator etc. 
These descriptions should be so specific and practical, that some persons can ‘play or act’ all in practice]  
 
The learner: 
 I can view the ontology to search for relevant material to carry out my learning task; 
 I can view the ontology enhanced with social tags to search for relevant material and relevant people that can help 
me carry out my learning task; 
 I can use social tagging to search for relevant material and relevant people that can help me carry out my learning 
task; 
Used technology and 
services:  
[technologies and services which are used to realize the functional requirements of this scenario in an implementation]  
 
The technologies to be used are: 
1. the LT4eL domain ontology on ‘computing’ 
2. tags which emerge from the social site del.icio.us 
Testing opportunities 
and requirements:  
[lists possible pilot contexts in which an implemented version of the scenario could be tested, including requirements of the 
pilot context, e.g. minimum number of participants. Also specifies: 
 Which performance indicators will be measured (partly derived from the Use case, when necessary specified in 
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more detail? 
 When the performance indicators should be measured (before/during/after the interactions with the system)?  
 How the performance indicators can be measured (quantitative/qualitative, logging/quality of 
results/questionnaires/...)]  
 
We will carry out two experiments. The first one will not involve users and will be aimed at assessing to which extent it is 
possible to enhance ontologies semi-automatically on the basis of social tagging. We will act as experts to evaluate the 
found related tags and their appropriateness to enrich an ontology. 
The second one will involve users, that are beginners and advanced learners which will be confronted with a learning task 
and will have at their disposal the ontology, the ontology enhanced with social tags and only social tags. We will have three 
beginners and three advanced learners, who will each do a task in all of the three settings. 
 
Performance indicators: 
 assess to which extent there is overlap between ontologies and social tagging; 
 assess whether ontologies can be enhanced with the knowledge in the form of social tags which emerges from a 
community of learners; 
 assess what are the advantages and disadvantages to enhancing ontologies with social tagging in searching and 
suggesting relevant material to both beginners and advanced learners. 
 
Test environment:  
Database and python script for the overlap between ontologies and social tagging 
Experiment with beginner and advanced learners to test search activities with ontology, social tagging, ontology enhanced 
with social tagging. 
 
Resources: 
1. the LT4eL domain ontology on ‘computing’ 
2. tags which emerge from the social site del.icio.us 
 
Where the testing will be done:  
 UU 
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Languages involved: 
 English since existing social sites are mainly focused on English and neglect other languages 
 
Plan of action: 
 Select an appropriate fragment of the LT4eL ontology on computing (September 2008) 
 Select a collection of bookmarks that are tagged by lexicalizations from the selected ontology fragment (September 
2008). 
 Find related tags based on the presence and distribution of other tags for the selected bookmarks (October 2008).  
 Look which/how many of the related tags found through the bookmarks are already in the ontology, and compare 
how close they are related in the ontology and by what kinds of relations (November 2008). 
 Investigate how the new tags can be included in the ontology, that is whether they can be used as new seeds to 
eventually find tags which are present in the ontology (December 2008). 
 Carry out experiment to assess learners behaviour and success rate in carrying out a learning task on the basis of the 
ontology, ontology enhanced with social tags, social tags (January 2008) 
 Analyse results and draw conclusions (February 2008) 
 
Pre-Pilot Scenario:  showcase 6.2b Managing the social learning network 
Does this title cover the issue? Is it something like: Using social tagging and user profiles to manage the learner’s social 
learning network?  
Author: Vlad Posea vlad.posea@cs.pub.ro 
Objectives: [objectives for the scenario, specified per actor in a functional and practical manner] 
We aim at: 
 identifying and managing knowledge sources for the regular user. The user will have the means to index the 
knowledge, search it, get useful recommendations about it and keep always in touch of what it is happening in his 
social network. The difference from searching for data or getting recommendations using a classical search engine is 
given by the “trust” issue. The results produced are from the learner’s network and are automatically trusted by him. 
 We intend to monitor for the learner the changes that appear in his network and recommend the items that should be 
read on a given topic, recommend how the user should update the network (by adding new peers or removing old 
ones) and answering the learner’s questions about relevant materials and peers on a given topic. 
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The regular learner uses a various number of tools and web communities to maintain his social connections and to get 
learning resources:  
 We want to offer support for the social learning activities to this user without making him enter a new community.  
 We want to offer this support using the tools that the user already uses on a regular basis and not forcing him to 
adapt to a new environment.  
Narrative: [a narrative story of the user tasks and possible sequences of actions of the user(s) and the system] 
 
A learner, especially in a long-life learning scenario needs to keep in touch with what happens in his/hers domain(s) of 
interest. In order to do so the learner would like to monitor the learning objects that are produced by people who are 
important for the domain he studies and/or people he/she could trust.  
Student: 
The student is part of several communities that produce or bookmark content (blogging communities like blogspot, 
bookmarking communities like del.icio.us, content generating communities like YouTube). The student enters the details of 
his accounts in the platform and the platform automatically indexes the network of the student and the documents that exist 
in this network. After this the student is presented with recommendations of articles or he can search for users and 
documents that are competent on a given topic. The student can also visualize his network and can also visualize the 
network of users that are competent on a given topic. This kind of interaction allows the learner to be always in touch with 
the state of the art and the interaction with the tutors comes from the social network.  
 
Teacher: 
The tutors can create content on a given platform or bookmark content. The students need to add the tutors in their 
networks. Therefore all the tutor needs to do is create content or bookmark content that the tutors consider it is relevant for 
the students. The students will get those recommendations automatically. Any content generator can be a tutor in the 
network. The learner rates the tutors by reading what the tutor writes or recommends. 
Interaction(s): [the interaction(s) described from several (first person) perspectives. What are the actions that each actor can perform in the 
system? Specifies the exchange of data and information between users and systems. The functional name of the actor is 
mentioned, e.g. teacher, and than it is described what the teacher can do, likewise for e.g. the student, the administrator etc. 
These descriptions should be so specific and practical, that some persons can ‘play or act’ all in practice]  
From the Student perspective: 
 I open my desktop application. The first time I open it I configure it adding the communities where I am a member 
and that I want the system to monitor for me.  
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 Then while the application starts monitoring my network I can visualize my network of contacts and I can search for 
content produced or recommended within this network.  
 I enter a query, and the results produced by the application are visualized, so I can see which persons in my network 
are “competent” in the domain on which I queried. This helps me identify who I can contact and ask if I have 
questions regarding that specific domain. Also this helps me in case the user is not directly linked to me, who I can 
ask for an introduction to a specific competent user. 
 
During my stay in the system I notice another interesting aspect about this application, which is it recommends content 
based on what I’m interested in and based on what my network is producing or recommending.  
Based on the recommendations that I click or on the persons that I click in my network the strength of my relation with a 
peer can increase or decrease in time and the application can recommend me to eventually eliminate a person from the 
network or renew the connection 
 
From a Teacher/Tutor/Expert perspective: 
When I create or discover some relevant content I post it on my blog and/or I bookmark using my favourite online 
application (delicious, digg, stumbleupon). My account is monitored by my students’/peers’ so my recommendations or my 
content are very rapidly passing to them. I can also monitor my network to see if my students are close to me and if the 
content that I recommend gets rapidly to them using the monitoring features 
Used technology and 
services:  
[technologies and services which are used to realize the functional requirements of this scenario in an implementation]  
 
Crawler web that parses html or xml pages obtained through consuming of web services 
Knowledge bases 
Search engine based on folksonomies 
Testing opportunities 
and requirements:  
[lists possible pilot contexts in which an implemented version of the scenario could be tested, including requirements of the 
pilot context, e.g. minimum number of participants. Also specifies: 
 Which performance indicators will be measured (partly derived from the Use case, when necessary specified in 
more detail? 
 When the performance indicators should be measured (before/during/after the interactions with the system)?  
 How the performance indicators can be measured (quantitative/qualitative, logging/quality of 
results/questionnaires/...)]  
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Test environment: 
Students will be required to use the system for one week. Then they should answer a questionnaire that will aim to measure 
the user’s perception on the following indicators: 
 precision and recall of the search (this will also be measured through experiments) 
 usefulness of the documents and users recommended or found by the tool comparing to a classical engine 
 usefulness of the visualizing facilities 
 number of users added/removed in/from the network 
 percentage of the documents read from the documents recommended 
 
Where the testing will be done:  
 UPB  
 
Languages involved: 
 English 
 
Plan of action: 
 Ask the students to generate content and to enter their profiles (October) 
 Crawl through the content (November) 
 Analyze the product with a group of students (November) 
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Appendix C: Examples 
A Use case example 
Use case: Supporting writing by providing automatic feedback 
Author(s): J. Hensgens, AURUS KTS, j.hensgens@aurus.nl 
Progress: version: [0.2] 
ID: UC3.2. 
Category: The focus for this Use case is to give students support and feedback on the artifacts of learning, e.g. to offer 
recommendations based on the analysis of textual outputs created the student (page 7 DoW). 
Summary: Current approaches in learning, such as problem based learning and collaborative learning and the like, are highly 
demanding with respect to the amount and quality of the feedback that students should receive in order to proceed 
effectively and efficiently. Assessing complex skills cannot be done by having students demonstrate mastery of 
(only) individual sub-skills by completing, for example, a number of multiple-choice questions or true and false 
tests. Quite the opposite, students are asked to produce outcomes that demonstrate their mastery of the complete 
skill. That is often the production of lengthier text, such as essays, reports or business cases. After one or more 
feedback rounds this product will be rated by the tutor. Providing feedback during the writing process and assess 
the final product is a very time consuming task for the tutor.  
On this respect, peer-tutor support, besides its pedagogical benefits, reduces the tutor workload. However, it does 
introduce problems such as the consistency and quality of the feedback provided by peers and the lack of 
information tutors need, such as an overview of the students’ writing process and the peers contributions, to follow-
up students and grade them. 
The solution envisioned is to develop tools that analyze written products to a) enable instant feedback, b) support 
the grading process and c) give easy access to the feedback provided by peer-tutors.  
Problem situation: The student has the following problems:  
1. has to wait for the feedback. This can be disruptive for the writing process or/and impedes her to realize 
what she does not know, so she is able to continue her learning process or go backwards   
2. can be unsure about the quality of (intermediate) products in relation to the requested quality  
The peer-tutor has the following problems:  
1. time constraints to provide the feedback as soon as possible so, the waiting time is reduced and the overall 
process is smoothen 
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2. difficulties to estimate the quality of the product presented (shortage of reference material) 
3. difficulties to estimate the time needed to provide relevant feedback because it varies depending on the 
quality; to provide useful feedback takes a lot of time when the submitted text lacks consistency. 
The tutor has the following problems: 
1. the responsibility for the (consistent) rating of final submissions requires attentive reading, very explicit 
rules and guidelines for the rating as well as monitoring and feedback on the reliability, which takes a lot of 
time  
2. if no peer-tutoring is used points 1 and 3 of the peer-tutor will also apply   
3. if peer-tutoring is used the feedback process has to be prepared and monitored   
The dean has the following problems: 
1. Reduce the time tutors invest on the process, so costs and resources are optimized 
Context: This problem will always occur whenever textual (intermediate) products should be evaluated for feedback during 
the writing process or for grading final products. This is even independent for the pedagogical approach used.  
Reachable goal situation:  To reduce the time spent by assistants and faculty by introducing automated (computer-based) feedback 
before text are handed to assistants and faculty  
 To use automatic feedback as a filter before a student product is handed over to a (peer)tutor for feedback 
and grading 
 To provide relevant information and easy access to tutors of all the students’ products (intermediate and 
final) as well as the contributions provided by peer-tutors 
 To assist tutors on the grading process of the final submissions 
 To make the grading process more consistent 
 To make human support more efficient 
Solution(s):  Develop tool(s) that (a) analyze students’ written products and provide them with automatic feedback and (b) 
support tutors on following up the performance of peer-students and provide information for grading students. 
The solution is conceptualized in such a way that divides the support into parts that can be automated and parts that 
should be left for humans (being tutors or students acting as peer-tutors). The focus will be looking for optimal 
matches that fit the current situation. 
During the writing process, therefore, provide automatic feedback will guarantee that students receive feedback that 
1. It does not have any delay; it is provided automatically  
2. It highlights the gap between the submitted text and the expected product 
Regarding peer-tutors, the automatic feedback  
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1. Will provide students the feedback for them  
2. Will provide peer-tutors further information about the quality of the submitted product  
Regarding tutors, both the automatic feedback and support on following up peer-tutors and grading students will 
1. Provide information so tutors can monitor peer-tutor performance 
2. Suggest automatic grades for students, but leaving the final grade to the tutor. This will help tutors to reduce 
the time they expend on rating final submissions 
Finally, for the dean the solution will help her to reduce time and other costs associated with the tasks of providing 
feedback and grading students. 
Conditions and requirements:  Collect and use reference products, such as essays, class material, business cases, etc., to constitute the 
measuring rod within the concerning domain and language 
 Benchmark services which provide on-line feedback and propose final grades 
 Realistic writing tasks fitting in the curriculum 
 Use current writing assignments  
 Cooperation and commitment of the actors should be ensured by 
o Agreements among the stakeholders and actors on the new business processes that specify how the 
writing task and the support should be performed 
o Evaluation of scenarios and services by tutors  
o Student groups (on a voluntary base?) to do the writing and the peer-tutoring 
 Online working/learning environment that 
o Gives access to automatic feedback and tutor support tools 
o Enables students, peer-tutors and tutors to collaborate  
Validation indicators Possible validation indicators are: 
1. the tutors’ acceptance regarding the transfer from peer-tutor feedback to automatic services 
2. the time the (peer)tutor is busy with support actions before and after 
3. the quality of the (intermediate) products 
4. the time used by the students for the writing task and/or the subsequent steps 
5. the number of feedback tries used by students 
6. the consistency of the grading done by tutors or by the services 
7. the confidence of the student on the quality of the feedback provided by the tools 
8. the usefulness of the new designed writing task 
Related Use cases: None 
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Related scenarios: UC3.2-S1-Writing a book summary 
Notes: Note that this Use case lists only the main stakeholders. For simplicity, non main stakeholders, such as system 
administrators (who definitely will benefit from the solution) are not listed. 
Acknowledgements: Thanks to Dr. F. J. Commers, from the University of Gulpen for her feedback on this Use case. 
Used terms: Feedback: Process of sharing observations and suggestions about the student products with the intention of 
improving her understanding.  
Peer-tutor: Form of cooperative learning in which a learner act as a tutor of her peers.  
References: Van Rosmalen, P., Sloep, P., Kester, L., Brouns, F., De Croock, M., Pannekeet, K., et al. (2008). A learner support 
model based on peer tutor selection. Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, 24(1), 74-86. 
A Problem Scenario example 
Scenario:  UC3.2-S1-Writing a book summary 
Author: J.Hensgens, AURUS KTS, j.hensgens@aurus.nl 
Type and Progress: Problem scenario; version: [0.4] 
ID: UC3.2 
Actors: 
 
Students, peer-tutors, tutors, administrator 
Objectives: To train students of the University of Gulpen in their academic skills of writing book summaries in English. 
Pedagogical orientation: Learning by doing with support from tutors and teachers (content and language oriented). This is a typical take-at-
home exercise. 
Narrative: Mary has to start the required writing exercise of summarizing a book. On Monday she receives instructions during 
a common lecture for 150 students given by their teacher about Puberty and Adolescence. Using the blackboard 
and Power Point sheets, the teacher demonstrates the structure as well as the other requirements that a typical 
summary needs to meet. To clarify the demands the teacher presents good and bad practices (from previous years), 
which make the instructions more vivid and helps to focus on style problems. The teacher asks students to select 
any well known book, recognized by the medical community, and submit, within three weeks, a summary about the 
topic. At the end of the lecture Mary proposes whether to summarize the digital book that she used last week for 
her presentation to her workgroup. The teacher agrees to this.    
 
Mary goes home and on Thursday morning starts to write a first outline of the summary on her PC using Word. She 
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uses the digital book together with the presentation she gave and her annotations. To look up the instructions and 
requirements for the outline, she consults the syllabus of the Training in academic skills that is to be used in 
conjunction with the exercises. With her initial outline she joins her workgroup on the Thursday afternoon to 
discuss progress and possible problems. The workgroup consists of ten students and is supported by the student-
tutor Peter (a fourth year student Medical Science). During the workshop several problems of other students are 
explained further, discussed and solved. During the discussions Mary’s self-confidence grows and she is quite sure 
that her outline is of sufficient quality. Afterwards, she agrees with Peter that she won’t return to the next three 
workgroup sessions, unless she encounters unexpected problems. At the fourth workshop from now she will return 
bringing the finalized summary.  
   
Mary makes steady progress in writing and encounters only some problems with the maximum length of the 
summary. She solves this by putting the summary aside for a couple of days and after rereading she succeeds to 
remove several redundant text fragments. She then returns to Peter at the time agreed (just before the workshop) to 
hand in her summary on paper. Peter makes a quick check and concludes that the summary looks all right. He 
accepts the summary from Mary and hands over a receipt. He urges Mary to send the digital version and the 
reference to the book by email to his e-mail address. Peter tells her that he will need (in accordance with the 
procedure) three weeks to assess all summaries and that all assessed summaries with his comments will be 
available at the regular workshop on Thursday of that week.  
 
Mary returns after three weeks to examine the status of her summary. During the workshop she inspects the few 
comments that Peter had on her paper version. She consults Peter about these comments and they agree that they 
are personal preferences only and that her summary belongs to the best of the three groups that Peter supports. 
Mary decides to not use the week that is left to improve the summary. She creates a fresh printout to hand over to 
the administration and she e-mails the digital version and book reference to the administration. Now she has to wait 
for the final grade. 
 
A staff member of Puberty and Adolescence and an employee of the Language Institute of the University are 
responsible for final grading. The administration monitors this process and allocates the task to these final 
assessors. The process takes a month and the digital version is only used to check on plagiarism whenever there are 
reasonable doubts about originality.    
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A Solution Scenario example 
Scenario:  UC3.2-S1-Writing a book summary 
Author: J.Hensgens, AURUS KTS, j.hensgens@aurus.nl 
Type and Progress: Solution scenario; version: [0.4] 
ID: UC3.2 Support writing by automatic discourse analysis 
Actors: 
 
Student, Student as Peer-tutor, Administrator, System administrator, Teacher, Online summary advisor. 
Objectives: To support the writing process of summarizing a book by automatic feedback on concept covering and consistency. 
This supports the student as well as the (peer-) tutors and the final grading by the teacher 
Pedagogical orientation: This covers the acquiring of the competence for writing book summaries. This is an individual exercise, which is 
executed in an cscl environment. The student task in this exercise is twofold: she has to write a summary and act as 
a Peer-tutor for other students.  
Narrative: Mary starts with the required writing exercise of summarizing the book used for the presentation (given the week 
before in her workgroup). She is working at her own home computer using the Moodle environment of the medical 
department. She enters the Moodle environment by logging in as herself. Inside the system she navigates to the 
“Academic skills” course. In this course she selects the summary exercise. 
 
This exercise starts with an introduction explaining the process of summarizing, its steps and what can be expected 
at each step. Besides this introductory information the Moodle environments provides:  
1) a set of guidelines “how to write successful scientific summaries”,  
2) the rules for rating,  
3) some examples of the different (intermediate) products,  
4) a flow diagram which represents the expected execution of the writing task and  
5) the names of the two students to be consulted for feedback before finalising the summary.  
 
Mary is especially happy with these examples, because it makes the process and the mutual expectations more 
concrete.  
   
From the flow diagram Mary understands that the process contains three major phases.  
1) The first phase is writing a complete concept of the summary with support of the online summary advisor. Mary 
heard nice stories about this service, which mainly supports you with the consistency of the text and checks 
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whether all requested domain concepts are covered. The number of possible consultations of that advisor is 
unlimited and the results are given instantaneously showing the individual scoring on the relevant indicators. At the 
time a student reaches the requested values on the indicators, the decision can be made for more improvement or 
for entering the next phase. During this phase individual students can ask advise and consult at the teacher on one 
of the two consultation hours or using the questions and answers forum of the course at the Moodle environment. 
 
2) The second phase is asking other students for additional feedback, mainly for the syntactical and textual 
referring problems. These problems are not covered by the used technology. For this phase five working days are 
planned to give all peer-tutors the opportunity for their feedback. In these days each student has to provide 
feedback on at least two other summaries. Whether the summary sufficiently covers the book, will not be part of 
the feedback (the used books are not known by all students). That is already covered in the first phase. The quality 
of the given feedback can be inspected by the tutor and can be used to calculate the final grade. 
The five days should be used to support the fellow students with feedback and to send it by email. The received 
own feedback should be used to adapt the summary. The final summary will be handed over (with the intermediate 
version and the two feedback reports) to the tutor for the grading.  
 
3) In the third phase the tutor uses the Online summary advisor to check on plagiarism and in the meantime an 
automatic grading will be performed. However, this grading is not yet given to the tutor. If no plagiarism is 
detected the tutor reads the summary and makes a choice how to proceed. 1. The task can be concluded which 
implies that the tutor gives a provisional grade. Giving this input the automated grading will be uncovered and the 
tutor compares both and gives a final grade. 2. The tutor is not convinced on the quality. So the writing process will 
be inspected (how often is the online summary advisor used, what are the exiting values of the indicators and what 
is the quality of the provided feedback) to locate possible problems. In the second case the tutor decides whether to 
give the student feedback and a last chance for improving the summary (back to the end of phase 2) or to let the 
student fail for the writing summary task. If the peer-tutors can be blamed, also their final grades will be adapted. 
 
For Mary the way she should act in this writing task is completely clear, but the time used for a deep understanding 
of the in and outs was more than expected. So Mary decides to stop for today and to start tomorrow with her real 
writing. 
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Interaction(s): 
Student View 
Like all students in the “writing a summary” course, I start the exercise by indicating to the system which book I will 
summarize and when I expect to have my version ready for the peer tutors. After doing so I got at the end of the 
same afternoon a message in my mailbox of the system with the names of the two students, who will be my peer 
tutors and the two students, for whom I will be the peer tutor. In the same email a provisional time schedule is 
included and the advice to contact each other, whenever big changes on that schedule can be expected. 
 
In line with the ‘writing a summary’-task instructions my summary will cover the digital book “Resolving mealtime 
problems in type 1 diabetics” of D. Brunk (2005). I collect the handouts used at my presentation 3 weeks ago. That 
presentation went quite well and I expect that the outline of the presentation will be a functional starting point for 
outlining the summary. To be sure I log in to the Moodle environment and read the background material “How to 
write a summary” and browse some examples of summaries. When I am ready with that I copy the outline of the 
presentation file and paste it one by one to the word file. To conform the guidelines I extend the outline with three 
missing paragraphs.  
 
As a next step, with the book at hand, for each paragraph I write down the main keywords in provisory sentences 
written in a kind of telegram style. Here and now I don’t bother about correct sentences. The amount of the 
information in the outline already looks promising after four hours of writing. So I want to check my intermediate 
result with the “online summary advisor”. I click to open the advisor tool and following the instruction dialogs I give 
the digital book and the summary as plain texts as input. I click the evaluate button and receive the feedback after 
three minutes. 
 
The feedback tells me that my summary is correct as far as the concepts used are concerned. 
The indicators show that the quality of the summary is sufficient to proceed to the next step, so I  
Went to rewrite the telegram stylish sentences into real sentences. This takes me 12 additional hours divided over 
three days. During that writing process I used to consult the ‘online summary advisor” several times to ensure that I 
am on the right track. I noticed that especially the text consistency indicators show better results after each next 
consultation. So after that three days I send my summary to the two fellow students, which are selected by the system 
to provide me with additional feedback and I give the online summary advisor a notification of entering the next step 
in my exercise. 
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After two days I receive their comments, and adapt my summary accordingly. I will now hand over the final 
summary (with the intermediate version and the feedback reports) using the administrator’s mailbox to the tutor for 
the grading and again I send the online summary advisor a notification. I can now expect a message from the tutor 
with a grade, or some remarks on how to improve the summary, in which case I have to rewrite the summary and 
hand it over again. 
 
Interaction(s): 
Peer tutor View 
I had a very nice and long weekend after sending in my own summary to my peer-tutors. On my way back home I 
was wondering whether I would find the papers of Mary and Sylvie in my mailbox. According to the provisional 
time schedule it should be done in during my ‘vacation’ days. The first thing after my return at home was to check 
my mailbox and there I found the expected requests for feedback from these two students. That pleased me very 
much, because that allows me to proceed with the course at my own speed. As I don’t necessarily summarize the 
same book as my students did, I cannot and will not provide feedback on the content of the summary, but according 
to the instructions I focus the feedback on syntactical and textual referring problems. The summaries should be 
understandable for readers who don’t know the concerning book. So my own misunderstanding of texts, sentences or 
words are also subject for my feedback. 
 
I know I have five working days to provide feedback, but conclude my work in two. In the beginning I thought it 
would be an easy job, but doing it I felt some stress. It was not always clear how to provide the feedback and at what 
level of details should be used. I was aware that the quality of the feedback could be inspected by the teacher. 
Whenever during that inspection the quality was not of the right level, it would influence my own grade. So I decided 
not only to point to the problems, but also to provide some options to improve the texts. At least I would like that my 
own peer tutors take such pro-active approach. I used the track changes and comments functionality of ms Word for 
my feedback. After a last check on both documents I did send these back to Mary and Sylvie and I give the Online 
Summary Advisor a notification that I finalised my tutoring. 
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Interaction(s): 
Teacher View 
It took me a while after the drastic set-up change of the academic writing skills course to find my way to handle it. In 
the past all activities had to be done in a fixed time span, now the students are much more in control of their timing. 
In the past we did the support with a substantial team of teachers and tutors. Now it is divided over only three 
teachers: Jacob, Lisa and I and we are supposed to manage this grading process during the whole academic year. In 
the beginning I felt interrupted in my daily work, by the noise of the mailbox announcing another summary to be 
graded. I knew it was not necessary but there was some internal urge to react immediately on each submission.  This 
restlessness created in the beginning quite a lot of stress, the spam, normal mail messages and submission of 
summaries share all the same noise. I spoke with Jacob about this and he recognises that stress, so after a discussion 
with the three teachers we adopted the same internal procedure. We asked the administrator to forward all summaries 
to a shared mailbox and not anymore to our individual ones.  
 
On the Monday and Thursday morning during the consultation hours the teacher at duty checks the progress and 
distributes the available summaries to the individual teachers. Once in the three weeks it is my duty to do this. Till 
now (the second trimester just started) the students make rarely use of the provided consultation hours. Normally 2 or 
3 students appear in such hour with often trivial and/or personal problems, mostly at the end. So that leaves a lot of 
time for us to pay attention to the overview of the process and the progress. Today the overview module shows me 
that about 35% of the students are already graded and that now about 20 students are in the process. That overview 
shows starting dates, the mutual interdependencies (learner and peer tutors), the provisional individual time 
schedules and all steps taken. This time everything seems to go smoothly, in the past some interventions of the 
teachers had to be taken, based on the problems shown in this progress overview.  
 
Checking the mailbox I found four new submissions waiting to be processed. All teachers are in house and 
everybody has finalised the tasks of Tuesday so I distributed one summary to two other and two to myself. Because 
nobody showed up till now at my desk. I take the summary to be graded and check the completeness of the first mail. 
The mail of Mary includes the summary, the intermediate version, and the feedback given by the two peer-students 
as well as the digital book. So I use the Online summary advisor to check on plagiarism. In the meantime an 
automatic grading will be performed. However, this grading will not yet be shown to me. The system does not detect 
reasons to expect plagiarism. So I start to read the summary and the grading process. In this case I know the 
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concerning book and the presentation Mary had given a couple of weeks ago, which helps a lot for grading. The 
overall impression is great, but some local sentences could be written more clearly or more to the point. I write these 
concerning comments in the word file and make the choice for an immediate grading. I do a provisional grading of 
the summary with a straight 8. I inform the “Online summary advisor” about that grading of Mary and the system 
reveals its automatic grade being a 7.89. With such minimal disagreement I keep the grading at my own straight 8. I 
put that number in the final grading field and two automatic e-mails are written with a standard text including the 
grading. The first email is sent to the administrator and the second one to Maria. Before sending that second e-mail 
I’m asked to attach the summary with my comments.  
 
Because a group of three students showed up for consultation, I can not pay attention to the second summary. After 
answering their questions another student takes my attention, even for five minutes more than the hour. So when that 
student went away, satisfied with our agreement, I make a small annotation about his problem and how we agreed on 
a solution and send it as email to the shared mailbox with a cc to the student and myself. Than I leave the 
consultation desk and return to my own office. 
 
At the end of the day I take the second summary, after checking it on completeness I start to read it. This time I’m 
not convinced of the quality. So I am forced to do more inspection on the writing process (how often the online 
summary advisor is used, what the exiting values of the indicators have been and what the quality of the provided 
feedback is) to locate the possible problems. In this case Bram had received feedback of a very questionable level of 
both peer-tutors. The progress between the intermediate version and the final summary appears to be minimal. So I 
decide to provide the “Online Summary Advisor” with the information that for both peer-tutor their final grade 
should be deducted with 0.5 and to provide Bram the (last) chance to improve the summary (he goes back to the end 
of phase 2).  
The concerning emails are again generated and for Bram I attach the summary with my extended comments as input. 
Interaction(s): 
Administrator view 
I like the current set up very much. I received the email telling that Mary got an 8. So I open the LMS search for 
Mary and put the grade to the grading field of the course ‘Academic writing skills’.  I check twice whether the 
number filled in is correct. After closing the LMS, I write the system administrator a short note with the question 
whether it would be possible to feed the LMS directly from the “Online Summary Advisor”.  
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Interaction(s): 
Online Summary Advisor view 
I just got a notification from Mary that she wants to start with the writing a summary exercise, she indicates which 
digital book she wants to use and when she expects to have the first draft for peer evaluation. My first job now is to 
schedule the peer tutoring process. So I start at the end of the afternoon to collect the needed information. I know 
Mary’s book, because it was used before, so I can skip the content analysis and collect from memory the belonging 
key-words. I also collect the exercise information of all students within the exercise process, who are not yet placed 
in the peer-tutoring matrix.  Doing this I know exactly who will be available for the tutoring process. Because more 
than two peers are available, I use the key words of Mary’s book and that of the other students to create a ranking 
using the overlapping interests and their mutual time schedules. The policy is that your peer-tutor should never 
belong to the students, you are responsible for tutoring activities. So I collect and ranked also the candidates for 
Mary’s peer-tutoring. With both ranking lists I am able to link Mary as peer-tutor to Johan and Lyn and to link 
Albert and Guy as candidates to Mary. This is quite exceptional to be able to do all the contributions in one round. 
So I send now a email to Mary with all concerning names and emails. I also send Johan, Lyn and Albert a similar 
email. I did send Guy two days ago a provisional email, so now I send him an e-mail that Mary will be his second 
peer-tutor and that his time-schedule is slightly adapted. 
 
This morning I check the progress of the students, who are in the summarizing process and compare it with the 
concerning time schedules. Richard exceeds the supposed deadline for uploading the summary with one day, that’s 
why I send him an email to inform him about that. In that mail he gets another two days to submit and if that would 
not be sufficient suspension the advice to change the time-schedule. Charles, who appears to be already three days 
too late with his feedback, gets a final warning email from me, which is cc-ed to his teacher Peter and de 
concerning student Charlotte.  
 
I receive a draft summary of Mary and because I don’t have any knowledge on content, I compare the submission 
with the analysed information of the book “Resolving mealtime problems in type 1 diabetics”. Like each analysed 
book it has a list of main text sections, which are compared with the submission. I give feedback how well each 
section is covered (including the used concepts, the consistency between the different sentences, level of 
plagiarism or identical sentences with the source sentences) and on the possible writing problems (e.g. misspelling, 
redundant or irrelevant sentences etc.). I give this feedback to the learning environment to present it on the screen 
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and I generate an automatic email with this feedback information and send it to Mary. 
 
Whenever a teacher asks an overview on the progress of the students, I produce the overviews on the fly for all 
students of this year. One of these shows all students, who finalised the course completely, with their information 
(peer tutors and teacher involved, time schedules, intermediate and final texts, summarised book, grading, number 
of consulting me etc.). The links are still available for inspection and I include also at the header of the overview 
some relevant statistical information about results and progress. The second overviews all student who are still in 
the process with their already available information and the progress status. With the third and last overview I 
show all students of the second year, who didn’t contact me at all. 
 
The teacher Peter consults me about the final summary of Robert. Using the available information I evaluate how 
the summary covers the main sections, how the consistency is between the sentences of a section and the different 
sections. Because it is a final submission I do not provide immediate feedback, I store the feedback for a possible 
later inspection by the teacher. I compute the similarity quotient between the book and the summary as well as the 
similarity with all other summaries in the used corpus. I use all this information and the golden standards to 
compute a provisional grading. By inspecting the internal (at sentence level with the book) and the external (at the 
whole summary level) plagiarism factors I decide to mark this summary as suspicious. I generate the information 
for the teacher Peter (who has Robert as his student) about the list of most similar summaries with their similarity 
factors, my suspicion of plagiarism and access to my final and detailed report. I ask Peter how to proceed. 
Apparently he shares my suspension, so after requesting and reading my report, he doesn’t provide me with a grade 
but checked the plagiarism stated box. I send Robert an email with the accusation of his misbehaviour, instructing 
him to contact Peter for clarification and/or to counterplea.         
Interaction(s): 
System administrator view 
I have to implement the functionality of the online summary advisor (OSA) for the course, so I download the 
software from sourceForge. I start the setup and read the manual for instructions to adapt the system. The OSA uses 
LSA, so I have to inform the system about the language and the corpus to be used. The course is in the English 
Language so I opt for the north American business news text corpus and a smaller domain specific corpus including 
the Medical training books of our own faculty to finalize the first training. Then I train the system with the 
summaries and books of the last three years, which I divided in two groups. The first group acts as the golden 
standard and is used for the training and the second one to test the validity of the system. It appears to be a tedious 
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job, which requests the best of some of my competencies as a programmer. After 9 working days the system 
appears to be calibrated sufficiently. One of the problems has been the find the correct (mix of) granularities for the 
input material. After calibration I feed the second group and first group as one group into the system. I evaluate the 
results and compare these with the given rates of the teachers. The group (about 12%) with a clear mismatch are 
taken out of the collection and the rest will be used for the golden standard. 
 
The idea is that the teachers will use the functionality of the OSA within the Moodle learning environment, so I 
design the forms for the input of the book and summary to evaluate the student’s results and for the final grading. 
Now I create the internet pages within Moodle to show the results of the automatic grading. Doing this I am keen to 
keep the automatically given grade hidden for the teacher. In the second resulting window the grade will be shown 
after the teacher’s grade is given definitively. The API of the OSA is neatly described, which makes my job quite 
easy.  I use the schematic pictures of the in- and output windows in the manual as drafts. I am grateful that the 
example gives an attentive warning on the variable number of sections depending on the book. The last window I 
have to create is the final input window for teachers to extend the list of summaries to be used as golden standard. 
Within the agreed procedure of the writing a book summary exercise the communication is supposed to be done 
using templates.  I received these templates from the teacher with the control flow and the rules to be used. So I 
define the events to be triggered into the Moodle environment and use the available information to personalize 
these templates. I test this by simulating the process and using a matrix to ensure I got all possible paths. I solve 
some of the small problems encountered and being sure about the quality I concluded this formal task. I am 
relieved that the time left is sufficient to follow our quality rules and to enable a detailed testing by our software 
testing team.     
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Features and Claims Analysis Providing writing instructions - instructions in the LMS with explanations, but limited chance 
to ask questions 
+ all students receive the same information 
+ changing instruction materials occurs in one place only 
+ all information is contained in one medium 
Writing and submission procedure + course can start anytime, provided two peer-students are 
available 
+ all interaction through the internet 
+ turn-around time is set, and predictable  
Writing environment and support - possible problems to be elaborated are constrained  
- quality of tutoring support varies (7-10 different tutors 
involved) 
Providing and getting feedback + the quality of the feedback provided is now an element in the 
grading of the person providing it. 
+ receiving feedback is speeded up 
Grading summary: content  - The system should be monitored and calibrated 
+ All system-generated feedback is “unbiased” 
Grading summary: language use -peer-student feedback can be of limited usability 
Managing process  + the number of interactions is limited 
Monitoring progress + fewer steps are involved, making it easier to monitor the 
process 
Learning effects + students learn to provide feedback, which is a competence in 
itself  
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Visualization: 
 
Conditions and requirements: The online summary advisor needs a great general corpus of the used language with a domain specific corpus.  
The books and summaries should be digital and a golden standard for the different grades should be available.  
It should be possible to put all finalised summaries into the corpus.  
The participants should follow the procedures including the notification of any new steps in the process. Being partly 
based on the email and partly on the online summary advisor, the discipline for notification determines the quality of 
the process overviews.   
Testing opportunities and 
requirements: 
Despite the scenarios are designed in close collaboration with the main stakeholders, the team agrees to collect 
formative information about the design even before implementation. 
 The first complete draft of the problem and solution scenario will be presented to 2 representatives of each 
main stakeholder and they will be interviewed. 
 The course will start in 5 weeks, this opens a unique opportunity to ask selected groups (4 persons) of each 
real user group to simulate the system using a mock-up system. In the first presentation of the course the 
student test group will be recruited. 
 The course this and next year will be used to fill the system, so the books and summaries are collected in their 
digital versions. Next year a small pilot of 40 volunteers will use the first version of the system to test the 
system in practice and to provide summative feedback. The results of that group will be compared with the 
other students to validate the approach. This request a stable version 4 weeks before the course starts and 
computer room facilities during the course to provide a safe environment for the group volunteers if needed.   
Related scenarios: UC3.2-S5-Writing a scientific paper; UC7.2-S1-Prove you understanding by designing a concept map 
Notes: The student council has stated that they are not prepared to give a now carte blanche for this approach. They want to 
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be able to evaluate the quality of the support and the final results compared to the old situation. 
The Dean agrees with the student council as long as this does not frustrate his time schedule. 
Acknowledgements: Ellen Rusman OUNL, Bruce Witmann UG, Adriana Berlanga OUNL 
Glossary Corpus is a large collection of writings of a specific kind or on a specific subject 
CSCL is Computer Supported Collaborative Learning, a research topic on supporting collaborative learning with the 
assistance of computer artifacts.  
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is mathematical method for computer modelling and simulation of the meaning of 
words and passages by analysis of representative corpora of natural text. 
References: Foltz, P. W. Kintsch, W. and Landauer T. K. (1998). The measurement of textual coherence with Latent Semantic 
Analysis. Discourse Processes, 25(2&3), 285-307. 
Graesser, A., Wiemer-Hastings, P., Wiemer-Hastings, K., Harter, D.,Person, N., & the Tutoring Research Group. 
(2000). Using Latent Semantic Analysis to evaluate the contributions of students in AutoTutor. Interactive 
Learning Environments, 129-148.  
Landauer,T. K., McNamara, D.S., Dennis, S. & Kintsch W. (Eds). (2007) Handbook of Latent Semantic Analysis, 
Mahwah NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 
 
An Information and Interaction scenario  
Scenario:  UC3.2-S1-Writing a book summary 
Author: J. Hensgens, AURUS KTS, j.hensgens@aurus.nl 
Type and Progress: Information and Interaction scenario; version: [0.1] 
ID: UC3.2 Support writing by automatic discourse analysis 
Actors: 
 
Student, Student as Peer-tutor, Administrator, System administrator, Teacher, Online summary advisor. 
Interaction(s): 
Student View 
Like all students in the “writing a summary” course, I start the exercise by indicating to the system which book I will 
summarize and when I expect to have my version ready [sv-i1] for the peer tutors. After doing so I got at the end of the 
same afternoon a message in my mailbox [sv-i2] of the system with the names of the two students, who will be my peer 
tutors and the two students, for whom I will be the peer tutor. In the same email a provisional time schedule [sv-i3] is 
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included and the advice to contact each other, whenever big changes on that schedule can be expected. 
 
In line with the ‘writing a summary’-task instructions my summary will cover the digital book “Resolving mealtime 
problems in type 1 diabetics” of D. Brunk (2005). I collect the handouts used at my presentation 3 weeks ago. That 
presentation went quite well and I expect that the outline of the presentation will be a functional starting point for 
outlining the summary. To be sure I log in to the Moodle environment and read the background material “How to write a 
summary” and browse some examples of summaries. When I am ready with that I copy the outline of the presentation 
file and paste it one by one to the word file. To conform to the guidelines I extend the outline with three missing 
paragraphs.  
 
As a next step, with the book at hand, for each paragraph I write down the main keywords in provisory sentences written 
in a kind of telegram style. Here and now I don’t bother about correct sentences. The amount of the information in the 
outline already looks promising after four hours of writing. So I want to check my intermediate result with the “online 
summary advisor”. I click to open the advisor tool and following the instruction dialogs I give the digital book and the 
summary as input. I click the evaluate button [sv-i4] and receive the feedback after three minutes [sv-i5]. 
 
The feedback tells me that my summary is correct as far as the concepts used are concerned. 
The indicators show that the quality of the summary is sufficient to proceed to the next step, so I rewrite the telegram 
stylish sentences into real sentences. This takes me 12 additional hours divided over three days. During that writing 
process I used to consult the ‘online summary advisor” several times to ensure that I am on the right track. I noticed that 
especially the text consistency indicators show better results after each next consultation. So after those three days I send 
my summary to the two fellow students [sv-i6], which are selected by the system to provide me with additional feedback 
and I give the online summary advisor a notification of entering the next step [sv-i7] in my exercise. 
 
After two days I receive their comments [sv-i8], and adapt my summary accordingly. I will now hand over the final 
summary (with the intermediate version and the feedback reports) using the administrator’s mailbox to the tutor [sv-i9] 
for the grading and again I send the online summary advisor a notification [sv-i10]. I can now expect a message from the 
tutor with a grade, or some remarks [sv-i11] on how to improve the summary, in which case I have to rewrite the 
summary and hand it over again. 
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ID Data and actors with direction Interface (Schematic) 
Sv-i1 [Student ID taken from the login] + [Book title, Digital Book, 
Deadline date in ASCII]  
from student  LE  OSA  
 
{transformation into ascii can be done in the LE} 
{if student enters a second time her id is used to fill the editable 
fields with the known data} 
In learning environment: 
 
Sv-i2 [2 names and email-addresses of peer-tutors,  
2 names and email-addresses to be tutored] 
from OSA  mail  student  
N/A: Using Email and first 
notification template(if incomplete a 
follow-up email with the additional 
information using notification 
template-1b) 
Sv-i3 [time schedule with start date, submit date to peer tutors, submit 
date for comments as peer tutor, submit date final version] 
from OSA  mail  student 
N/A: Using Email and notification 
template-1 
(if incomplete a follow-up email with 
the additional information using 
notification template-1b)  
Sv-i4 [Student ID taken from the login] + [Book title, Digital Book, 
Summary, Current date in ASCII]  
from student  LE  OSA  
 
{transformation into ascii can be done in the LE} 
{book title and digital book taken from database with student ID, 
current date from the database} 
In learning environment: 
 
Sv-i5   
Sv-i6   
Sv-i7   
Sv-i8   
Sv-i9   
Data exchange & User 
Interface 
Sv-i10   
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Sv-i11   
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Interaction(s): 
Peer tutor View 
I had a very nice and long weekend after sending in my own summary to my peer-tutors. On my way back home I was 
wondering whether I would find the papers of Mary and Sylvie in my mailbox. According to the provisional time schedule 
it should be done in during my ‘vacation’ days. The first thing after my return at home was to check my mailbox and there 
I found the expected requests for feedback [pt-i1] from these two students. That pleased me very much, because that allows 
me to proceed with the course at my own speed. As I don’t necessarily summarize the same book as my students did, I can 
not and will not provide feedback on the content of the summary, but according to the instructions I focus the feedback on 
syntactical and textual referring problems. The summaries should be understandable for readers who don’t know the 
concerning book. So my own misunderstanding of texts, sentences or words are also subject for my feedback. 
 
I know I have five working days to provide feedback, but conclude my work in two. In the beginning I thought it would be 
an easy job, but doing it I felt some stress. It was not always clear how to provide the feedback and at what level of details 
should be used. I was aware that the quality of the feedback could be inspected by the teacher. Whenever during that 
inspection the quality was not of the right level, it would influence my own grade. So I decided not only to point to the 
problems, but also to provide some options to improve the texts. At least I would like that my own peer tutors take such 
pro-active approach. I used the track changes and comments functionality of ms Word for my feedback. After a last check 
on both documents I did send these back to Mary and Sylvie [pt-i2] and I give the Online Summary Advisor a notification 
[pt-i3] that I finalised my tutoring. 
ID Data and actors with direction Interface (Schematic) 
Pt-i1   
Pt-i2   
Data exchange & User 
Interface 
Pt-i3   
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Interaction(s): 
Teacher View 
It took me a while after the drastic set-up change of the academic writing skills course to find my way to handle it. In the past all 
activities had to be done in a fixed time span, now the students are much more in control of their t iming. In the past we did the 
support with a substantial team of teachers and tutors. Now it is divided over only three teachers: Jacob, Lisa and I and we are 
supposed to manage this grading process during the whole academic year. In the beginning I felt interrupted in my daily work, 
by the noise of the mailbox announcing another summary to be graded. I knew it was not necessary but there was some internal 
urge to react immediately on each submission. This restlessness created in the beginning quite a lot of stress, the spam, normal 
mail messages and submission of summaries share all the same noise. I spoke with Jacob about this and he recognises that stress, 
so after a discussion with the three teachers we adopted the same internal procedure. We asked the administrator to forward all 
summaries to a shared mailbox [tv-i1] and not anymore to our individual ones.  
 
On the Monday and Thursday morning during the consultation hours the teacher at duty checks the progress and distributes the 
available summaries to the individual teachers. Once in the three weeks it is my duty to do this. Till now (the second trimester 
just started) the students make rarely use of the provided consultation hours. Normally 2 or 3 students appear in such hour with 
often trivial and/or personal problems, mostly at the end. So that leaves a lot of time for us to pay attention to the overview of the 
process and the progress. Today the overview module shows me [tv-i2] that about 35% of the students are already graded and 
that now about 20 students are in the process. That overview shows starting dates, the mutual interdependencies (learner and peer 
tutors), the provisional individual time schedules and all steps taken. This time everything seems to go smoothly, in the past 
some interventions of the teachers had to be taken, based on the problems shown in this progress overview.  
 
Checking the mailbox I found four new submissions waiting to be processed [tv-i3]. All teachers are in house and everybody has 
finalised the tasks of Tuesday so I distributed one summary to two other and two to myself. Because nobody showed up till now 
at my desk. I take the to be graded summary and check the completeness of the first mail. The mail of Mary includes the 
summary, the intermediate version, the feedback given by the two peer-students as well as the digital book. So I use the Online 
summary advisor to check on plagiarism [tv-i4]. In the meantime an automatic grading will be performed. However, this grading 
will not yet be shown to me. The system does not detect reasons to expect plagiarism [tv-i5]. So I start to read the summary and 
the grading process. In this case I know the concerning book and the presentation Mary had given a couple of weeks ago, which 
helps a lot for grading. The overall impression is great, but some local sentences could be written more clearly or more to the 
point. I write these concerning comments in the word file and make the choice for an immediate grading. I do a provisional 
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grading of the summary with a straight 8. I inform the “Online summary advisor” about that grading [tv-i6] of Mary and the 
system reveals its automatic grade [tv-i7] being a 7.89. With such minimal disagreement I keep the grading at my own straight 8. 
I put that number in the final grading field [tv-i8] and two automatic e-mails are written [tv-i9] with a standard text including the 
grading. The first email is sent to the administrator and the second one to Maria. Before sending that second e-mail I’m asked to 
attach the summary with my comments [tv-i10].  
 
Because a group of three students showed up for consultation, I can not pay attention to the second summary. After answering 
their questions another student takes my attention, even for five minutes more than the hour. So when that student went away, 
satisfied with our agreement, I make a small annotation about his problem and how we agreed on a solution and send it as email 
to the shared mailbox with a cc to the student and myself. Than I leave the consultation desk and return to my own office. 
 
At the end of the day I take the second summary, after checking it on completeness I start to read it. This time I’m not convinced 
of the quality. So I am forced to do more inspection on the writing process (how often the online summary advisor is used, what 
the exiting values of the indicators have been and what the quality of the provided feedback is) to locate the possible problems. 
In this case Bram had received feedback of a very questionable level of both peer-tutors. The progress between the intermediate 
version and the final summary appears to be minimal. So I decide to provide the “Online Summary Advisor” with the 
information that for both peer-tutor their final grade should be deducted [tv-i11] with 0.5 and to provide Bram the (last) chance 
[tv-i12] to improve the summary (he goes back to the end of phase 2).  
The concerning emails are again generated [tv-i9] and for Bram I attach the summary with my extended comments [tv-i10] as 
input. 
Interaction(s): 
Administrator view 
I like the current set up very much. I received the email [av-i1] telling that Mary got an 8. So I open the LMS search for Mary and 
put the grade to the grading field of the course ‘Academic writing skills’. I check twice whether the number filled in is correct. 
After closing the LMS, I write the system administrator a short note with the question whether it would be possible to feed the 
LMS directly from the “Online Summary Advisor”.  
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Interaction(s): 
Online Summary Advisor view 
I just got a notification from Mary that she wants to start with the writing a summary exercise, she indicates which digital book 
she wants to use and when she expects to have the first draft for peer evaluation. My first job now is to schedule the peer tutoring 
process. So I start at the end of the afternoon to collect the needed information. I know Mary’s book, because it was used before, 
so I can skip the content analysis and collect from memory the belonging key-words. I also collect the exercise information of all 
students within the exercise process, who are not yet placed in the peer-tutoring matrix. Doing this I know exactly who will be 
available for the tutoring process. Because more than two peers are available, I use the key words of Mary’s book and that of the 
other students to create a ranking using the overlapping interests and their mutual time schedules. The policy is that your peer-
tutor should never belong to the students, you are responsible for tutoring activities. So I collect and ranked also the candidates 
for Mary’s peer-tutoring. With both ranking lists I am able to link Mary as peer-tutor to Johan and Lyn and to link Albert and 
Guy as candidates to Mary. This is quite exceptional to be able to do all the contributions in one round. So I send now an email 
to Mary with all concerning names and emails. I also send Johan, Lyn and Albert a similar email. I did send Guy two days ago a 
provisional email, so now I send him an e-mail that Mary will be his second peer-tutor and that his time-schedule is slightly 
adapted. 
 
This morning I check the progress of the students, who are in the summarizing process and compare it with the concerning time 
schedules. Richard exceeds the supposed deadline for uploading the summary with one day, that’s why I send him an email to 
inform him about that. In that mail he gets another two days to submit and if that would not be sufficient suspension the advice 
to change the time-schedule. Charles who appears to be already three days too late with his feedback, gets a final warning email 
from me, which is cc-ed to his teacher Peter and de concerning student Charlotte.  
 
I receive a draft summary of Mary and because I don’t have any knowledge on content, I compare the submission with the 
analysed information of the book “Resolving mealtime problems in type 1 diabetics”. Like each analysed book it has a list of 
main text sections, which are compared with the submission. I give feedback how well each section is covered (including the 
used concepts, the consistency between the different sentences, level of plagiarism or identical sentences with the source 
sentences) and on the possible writing problems (e.g. misspelling, redundant or irrelevant sentences etc.). I give this feedback to 
the learning environment to present it on the screen and I generate an automatic email with this feedback information and send it 
to Mary. 
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Whenever a teacher asks an overview on the progress of the students, I produce the overviews on the fly for all students of this 
year. One of these shows all students, who finalised the course completely, with their information (peer tutors and teacher 
involved, time schedules, intermediate and final texts, summarised book, grading, number of consulting me etc.). The links are 
still available for inspection and I include also at the header of the overview some relevant statistical information about results 
and progress. The second overviews all student who are still in the process with their already available information and the 
progress status. With the third and last overview I show all students of the second year, who didn’t contact me at all. 
 
The teacher Peter consults me about the final summary of Robert. Using the available information I evaluate how the summary 
covers the main sections, how the consistency is between the sentences of a section and the different sections. Because it is a 
final submission I do not provide immediate feedback, I store the feedback for a possible later inspection by the teacher. I 
compute the similarity quotient between the book and the summary as well as the similarity with all other summaries in the used 
corpus. I use all this information and the golden standards to compute a provisional grading. By inspecting the internal (at 
sentence level with the book) and the external (at the whole summary level) plagiarism factors I decide to mark this summary as 
suspicious. I generate the information for the teacher Peter (who has Robert as his student) about the list of most similar 
summaries with their similarity factors, my suspicion of plagiarism and access to my final and detailed report. I ask Peter how to 
proceed. Apparently he shares my suspension, so after requesting and reading my report, he doesn’t provide me with a grade but 
checked the plagiarism stated box. I send Robert an email with the accusation of his misbehaviour, instructing him to contact 
Peter for clarification and/or to counterplea.       
Interaction(s): 
System administrator view 
I have to implement the functionality of the online summary advisor (OSA) for the course, so I download the software from 
sourceForge. I start the setup and read the manual for instructions to adapt the system. The OSA uses LSA, so I have to inform 
the system about the language and the corpus to be used. The course is in the English Language so I opt for the north American 
business news text corpus and a smaller domain specific corpus including the Medical training books of our own faculty to 
finalize the first training. Then I train the system with the summaries and books of the last three years, which I divided in two 
groups. The first group acts as the golden standard and is used for the training and the second one to test the validity of the 
system. It appears to be a tedious job, which requests the best of some of my competencies as a programmer. After 9 working 
days the system appears to be calibrated sufficiently. One of the problems has been the find the correct (mix of) granularities for 
the input material. After calibration I feed the second group and first group as one group into the system. I evaluate the results 
and compare these with the given rates of the teachers. The group (about 12%) with a clear mismatch are taken out of the 
collection and the rest will be used for the golden standard. 
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The idea is that the teachers will use the functionality of the OSA within the Moodle learning environment, so I design the forms 
for the input of the book and summary to evaluate the student’s results and for the final grading. Now I create the internet pages 
within Moodle to show the results of the automatic grading. Doing this I am keen to keep the automatically given grade hidden 
for the teacher. In the second resulting window the grade will be shown after the teacher’s grade is given definitively. The API of 
the OSA is neatly described, which makes my job quite easy. I use the schematic pictures of the in- and output windows in the 
manual as drafts. I am grateful that the example gives an attentive warning on the variable number of sections depending on the 
book. The last window I have to create is the final input window for teachers to extend the list of summaries to be used as golden 
standard. Within the agreed procedure of the writing a book summary exercise the communication is supposed to be done using 
templates. I received these templates from the teacher with the control flow and the rules to be used. So I define the events to be 
triggered into the Moodle environment and use the available information to personalize these templates. I test this by simulating 
the process and using a matrix to ensure I got all possible paths. I solve some of the small problems encountered and being sure 
about the quality I concluded this formal task. I am relieved that the time left is sufficient to follow our quality rules and to 
enable a detailed testing by our software testing team.    
 
 
Appendix D: guidelines, checklists and pitfalls 
Guidelines for writing scenarios and use cases 
 
This document should support the writing processes belonging to the LTfLL approach of Scenario-Based Design (SBD). Our project is aware 
that this design method makes use of evolving insights. The lessons learned are collected and integrated in this document as ‘guideline’, 
‘checklist item’ or ‘pitfall’, whenever the lesson is identified by the editorial board. This implies that this document changes/evolves in time. Our 
advice is to always use the most recent version.  
We use the same structure for the use case and the scenario. For each of the three growing lists we will use: guidelines (what to do), checkpoints 
(to ensure the correctness of the result) and pitfalls (what others did wrong frequently). To provide a quick overview of the changes in this 
document, the main change dates are listed in the document history (at the end of the document) and each item will be dated. 
  
Use case 
 
UC-Guidelines 
 18-07-08 Take as content of the category table-field for the use case the (sub)-objectives of page 7 of the Dow 
 18-07-08 Take the described problems (page 7/8) and the elaborations (pages 8/9/10) as the starting point and inspiration for the 
first draft of the context table-field 
 18-07-08 Describe at least the following stakeholders: those who pay for it, develop it, use it and maintain it. 
 18-07-08 Describe and list the main problems for all stakeholders in the ‘problem situation’, and use it to structure the texts of the 
fields ‘solution(s)’, ‘reachable goals’ and ‘validation indicators’, e.g. in ‘Reachable goals’ list and order the goals as 
solutions for the stated problems. 
 18-07-08 Make the texts of the different fields consistent and search actively for gaps in the texts or missing steps in the logical 
structure. 
 
UC-Checklist 
 18-07-08 Can you realize the goals in ‘Reachable goals’ within the LTfLL life-cycle? 
 18-07-08 Is it clear how the validation indicators can be assessed? 
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UC-Pitfalls 
   
   
 
Scenario 
 
SC-Guidelines 
 18-07-08 Start writing your set scenarios with the narrative and the interactions of the problem scenario and the solution scenario. 
Write interactions in the first person perspective in the present tense. 
 18-07-08 List the actors and clearly specify their objectives. 
 18-07-08 Specify the opportunities for validation (who, what, when & how). 
 18-07-08 Discuss the scenario with the different stakeholders, if not direct accessible instruct project members to take the role and 
perspective of these stakeholders. 
 18-07-08 Use the description of the interactions to feed the Features and Claims analysis. 
Identify the features of the problem and the solution  
Specify the weight, pros and contras on the features for the problem and solution scenario 
Compare the Features of both scenarios and state the Claims  
 18-07-08 Discuss the solution scenario (Business Case) with the real problem owner and ‘paying’ stakeholder. 
   
 
SC-Checklist 
 18-07-08 Check carefully if the granularity of the scenario is correct  
It requires more than two actors including the system to match educational needs 
It can be used within or replaces a real learner Course 
 18-07-08 Are the results for the learner group be gradable by an evaluator 
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 18-07-08 Is the system an actor in your scenario 
 
SC-Pitfalls 
   
   
 
History 
 18-07-08 First version by Jan Hensgens 
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Appendix E: Template tools and resources survey 
Template for the survey among partners. This template was distributed to all partners in order to collect information about the available and 
required language tools and resources. The results were used in the description in the section 5 of this document. 
 
A SURVEY ON PARTNERS’ LANGUAGE RESOURCES AND TOOLS 
 
Dear partner, please fill in the following slots about your resources and/or tools! 
Please choose the appropriate option, and/or add your own text where appropriate. 
 
Partner’s name:………………………………………………………………….. 
Date:……………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
CORPORA Corpus1 Corpus2 Corpus3 Corpus4 Corpus5 Corpus6 
size       
type: 
- written 
- spoken 
      
language: 
- monolingual 
- bilingual 
- multilingual 
      
coverage: 
- reference 
- specific 
      
degree of annotation: 
 
- structure 
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- POS 
- chunk 
- syntax (treebank) 
- NER 
- semantics 
availability: 
- free 
- commercial 
      
additional information about 
this resource (if any) 
      
 
 
LEXICONS Lexicon 1 Lexicon 2 Lexicon 3 Lexicon 4 Lexicon 5 Lexicon 6 
size       
type:  
- standard 
- wordnet 
- gazetteer  
- …….. 
- …….. 
      
language: 
- monolingual 
- bilingual 
- multilingual 
      
coverage: 
- general 
- terminological 
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availability: 
- free 
- commercial 
      
additional information about this 
resource (if any) 
      
 
 
LANGUAGE TOOLS Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3 Tool 4 Tool 5 Tool 6 
type:  
- tokenizer 
- sentence splitter 
- lemmatizer 
- POS tagger 
- disambiguator 
-   chunker 
-  other partial grammars (NER, 
etc.) 
-  parser 
- anaphora  
resolution 
   - WSD 
   -  alignment 
   - other 
       
language: 
- dependent 
- independent 
      
performance (recall/precision)       
availability: 
- free 
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- commercial 
additional information about this 
resource (if any) 
      
 
OTHER RESOURCES/TOOLS: (Please add information about resources/tools that have not been mentioned above) 
 
